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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned with scattering of acoustic and elastic waves from scatterers em-
bedded in a homogeneous background. The scatterers and the background can be a mixture
of fluid and solid domains, e.g. solid scatterers submerged in water. The background will
always be a homogeneous half- or fullspace.
Commonly, wavefields are expanded into an orthogonal set of basis functions, e.g. planar
or cylindrical waves. Unfortunately, these expansions converge rather slowly for complex
geometries. The new approach enhances convergence by summing multipole solutions to
the wave equation with different centers of expansions. For this reason, the method is also
called Multiple MultiPole expansions (MMP) or Generalized Matching Technique (GMT).
The non-orthogonal expansion functions allow irregularities of the wavefields (e.g. due to
a rough boundary) to be resolved locally from a nearby center of expansion. This means
that the wavefields are expanded into a non-orthogonal set of basis functions. The incident
wavefield and the fields induced by the scatterers are matched by evaluating the boundary
conditions at discrete matching points along the domain boundaries. Due to the non-
orthogonal expansions, no unique answer can be found. Instead, more matching points
than actually needed are used. The resulting overdetermined system is solved in the least-
squares sense.
Since there are free parameters such as location and number of expansion centers as well
as kind and orders of expansion functions used, numerical experiments are performed to
measure the performance of different discretizations. An empirical set of rules governing
the choice of these parameters is found from these numerical experiments. The resulting
scheme is thoroughly tested against numerical experiments performed by finite differences
and physical experiments in an ultrasonic watertank. As an application, the method is used
to study the effects of shallow-subsurface cavities on reflection seismic data.
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To account for heterogeneous scatterers, a hybrid scheme with finite elements is devised.
Multiple multipole expansions are used to expand the scattered fields in homogeneous scat-
terers and in the background. Contrarily, the wavefields inside heterogeneous scatterers are
modelled by the finite element method. By condensation, the finite element regions are
then collapsed into superelements directly coupling the MMP expansions.
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The propagation of elastic waves in inhomogeneous media leads to mode-conversion and
a deflection of wave-energy relative to a hypothetical fiducial background homogeneous
medium. The inhomogeneity may take the form of a sharp discontinuity in the material
properties of the medium (e.g. cavity or inclusion). These obstacles or scatterers change
the path of the primary wave and act as a source of secondary waves. The irregular and
diffuse deflection of energy of the incident wave by the obstacle is called scattering. The
scattered field is composed basically of reflected, refracted and diffracted waves. According
to Rayleigh's definition, the scattered wave is the difference of the total wavefield as observed
in the presence of the obstacle and the incident field.
Scattering not only degrades the coherence of the propagating wave, e.g. by generating
the coda (Aki and Wu, 1988), but can also be a major cause of attenuation (Aki, 1982).
Studying the response of one or more scatterers reveals valuable information about the
internal structure of the medium. An important tool in understanding these responses
is the forward modelling approach. Forward modelling consists of analytical, numerical,
or even experimental simulations of waves propagating through the structures of interest.
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Identifying the origin of simulated wave arrivals allows using them as indicators of the
model's internal features. Correlations between simulated events and real seismic data can
later be used to infer the real internal structure.
In the course of the present thesis, we derive a framework to solve scattering problems in the
frequency domain. In order to obtain full waveform solutions, the equations of motion are
discretized reducing the original integro-differential equation into a set of linear equations
and thus into a matrix problem. Specifically, we derive numerical schemes to model acoustic
and elastic waves scattering from inclusions embedded in a homogeneous space. We will
consider various kinds of scatterers: fluids, elastics, or cavities. While the scatterers might
be heterogeneous, the background will always be a homogeneous half- or fullspace. All these
problems will be solved with Multiple MultiPole expansions (MMP).
1.2 Numerical Modelling
The calculation of synthetic seismograms has been of interest for many years. Various
methods have been proposed for modeling waves in 2 dimensional, heterogeneous media.
Each of them has its own range of validity and interest. Fully numerical techniques in the
space-time domain, either in the finite difference formulation (Kelly et al., 1976; Virieux,
1986; Cheng et al., 1994) or in the finite element formulation (Smith, 1974; Marfurt, 1984;
Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1989), handle any kind of waves in complex media. But for either
method, an area containing the source, the receiver and the scatterers plus some neigh-
borhood around them has to be discretized, which limits the distances between scatterers,
sources and receivers. Computer runtime and memory requirements are functions of the
total volume contained in the model.
The (generalized) ray theory (1erven' et al., 1977; Gerven' and Pgentik, 1984) can be
used when the scatterers and their radii of curvature are large compared to the wavelength.
For small or weak scatterers, the (extended) Born approximation (Miles, 1960; Aki and
Richards, 1980; Habashy et al., 1993) allows an efficient calculation of the seismogram. In
other cases, the problem can be simplified by assuming the medium consists of homogeneous
regions with sharp boundaries in between. Then, reflectivity (Kennett, 1983; Miiller, 1985)
and global matrix methods (Chin et al., 1984; Schmidt and Tango, 1986) are routinely
used for planarly or cylindrically layered media. For laterally heterogeneous media, discrete
wave-number integration can be used (Bouchon and Aki, 1977; Haartsen et al., 1994).
In another class of problems, waves scatter from inclusions embedded in a homogeneous
medium. The classical eigenfunction expansion (Morse and Feshbach, 1953) allows the anal-
ysis of simple shapes only, such as circular or elliptical cylinders, where the eigenfunctions
are known (Bowman et al., 1969; Pao and Mow, 1973). Methods based on the perturbation
of a prescribed geometry, such as the T-matrix method (Waterman, 1976; Bostr6m, 1980a)
work extremely well for certain geometries but are harder to apply efficiently in general
situations such as slender scattering objects (Lakhtakia et al., 1984).
Alternatively, integral equation methods can be used. Examples thereof are the boundary
element method (Rokhlin, 1983; Schuster and Smith, 1985; Brebbia and Dominguez, 1989;
Bouchon, 1993; Dong et al., 1995) or the method of moments (Harrington, 1968; Lakhtakia
and Mulholland, 1993; Thompson et al., 1994). Whenever these schemes require numerical
integrations, they tend be computationally intensive. Furthermore, the matrices resulting
from integral equation discretizations are almost always full. Rokhlin (1990), Coifman
(1993), Boag (1994), and Rosen (1995) independently developed schemes which lead to
sparse systems.
Based on the work of Mie (1900) and Vekua (1967), Hafner (1983) presented another
method. Instead of making the matrix sparse, he tried to reduce the size of the matrix
system by using fewer, but better suited, basis functions. In contrast to other approaches,
the scattered wavefields are expanded into a set of basis functions which do not necessar-
ily satisfy orthogonality conditions. Any solution to the wave equation in a homogeneous
medium could be used as a basis function. Different kinds of solutions can be mixed,
e.g. plane waves and cylindrical waves can be used simultaneously as expansion functions.
Because one commonly chooses multipole solutions with different origins, the method is
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accordingly named the 'Multiple MultiPole' method (MMP). Hafner and Bomholt (1993)
provide an extensive bibliography about MMP expansions for electromagnetic scattering
problems.
As mentioned previously, the classical eigenfunction method (Morse and Feshbach, 1953)
expands the wavefield into multipole sources of various orders but with the same origin.
Contrarily, the multifilament source model (Boag et al., 1988; Murphy et al., 1996) uses
many monopole sources with different origins as expansion functions. Extreme cases thereof
are the discrete wave-number integration method (Bouchon and Aki, 1977; Campillo, 1987)
or the boundary element method (Dong et al., 1995; Kessel, 1996). All these techniques
are limiting cases of the MMP method. In fact, the MMP technique is a generalization
which allows to scale continuously between the classical eigenfunction method, multifilament
source model, and the boundary element methods.
A matrix system for the complex weighting coefficients can be found by enforcing boundary
conditions along the inclusions. Because the basis functions are not-orthogonal, the resulting
matrix system will commonly be ill-conditioned if not numerically singular. To stabilize the
solution, an overdetermined matrix system is employed (Hafner, 1993). A similar idea
has also been used in combination with the finite element method (Chang, 1990) or with
the boundary element method (Wong, 1982; Kessel, 1996). Different techniques exist to
obtain equations for the complex weighting coefficients (Appendix A.4). Since the matrix
system will be overdetermined, the point matching technique (Harrington, 1968; Hafner,
1980) is optimally suited to construct the individual equations. The advantage of the point
matching technique is that it does not need to evaluate numerical integrals. Hence, it is
computationally efficient to build the equations. Kessel (1996) suggested an interesting
extension. The exact solution obeys not only the continuity equations along boundaries but
also the extinction theorem (Born and Wolf, 1980; Chew, 1990). At discrete points, the
extinction theorem could also be enforced to yield additional equations which stabilize the
matrix equation even further.
An advantage of the MMP scheme is that the same algorithm can be used to model scatter-
ing from a single inclusion, multiple inclusions or layered ones. Scattering between multiple
inclusions is just a straight extension of the single scatterer problem (Imhof, 1995). It can
be solved without complicated bookkeeping or involving the translation theorems (Peterson
and Str6m, 1974; Chew, 1989; Wang and Chew, 1993).
Many frequency domain methods are closely related as demonstrated in Appendix A. This
makes it relatively easy to couple MMP expansions with, e.g., the method of moments
(Hafner et al., 1994), or the finite element method (Sroka et al., 1990; Bomholt, 1994).
The MMP method allows to incorporate prior knowledge or expectations into the mod-
elling. First, special solution to the wave equation can be used as expansion functions.
For example, fractional multipoles (Engheta, 1996) describe wavefields in wedge-shaped re-
gions (Elsherbeni et al., 1991). Another generalization of multipoles are beams obtained
by assigning the origin to a location in complex space (Deschamps, 1971; Shin and Felsen,
1977). Second, the complete solution of a particular problem can be used as one expansion
function for a perturbed problem. Hopefully, only a few additional expansion functions are
needed to account for the perturbation (Hafner, 1990). This feature allows to split problems
into substructures. Each piece is then solved independently and the complete problem is
reassembled recursively (Zienkiewicz, 1977; Schwarz, 1988; Marfurt and Shin, 1989; Hafner,
1990). Finally, since the problems are solved in the frequency domain, the solution at a
different frequency can be used as initial solution for an iterative solver scheme (Hafner,
1994).
The MMP scheme can be used to decompose the numerical solution which helps to under-
stand the solution. For example, the scheme might decompose propagating body waves into
their P- and S-modes. It can also be used to test a hypothesis. For example, the wavefield
due to an incident beam scattering from an inclusion might contain a strong, specularly
reflected beam. What is the importance of the specular reflected beam component? Ex-
panding the scattered field into the specularly reflected beam as well as a MMP expansion
allows to estimate the specular beam contribution.
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To name the scheme 'Multiple MultiPole expansions' (MMP) is in fact misleading. The set
of possible expansion functions is not limited to multipole solutions of the wave equation.
Any solution which seems to make sense for the problem at hand can be used as an expansion
function. The least-squares scheme yields then the set of weighting coefficients which solve
the scattering problem best for the given set of expansion functions. Plane waves, multipole
solutions, beams, and previous solutions can all be used together to expand the solution to
a particular scattering problem.
Moreover, hybrid schemes with other matrix methods are very simple to derive. Thus, a
better name would be 'Generalized Multipole Technique' (GMT) as nowadays suggested by
Hafner (1990). Even more accurate would be 'Generalized Matching Technique'. Addition-
ally, the scheme is also known as the method of discrete sources (Eremin and Sveshnikov,
1993). Although GMT would be more accurate, the scheme is named MMP throughout
this present thesis for consistency with published work. Also, we expand the wavefields
predominantly into multipole functions in the course of this thesis.
1.3 Outline
In this thesis, we develop the application of the MMP method to 2-dimensional acoustic
and elastic wave propagation.
In Chapter 2, the multiple multipole method (MMP) is introduced in the context of 2D
acoustic scattering where homogeneous, bounded scatterers are embedded in a homogeneous
fullspace. Numerical experiments are used to deduce a set of rules about the locations,
orders, and numbers of multipoles and their relation to the matching points.
Chapter 3 expands the MMP to 2D elastic media where homogeneous scatterers are em-
bedded in a homogeneous fullspace. In the elastic case, separate expansions are used for
P- and S-waves. As a welcome bonus, scattered wavefields are automatically decomposed
into P- and S-waves for each individual scatterer. Further numerical experiments and a
comparison with finite difference results are used to validate the set of rules found in the
acoustic case.
To solve scattering problems where heterogeneous scatterers are embedded in a homoge-
neous fullspace, a hybrid scheme is derived in Chapter 4 combining the MMP with finite
elements (FE). Heterogeneous scatterers are modelled by FE, while the wavefields in the
homogeneous fullspace or homogeneous scatterers are expressed by MMP expansions. The
different methods are coupled by the boundary conditions along the interfaces of the vari-
ous scatterers. Each finite-element region is ultimately condensed into one 'super-element'
which contains all the coupling between the MMP expansion functions for the background
domain. The hybrid scheme is first derived for acoustic waves and later extended for the
elastic case.
An ultrasonic watertank experiment in Chapter 5 shows that the wavefield scattered from
a few solid objects submerged in water is very complex. The interpretation of the scattered
wavefields becomes especially tedious when waves reverberate between the scatterers and
the water surface. To aid the interpretation, the experiment is numerically modelled with
an acousto-elastic MMP scheme which automatically decomposes the scattered wavefields
by scatterer.
In Chapter 6, a reflection seismic dataset acquired in West Texas is presented. The quality
of the data shot over limestone mesas is badly degraded by scattered energy. Two different
scattering mechanisms are proposed: surface topography and near surface cavities. First, a
finite difference method is used to study the effect of surface topography on the propagating
waves. Second, a scheme is derived to study the scattering from cavities close to the surface.
Because many backscattered events appear to be Rayleigh waves, the effect of a free surface
is incorporated into the MMP expansion functions. The contribution of the Rayleigh pole
and the saddle point contributions of the reflected and converted wavefields are directly
added to the MMP expansion functions. The projection method (Harrington, 1968) is then
used to approximate the scattering from cavities being too large for Rayleigh scatterers but
too small to justify a full treatment. For a variety of models, energy flux density (Poynting
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vector) and energy density function are used as interpretative tools.
Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the results obtained in this thesis and points out future
work.
Various appendices complement the present work. Appendix A demonstrates the relations
between different matrix methods commonly used to solve scattering problems. The two
main differences are how they expand the wavefields and how they evaluate the unavoidable
errors due to discretization and truncation. Also, Appendix A presents the solver scheme
used for the hybrid cases. Appendix B develops asymptotic expansion functions for waves
propagating in an elastic halfspace with a free surface. Each expansion function contains
direct wave, reflections, conversions, and the surface wave. Appendix C derives a scheme
to model inclusions with dimensions smaller than the dominant wavelength. Finally, Ap-
pendix D contains the relations between the Helmholtz potentials, displacements, stresses,
and strains both in Cartesian and cylindrical coordinate frames.
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Chapter 2
Multiple Multipole Expansions for
Acoustic Scattering
Abstract
The paper presents a new approach to solve multiple scattering of acoustic waves in 2 di-
mensions. Traditionally, wavefields are expanded into an orthogonal set of basis functions.
Often these functions build a multipole. Unfortunately, these multipoles converge rather
slowly for complex geometries. The new approach enhances convergence by including mul-
tiple multipoles into each region, allowing irregularities of the boundary to be resolved
locally. The wavefields are expanded into a set of non-orthogonal basis functions. The
incident wavefield and the fields induced by the scatterers are matched in the least-squares
sense by evaluating the boundary conditions at discrete matching points along the domain
boundaries. Due to the non-orthogonal expansions, we choose more matching points than
actually needed resulting in an overdetermined system which is solved in the least-squares
sense. This allows an estimate of how well the expansion converges and can help to tune
the scheme to enhance accuracy or reduce runtime. The idea of the multiple multipole
can be extended by using more complicated basis functions which are closer to the solution
sought. The resulting algorithm is a very general tool to solve relatively large and complex
two dimensional scattering problems.
Introduction
Several methods are routinely employed for the solution of acoustic scattering problems. The
ray theory or the generalized ray theory ((erven' et al., 1977; Hong and Helmberger, 1978;
(erveny and PgenEik, 1984) are used when the scatterers and their radii of curvature are
large compared to the wavelength. The Born approximation (Miles, 1960; Aki and Richards,
1980; Habashy et al., 1993) is often used for small or weak scatterers. Methods based
on the perturbation of a prescribed geometry, such as the T-matrix method (Waterman,
1969; Varadan and Varadan, 1980) as well as the classical multipole expansions (Morse and
Feshbach, 1953), work extremely well for certain geometries but cannot be efficiently applied
in general situations. Thus, there exists a wide class of problems in which the scatterers are
too small for the ray theory, the velocity contrasts too strong for the Born approximation,
and their geometry unsuitable for the T-matrix method.
Attempts to apply the finite difference (Kelly et al., 1976; Virieux, 1985; Cheng et al., 1994)
or finite element methods (Smith, 1974; Marfurt, 1984; Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1989) to
such problems tend to meet with serious difficulties. For example, in many scattering
problems the distances between the source, the receivers, and the scatterers are very large
compared to the size of the scatterer itself. In order to solve a scattering problem by means
of finite elements or finite differences, an area containing the source, the receiver and the
scatterers plus a substantial neighborhood around them has to be discretized, resulting in
prohibitive computation times.
Thus it becomes attractive to apply a boundary or integral method. Unfortunately, the tra-
ditional boundary integral methods (Rokhlin, 1983; Brebbia and Dominguez, 1989; Schuster
and Smith, 1985; Dong et al., 1995) are computationally very intensive. A faster version
thereof was described by Rokhlin (1990) and Coifman (1993). Alternatively, we will apply a
method which Hafner presented as a more general approach first for electrostatic problems
(Hafner and Ballisti, 1983) and later to electromagnetic scattering (Hafner, 1990). In con-
trast to the traditional approaches, he employed an expansion of the scattered fields into a
non-orthogonal and non-complete set of basis-functions. For that reason, the wavefield is
evaluated by choosing more matching points along the domain boundaries than unknown
coefficients for the expansion functions, yielding an overdetermined system of equations.
An advantage of the technique is that it allows a quick overview of the solution to a par-
ticular problem. On the other hand, it also allows the calculation of very precise solutions.
Furthermore, the accuracy can be tuned: regions of special interest can be modelled more
accurately than others. Due to the overdetermined system, one also gets a very good esti-
mate of the absolute and relative errors of the solutions.
The method is well suited to solve scattering between multiple scatterers. Due to its close
relationship with other integral methods, hybrid schemes involving the generalized matching
technique (Ballisti and Hafner, 1983; Hafner, 1990), the method of moments (Harrington,
1968), boundary element methods (Rokhlin, 1983; Schuster and Smith, 1985; Dong et al.,
1995; Kessel, 1996), or finite elements (Smith, 1974; Marfurt, 1984; Murphy and Chin-Bing,
1989) can be devised easily.
The paper will be structured as follows: first we will present the method for an incident
wavefield being scattered by one object. Then we adapt the method to multiple scatterers
or scatterers embedded within scatterers. We also generalize the method to take advantage
of more complicated expansion functions. Finally we discuss some details of the implemen-
tation of the technique on a parallel computer and present numerical results for different
models.
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2.1 Theoretical Background
We would like to model how an incident wavefield described by its Helmholtz potential
Pinc(x, w)eiwt scatters from one object. Figure 2-1 depicts the configuration. For the sake
of clarity, we will suppress the time factor eiwt in all following expressions. Superscripts
denote the region to which a material property or field belongs to, and, to distinguish
different regions or domains, we use the symbol r d . The boundary between two regions
rf and r y will be denoted by ory. We call the region ro the background and define
the other regions rd (d = 0) to be scatterers. As is well known, in the frequency domain
the displacement due to a travelling wave in a homogeneous fluid can be described by a
displacement potential 4(x, w) satisfying the Helmholtz equation
(V 2 + k2) D(x, W) = 0, (2.1)
where we defined the wave number k = w/a for a particular frequency w and the propagation
velocity a = A/p as a function of the Lame parameter A and density p. The displacement
u(x) and the pressure p(x) at an arbitrary point x are then defined by the formulas
u(x) = Vlx (2.2)
p(x) = AV 2 .Ix = -Ak24Ix = -w 2 p)lx. (2.3)
A field A4c incident on the scatterer will induce two scattered fields: 4o(x, w) outside the
scattering object and Vl(x,w) on the inside. The total fields inside and outside of the
scatterer are related by the boundary conditions. For the problem posed, these conditions
are continuity of normal displacement and continuity of pressure:
fi-V (.inc(x,w) + 4o(x,w)) = fi. Vl(x,w) (2.4)
AOV 2 (+inc(x,w)+ O (X,W)) = A'V 2 1(x,w), (2.5)
where we used A and A' to denote the Lame parameters in the different media. The bound-
ary 0F0o is described by its normal direction fi = fi(x). Anticipating multiple scattering
objects, we define the normal fi to point from the medium with the lower index to the one
with the higher index. The normal approach is to expand the unknown fields o and (1
into a series of complete and orthogonal basis functions Od(x, xp, w) where each of them is
a solution to the Helmholtz equation (2.1). For some expansion functions, e.g. cylindrical
solutions, we need a center of expansion denoted by xd. Thus we could express the field in
the domain d by
00
d(X, w) = a d19d (x, x, k w). (2.6)
n= -oo
In potential theory, expansions of this form are called multipole expansions (Morse and
Feshbach, 1953). Deviating from the normal approach, we expand the fields not only from
one single expansion point x d but choose multiple expansion points xd where p E 1,..., P}.
Thus instead of using a single multipole as in (2.6), we use multiple multipoles (Ballisti and
Hafner, 1983; Hafner, 1990) where the multiple multipoles governing the same region differ
in their expansion point xd:
P +oo
d(xw Z a n (xx, kdwk). (2.7)
p=1 n=-oo
At first glance, adding several multipoles to an expansion which is theoretically complete
does not seem very reasonable. But numerical experiments show that the convergence is
enhanced dramatically if we use multiple expansion points. For practical reasons we also
have to truncate the expansion of .d after only ±N terms. To account for the neglected
terms we introduce an additional error term Ed(x, w) into our expansions (2.7), leading to
the following expansions for the scattered field 1' (inside) and o0 (outside):
P +N
d(X, an~tgn (x,xkd, ) + d(x, w). (2.8)
p=1 n=-N
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Taking the radiation condition into account, we could choose the actual expansions (Morse
and Feshbach, 1953) to be:
P N
o(x, W aeine H (k 0o x- x) + (x,w) (2.9)
p=l n=-N
P N
S1(x, ) = a~ne J1 j (k' Ix- x1l) + E'(x,w), (2.10)
p=1 n=-N
where Jn| is the Bessel function and H1) is the Hankel function of the first kind radiating
outward. We solve for the unknown coefficients a d by enforcing the boundary conditions
(2.4) and (2.5) on discrete matching points Xm along the domain boundary arol. Altogether,
we have 2L = 2P - (2N + 1) unknown coefficients ad . In order to eliminate an index, we
renumber the expansion functions Odn(x,Xd, kd,w) and their coefficients ad resulting in
Od(x, d , kd, w) and ad . Each matching point provides two rows to a linear system, one for
each boundary condition. Choosing M discrete matching points along the boundary 8rol,
we have to solve a linear system of the form
( TO 1  ) 2Mx 2 L 2 L 2 M ( ) 2M
where we used the submatrices Wd and Td respectively to denote the normal displacement
and pressure at the matching points. The vectors ao and al contain the unknown coeffi-
cients ao and a' for the fields O and 1. The vectors w and t hold the normal displacement
and the pressure at the M matching points due to the incident field DinC. Finally, we have
the residual vectors e and f with the misfit of the boundary conditions at the individual
matching points. Defining the matching points by their location xm and their normal direc-
tion fim = fi(xm) with respect to the domain boundary rol, we can write the submatrices
and vectors as
Wm1 = im V (kdIXm-x ) (2.12)
TdI = -Ad (kd) 2 td9(kdlxm - xdj) (2.13)
Wm = fim V inc(xm, W) (2.14)
tm = -Ad (kd) 2 Vpinc(Xm,w) (2.15)
where we used the index m E {1,... , M} to denote the matching points xm, the index
1 E {1,... ,L} for the expansion function Od and the index d E {0, 1} for the domain.
Often we choose the same number of matching points (M) as we have unknowns (L), but
this is not necessarily the best choice. It does have the 'advantage' that the resulting matrix
system is of square form and therefore can be solved omitting the error vectors e and f.
Unfortunately this does not mean that we really obtain an exact solution without any error.
In fact, this method has the drawback that the error vector is suppressed. Thus we have no
control over the real misfit of our solution. The error at the matching points will be very
small, but the solution might have a very poor behavior in between matching points (e.g.
oscillations).
A better way is to use more matching points than needed (M > L). This yields an
overdetermined system which can be solved in the minimal least-squares sense using the
Givens or Householder transformation (Wilkinson, 1988; Schwarz, 1989). On the matching
points the approximations will not satisfy the boundary conditions anymore - but the overall
error in the boundary conditions will be minimal and the solution is 'smoother' in between
matching points.
A problem arising now is the question of weighting. The least-squares solver tends to numer-
ically equal errors for each boundary condition and each matching point. Since boundary
conditions must be satisfied for both the displacement and the pressure, their numerical
values must be normalized to common physical units. Otherwise one boundary condition
dominates the resulting solution. Thus we convert the equations for the pressure to the
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same physical units as the displacement by scaling them with 1/(Aoko). It would also be
possible to non-dimensionalize both pressure and displacement. Furthermore, we choose
an individual weighting factor sm for each matching point to allow a better control of the
errors:
" Spatial weighting depends on the spatial properties of the fields. Assuming a numer-
ically equal absolute error e = f = E, at each boundary point Xm, we see that the
relative error em/4)d(xm) depends on the numerical values of the field at that matching
point (Leuchtmann and Bomholt, 1993). Without special measures, the simulation
will yield an almost arbitrary field .d(xm) where the field values are small, since the
numerical values may be smaller than em. Thus small field values are lost in the range
of error. The numerical result will be determined by spatial properties of the field
rather than by the boundary condition. To eliminate this effect, rows should also be
weighted with the reciprocal of the respective field 4d(Xm). Since this is exactly the
quantity we are seeking, these weighting functions are a priori unknown. We have to
estimate them or to apply an iterative scheme where we use the reciprocal of the prior
solution as weights.
* Geometrical weighting depends on the geometry of the model, mainly the locations
of the expansion and matching points. An appropriate weight is sm = /rmdm
where rm = min(Ixm - xdl) for a particular matching point m and multipoles located
at xd. The factor rm compensates for the decay of amplitude with distance due to
spreading. The factor dm = (Ixm - xm- I + Ixm - xm+l ) is the average distance
between adjacent matching points. The matching point is weighted by the 'area' of
the boundary it controls. Thus, a higher density of matching points in a particular
part of the boundary will not automatically reduce the error in that area. Other
choices allow to make the method numerically equal to other methods presented in
Appendix A.4.
* Additional weighting which is problem dependent. As an example, we can enhance
the accuracy of the solution in regions of special interest or decrease it in others.
We can also weight displacement and pressure differently. Choosing a scaling factor
s < 1 decreases the importance of the boundary condition and its matching point.
On the other hand, a scaling factor s > 1 makes the boundary condition at that
particular matching point more important and thus the boundary condition will be
better satisfied.
Consequently, the weighting coefficients s, should be chosen considering all these aspects.
The number P of the matching points and the orders N of the multipoles are not completely
arbitrary (Hafner, 1990; Hafner and Bomholt, 1993). No multipole should be within the
region of greatest influence of any other multipole. For a multipole located at x,, the region
of greatest influence is a circle centered at x, and radius v - min(Ixm - x4), where xm
are the matching points. The maximum order N m  of a multipole '+N anVin is limited
by the sampling theorem. N m =a is given by the largest angle pma between two adjacent
matching points xm and xm+l and the location x, of the multipole (Figure 2-2):
Nm7a < 7(2.16)
2.2 External Multiple Scattering
So far, we have only considered one scattering object. The extension to multiple scattering
objects is straight forward. We assume that the scatterers don't intersect each other (Fig-
ure 2-3). For each additional scatterer, we use another expansion of the form of (2.9) with at
least one multipole. Vekua (1967) proved that the field in the background region 0o can be
expanded as described if each scatterer pd contains one multipole. The theorem also holds
for multiple multipoles expansions because a multipole can be expanded into a multiple
multipole and vice versa by using the addition theorems for Bessel functions (Abramowitz
and Stegun, 1964). Thus for D scatterers, we write the field in the background as:
D P N
0(x,w) = Z ein H( (ko Ix-xdi) + E0 (x,w). (2.17)
d=1 p=l n=-N
_I IYi
The fields in the scatterers we write as in equation (2.10):
P N
Id e JII ( -x dl) + Ed(x, W) . (2.18)
p=l n=-N
In order to eliminate an index, we renumber the expansion functions 19sn and their coeffi-
cients a resulting in 19' and ads. Expanding our previous notation slightly, we can write
the resulting matrix equation in a similar form as (2.11):
_WO1 
_w0D 11l 0ar-W o01 r or 0 / arol ar warol
_WOD - W D D 0 W D D
arOD aroD aroD aOD  warOD
a w a rol
DD t'ro
-TOD -T D D 0 ... T D D  aDD tTOD
aroD aroD aroD
(2.19)
As before, each row evaluates the boundary condition of continuity of either normal dis-
placement or pressure at one particular matching point. The symbols Worki and TS,
a' and rk, ari
denote submatrices for normal displacement and pressure at the matching points. Specifi-
cally, we use the index d to indicate in which domain rd the field is evaluated. The index s
indicates the scatterer which induces this field in the domain r d . Finally the symbol r,y
denotes the boundary the matching point belongs to. All scatterers contribute to the scat-
tered field o in the background domain F0. Therefore, we have submatrices Wo' and TOSro, ro.
for each scatterer and each boundary. But because scatterer r' has no common boundary
with scatterer Fy, the fields -V and -1,y in the scatterers do not interact with each other.
Thus for s # d and d # 0 the submatrices W d and T( d vanish. The individual scatterers
are only coupled by the field (o in the background domain Fo. All multiple scattering is
automatically accounted for by the boundary conditions. The only contribution for the
fields within a scatterer are due to the self interactions W88 and T"S where s = d. Again,
we define the matching points by their location xm and their normal direction fim = fi(xm)
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with respect to the domain boundary arkl. Then we can write the submatrices and vectors
as
S = fimVO(kdl - xml), (2.20)
T = -Ad (k d) 2 O (k m _ xl), (2.21)
Wm = im inc(xm, w) , (2.22)
tm = _Ad (d_) 2 Vk inc(Xm,). (2.23)
2.3 Internal Multiple Scattering
Placing a scatterer within another scatterer yields a slightly different form for the matrix
system. We want to have D scatterers recursively within each other such that they don't
intersect or touch. We also assume that there is only one such scattering object in the
background domain r 0 (see Figure 2-4). Then again we can use expansion (2.9) for the
potential field in the background domain Io:
P N
0 (x,w) =-- aeine H(1) (ko IX- Xd4) + E0 (x,w). (2.24)
p=l n=-N
To enhance the convergence for the fields 4d(x, w) (0 < d < D), we should add an addi-
tional expansion to the fields within each scatterer (2.18) which takes care of the scattering
from the enclosed object r d + 1. This is again a consequence of the theorem of Vekua (1967)
which is here used recursively. In analogy to the boundary value problem for an annu-
lar geometry, we choose solutions involving the Neumann functions (Morse and Feshbach,
1953). Notice that a multiple multipole expansion built by either Bessel functions or Hankel
functions would yield a solution due to the non-orthogonal and overdetermined nature of
the expansion. But the better the expansion functions approximate the behavior of the
solution sought, the faster the series will converge.
f dd inO d d
a eio Yn (kd Ix- x) +
Sd+')einO Yj-I (kd Ix- +I + dd(X,W)Sn P 1) 1
(2.25)
for 0 < d < D
The field inside scatterer FD we model as (2.18):
P N
D(x,)= aDe Jl (kD Ix- xd) + D(x, W).
p=l n=-N
(2.26)
Thus we can again set up a matrix system similar to (2.19). To simplify the notation we
use C = D - 1 and B = D - 2. The submatrices and vectors are the same as defined in
equations (2.20) to (2.23):
12WOrol
_V11 12 22 W 23
r 1 2  or 1 2  or 1 2  or 1 2
_WBB _WBC WCC WCD
arBC oFaBC arBC arBC
_WCC wCD wDD
arCD OrCD bFCD
01 T n  T12
aro arol arox
-Tii -T 12 T22 T23r12 -aro 12  12 ar 12





















where war 2, ... , warcv, tar,2 , ... , tarCD are zero because the incident wavefield nc is
located in r ° .
2.4 Generalizations of the technique
So far we only used expansion functions such as einO Jlnl(kr), eino Ynl (kr) and ein H (1) (kr).
It is obvious that we could also use e'in HI2 (kr) or any linear combination of Bessel
functions for an expansion. All these functions are solutions to the Helmholtz equation
(2.1) in cylindrical coordinates. In fact, any function which satisfies the wave equation
(2.1) in any coordinate system is a potential basis function because the property of satisfying
the wave equation is independent of the coordinate system chosen. Of course, the actual
representation of a particular solution might be easier in one coordinate system than in
another one. But nothing prevents us from using a different local coordinate system for
each basis function. We are already making use of this by using multiple expansion points
x d which corresponds to a different local coordinate system for each multipole.
Best known among additional coordinate systems is the Cartesian one with the plane wave
solution eik 'r. We can also use these plane waves in discrete directions kI as additional basis
functions. Other choices are, e.g., solutions in elliptic or parabolic coordinates (Morse and
Feshbach, 1953) or beams (Deschamps, 1971; Shin and Felsen, 1977). Eventually the choice
of the expansions depends on prior knowledge or expectations. The better a basis function
approximates the real solution, the faster the expansion converges.
In some cases, it is useful to choose a linear combination of basis functions as one basis
function. An example of this is the perturbation of a previously solved problem. Then we
can use the prior solution to the unperturbed system as one basis function which can be
rather complex. But this one expansion function will yield nearly the correct fields. Thus,
we add a few additional basis functions as corrections for the perturbation. The resulting
matrix system will be much smaller than the one solving the perturbed problem without
using the prior solution.
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We are also not limited to either external or internal multiple scattering. We can mix all
these cases in any way we desire, leading to a general system of the form
Sa (2.28)
T t f
where the rows contain one of the boundary conditions evaluated at a particular matching
point, while the columns contain the contributions of that particular expansion function at
the matching points. Expansions governing a domain which does not contribute at that
particular boundary simply yield a zero entry. It is also obvious that we can choose different
maximal orders for different multipoles. We may even skip certain orders, e.g. use only
the even ones. For every scatterer rd, we can choose different expansion points x d and a
different number of multipoles expanding the fields 1O and Id induced by scatterer r d . For
the sake of simplicity, we will not exploit these possibilities in this paper. We will use all
orders between -N and +N and use the same expansion points for both o and d.
For other problems, we might want to adjust our simple set of basis functions. As an
example, for scatterers on top of a layered halfspace (Figure 2-5), we add the reflections
from the layers to each expansion function governing the field in the background, so that
all interactions with the halfspace are implicitly included in the expansion. We make use
of the raising operator (Chew, 1990) which relates a solution of order n of the Helmholtz
equation (2.1) to a solution of order n + 1:
ei(n+1)[ Z+i(kr) = -k + ein Zn(kr). (2.29)
This holds for Zn(kr) being any linear combination of Jn(kr), Yn(kr), H ( 1) (kr) and H (2 ) (kr).
Using the integral form for the Hankel functions of the first kind
1 ** eiku+ikzI
Ho(kr) = ei o0 Ho(kr) = - dka,, (2.30)7rf ._, kz
we can write any higher order solution involving Hankel functions of the first kind as
einO Hn(kr) = ( kdk. (2.31)
r oo Ick -k)
Similar expressions result for Jn(kr), Y,(kr), and Hn(2)(kr) by using the real or imaginary
part or the conjugate complex in the expressions (2.30) and (2.31). The wavefield D due to
a generalized interface 1 at a depth z = -d can then be written as
= 1 +e(kz ) eik.ik.(z+2d) ik kz ) dk., (2.32)
where we used the generalized reflection coefficient R(kz) (Kennett, 1983; Chew, 1990; Kong,
1990). This reflection coefficient contains all reflections from the layered halfspace. For a
simple halfspace, it reduces to the familiar R(kz) = (1 - p)/(1 + p) where p = kzAo/kzA.
We evaluate expression (2.32) using the stationary phase approximation (Chew, 1988). The
stationary phase point yields
kx
k8- (2.33)S= / 2 + (z + 2d)2 '
Sk(z + 2d)k = (2.34)
z VX 2 + (z + 2d)2
Combining the stationary phase point with equation (2.32) yields the expected result
S= Ri(k s ) ei" Z,(k x 2 + (z + 2d)2 ). (2.35)
We easily recognize this expression as the wave generated by the mirror source, weighted by
the generalized reflection coefficient evaluated at the stationary phase point. Adding direct
and reflected wave yields:
t, = eine Zn(kr) + R (k") ei" Z,(kVx 2 + (z + 2d) 2 ). (2.36)
Thus for the case of the more complex system involving a stack of flat layers, we simply
adapted the basis functions to contain the reflected field as well.
2.5 Implementation
The objective in seismic forward modelling is normally to obtain a synthetic seismogram.
Because we formulated the problem in the frequency domain, we have to solve the problem
for a range of frequencies such that we can apply a Fourier transformation to obtain the
seismogram. All these problems can be solved independently of each other. Hence we can
use a parallel computer to speed up the calculation. Each processor will only calculate a
few frequencies.
The matrix computed in this procedure can become large. Different numerical schemes
were developed to obtain the least-squares solution for a general linear systems. There exist
mainly two techniques for solving the system without using the classical normal equations:
Householder and Givens transformation (Wilkinson, 1988; Schwarz, 1989). The faster one
is the Householder transformation. Unfortunately, it requires the storage of the complete
matrix in the core memory of the computer. Even fof medium sized problems the amount
of memory needed becomes too large for small compiters. Better suited, but slower, is the
Givens transformation which processes the matrix system one row at a time. Thus we can
calculate a row, corresponding to one boundary con4ition at one matching point, one at a
time and update the coefficient matrix accordingly (George and Heath, 1980).
In the general case (2.28), it is no longer important what a particular expansion V9(x, w)
represents. All we need to know is its contribution towards either boundary condition
evaluated at a matching or receiver point. The same holds for the matching points. We
do not care what boundary condition they represeit as long as we can build the rows
for the matrix system governed by that matching point. For these reasons, the scheme is
perfectly suited for an object oriented implementation where the expansion functions for
source and scattered fields as well as the matching points with their boundary conditions
are represented by independent objects. All the objects for the fields have to know is
how to evaluate the displacements or the pressure at some place x. All the objects for
the matching points have to know is how to build the rows of the matrix system for at a
particular matching point. Despite being slower than a direct implementation, the object
oriented approach has the advantage of allowing any geometric configuration and any kind
of expansions we desire without changing the program. New boundary conditions, e.g. hard
or soft boundaries, or new expansion functions, e.g. plane waves, are simply incorporated by
defining the necessary objects. Even a future expansion into 3 dimensions or an application
to fully elastic media will merely require the definition of additional objects. The main
driver will always stay the same.
Consequently, we implemented this method on a nCUBE2 parallel computer using the
computer language C++ for the main program and the FORTRAN version of the LINPACK
library (Dongarra et al., 1979) to solve the linear matrix. To reduce numerical noise, we
make the materials lossy by adding a small imaginary component wI to the frequency
(Bouchon and Aki, 1977). Thus we have to evaluate Bessel functions with a complex
argument (Amos, 1986). After the transformation from the frequency domain into the time
domain, we recover the true amplitude by a multiplication with ew' t.
2.6 Numerical Results
As a first example, we want to examine how different discretizations affect the solutions
obtained. We have to choose the number and orders of the expansion functions, the number
of multipoles, and the number of equations or matching points. Thus, for the first example
depicted in Figure 2-6, we will vary the MMP discretizations and compare the results to a
reference solution obtained by finite differences. The scatterer is roughly 240 m in length
and 50 m in thickness. The density and velocity in the background are po = 2000 kg/m 3 and
a0 = 2000 m/s, respectively. In the scatterer, the density and velocity are pl = 2000 kg/m 3
and a = 3000 m/s. Thus, the density p0,1 is the same for both regions.
For the sake of simplicity, the incident field pSi" is an explosive line source modulated with a
Ricker pulse (Hosken, 1988; Paillet and Cheng, 1991) of 50 Hz center frequency. Altogether,
64 receivers will measure the pressure of the scattered field po(x, t). The center frequency
of 50 Hz yields an incident wavelength of 40 m which roughly equals the thickness of the
scatterer.
To measure how well the MMP seismogram pMMP (r, t) correlates with the FD reference
seismogram pFD(r, t) shown in Figure 2-7, we define the root mean square error (RMSE) as
the squared difference between the two seismograms over all timesamples t and all receivers
r:
RMSE= = {pMMP (r,t) pFD(r,t) 2, (2.37)
where R = 64 is the number of recorders and T = 256 is the total number of time samples.
As a first numerical experiment, we study how the number of expansion functions (2.9),(2.10)
affects the solution. To accomplish this, we start with either 2 expansion functions and one
expansion center for the classical SMP case, or 16 expansion functions and eight expan-
sion centers for the MMP case. Thus, at each expansion center, we placed a monopole for
each field Po(x, w) and l'(x, w). For each case, we calculate the solution and estimate the
RMSE. Then, we add dipole fields to each expansion center, recalculate the solution and es-
timate the RMSE. We double the number of expansion functions while keeping the number
of expansion centers constant (P = 1 for SMP, P = 8 for MMP), recalculate the solution,
estimate the RMSE and so on. The resulting RMSE curve as a function of the number of
expansion functions is presented in Figure 2-9. The SMP expansion never converges! For
more than 256 expansion functions, the matrix system becomes numerically singular due
to the high order Bessel- and Hankel solutions. The classical SMP is not able to solve the
problem posed in Figure 2-6. Conversely, the MMP expansions converge for more than 128
expansion functions. Thus, using 8 multipoles and maximal orders N = +4 was enough to
converge to the correct result. Increasing the maximal order even further yields a slightly
better result by attenuating spurious but minute events. The seismogram obtained with 8
multipoles and orders N = ±8 is shown in Figure 2-8.
The second numerical experiment is to study how the number of multipoles affects the
solution. While the total number of expansion functions is kept constant at 128, the number
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of expansion centers is varied between 1 and 23. Also, the number of matching points is
kept constant at 256. Thus, the computational effort to calculate each seismogram is the
same. The resulting RMSE as a function of the number of expansion centers is shown in
Figure 2-10. The whole range from 7 to 13 expansion centers converges with an optimum for
9 or 10 multipoles. The optimal ones are only slightly better than any other discretization
employing 7 to 13 centers. MMP expansions are insensitive to the discretization used! The
pathological case with 23 expansion centers shows that the errors increase dramatically
when too many expansion centers are used. In this particular case, the expansion centers
are separated by only a quarter of the dominant wavelength. The different expansion
functions begin to interact by approximating higher order solutions to the wave equation.
It is well-known that two monopoles of opposite sign placed closely together are equivalent to
a dipole (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). Thus, the matrix system becomes badly conditioned
since each expansion center could be replaced by the adjacent ones. Moreover, we add
more similar equations to the matrix system which renders it more ill-conditioned. As a
comparison, we also simulate a simple boundary element (BEM) discretization where all the
multipoles are placed on the boundary using only the monopole terms. The large RMSE
indicates that this expansion does not converge.
The next experiment is to study the tradeoff between the number of expansion centers
and the orders of the multipoles. Figure 2-11 presents the RMSE as a function of the
number of expansion centers P and the maximal orders ±N of the multipoles. The solution
has converged for a RMSE of 0.05 or smaller. Clearly, the MMP expansion converges for
N = 2 and P = 13, or for N = 8 and P = 7. Incidentally, the best result is obtained
for N = 8 and P = 8. But there is also a tradeoff between RMSE and the computational
effort, i.e., the total number of expansion functions 2(2N + 1)P. Taking the computational
effort into account, the optimal result is obtained by using 7 to 9 expansion centers and a
maximal order of multipole of 3 to 5. Using the addition theorem for the Bessel functions
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)
+oo
Ho(k Ix - xml) = Jn(k Ixml) H I(k lx ) ein(8-em), (2.38)
n=-0oo
we transform a virtual monopole source located on the boundary Xm into a multipole at
the origin. The present form of the addition theorem assumes the receiver x to be outside
the scatterer. The Bessel function Jn(k Ixml) = Jn(kxm) can be asymptotically expanded
for large orders as (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)
1 ekxm n
Jn(kxme) , (2.39)
which vanishes for kx < n as n -+ oo. For the model used, kxm is around 6 for the dominant
wavelength. For n > 3, the Hankel terms have less effect because the Bessel terms begin to
vanish. This is consistent with Figure 2-11. For 4 to 10 expansion centers, increasing the
order of the multipoles beyond N = 4 hardly effects the RMSE.
Finally, we study the effect of the number of equations per unknown. The fields are expanded
with 9 multipoles and 128 expansion functions in accordance with the prior experiment.
The boundary is discretized with 64 to 2048 matching points which corresponds to 1 to
32 equations per expansion function. The resulting RMSE is shown in Figure 2-12. As
expected, one equation per unknown does not perform well for the non-orthogonal MMP
expansion. The optimum is 2 equations per unknown. Increasing the number of equations
further increases the RMSE because the matrix system becomes more ill-conditioned with
each additional equation we add. The result is a larger error due to roundoff and other
numerical effects.
As a second example, we compare the multiple multipole expansion against finite differences.
As model, we use two elliptical scatterers which are illuminated by an explosion source. The
configuration is shown in Figure 2-13. Both scatterers are elliptical cylinders with a semi-
major axis of 40 m and a semi-minor axis of 30 m. The velocity ao in the background is
2000 m/s. The velocities a1 = a 2 in both scatterers are 3000 m/s. The density p in the
background and scatterers is kept constant at 2000 kg/m 3 . The source function is a line
source with a Ricker wavelet of 50 Hz.
For the finite difference case, we used a grid spacing of 1 m and a grid of 600 by 600 points.
The timestep was 0.125 ms. The runtime on a nCUBE2 using 64 nodes was 300 seconds.
For the multiple multipole expansion, we used a total of 120 expansion functions, 200
matching points and 64 frequencies. The scattered fields are described by two multipoles
per scatterer. The resulting runtime on a nCUBE2 using again 64 nodes was 150 seconds.
The two methods yield very similar results. Figure 2-14 shows the seismogram calculated
using the multiple multipole expansion. The seismogram calculated by finite differences is
presented in Figure 2-15. As can be seen, they agree very well in both traveltimes and
phases.
As a third example, we calculate the scattered fields due to the elliptical scatterer depicted
in Figure 2-16. For the sake of simplicity, we use a monochromatic planar field modulated
with a Ricker wavelet (Hosken, 1988; Paillet and Cheng, 1991) of 50 Hz center frequency as
source field inC. The angle of incidence is 50 . The scatterer is an elliptical cylinder with
a semi-major axis of 80 m and a semi-minor axis of 30 m. The velocity ao and density po
in the background are 2000 m/s and 2000 kg/m 3 . The velocity at and density pl in the
scatterer are 3000 m/s and 2500 kg/m 3 . Assuming a frequency of 50 Hz for the monochro-
matic incident field yields a wavelength of essentially of same size as the scatterer. We
expand each of the two wavefields -O and 1 with five multipoles and choose the orders
to yield altogether 80 expansion functions and thus 80 unknown coefficients. We choose
100 matching points which results in an equation system of size 80 x 200. Thus, we have
2.5 times more equations than unknowns. Using 64 frequencies and 64 nodes we obtain a
runtime of 65 seconds on the nCUBE2 parallel computer. Figure 2-18 shows the resulting
seismogram. Both reflections from the top of the scatterer as well as from the bottom can
clearly be seen.
As an extension of the third example, we want to show the effect of a halfspace on the model
in example 3 (Figure 2-16). We change the previous model to include a simple halfspace
below the depth of 200 m. For simplicity, we choose the same material parameters for the
halfspace as for the scatterers. The extended model is shown in Figure 2-17. Again, we
choose the incident field "inc to be a planar Ricker wavelet with a center frequency of
50 Hz and angle of incidence of 50 . The only differences from the computations for model 3
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(Figure 2-16) are the basis functions. As shown before, we use the modified basis functions
(2.36) also containing the wavefields from the mirror sources located at Xmp. Thus, the form
of the resulting matrix system is the same as (2.11). After a runtime of about 80 seconds
we obtain the seismogram (Figure 2-19).
Additionally to the seismogram in Figure 2-18, we have reflections from the halfspace as
well as interactions between scatterer and halfspace. On both the left and the right side of
the scatterer, the undisturbed reflection from the halfspace can be observed. Underneath
the scatterer, the halfspace reflection is lifted upwards due to the fast scatterer. These
reflections coming from underneath are much weaker because the halfspace is in the shadow
of the scatterer. Below the halfspace reflection, we find some weak interactions between
halfspace and scatterer.
Theoretical considerations yield a linear dependence of the runtime on the number M of
matching points used. For the models discussed, we also found a roughly linear dependence
of the runtime on the number L of unknown coefficients. Thus setting up the equation
system dominates the runtime. For larger systems, the least-squares procedure becomes
dominant and the runtime will be of order O(L3 ).
2.7 Summary
We presented a new expansion technique where the basis functions are non-orthogonal. For
that reason we overdetermine the resulting matrix system. Thus, we also get an estimate of
the absolute and relative misfits using the residuals of the least-squares procedure. Numer-
ical experiments show that the expansion converges faster than a traditional, orthogonal
scheme. In one example involving an elongated scattering object, orthogonal expansions
did not even converge. Instead, the resulting matrix system became numerically singular.
For another example involving two scatterers, we found the new expansion to be twice as
fast as finite difference modelling with approximately the same degree of accuracy. In the
example, source, receivers and scatterers were located close to each other. For problems
with larger distances between them, we expect an even greater decrease in computation
time compared to finite differences.
The formalism is very general and allows the incorporation of multiple scattering in a
very natural way. Furthermore, we can choose expansion functions which satisfy certain
properties from the beginning. We presented a problem where a scatterer was underlain
by an infinite halfspace. The complete effect of the halfspace was incorporated in the
expansion functions by adding mirror sources. Thus the method is very general, we can
calculate different problems without changing the formalism.
Due to its spectral nature, the method is well suited to be used on a parallel computer. The
formalism suggests that an object oriented programming language be used. This has the
advantage that additional expansion functions, additional boundary conditions, or a future
expansion into 3 dimensional applications or fully elastic media merely means to define the
new objects for the expansion functions and boundary conditions.
The method is well suited to solve multiple scattering in two dimensions for a large range
of problems and many different applications.
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Figure 2-1: Schematic representation of the scattering experiment. An incident field
c'inC(x, w) illuminates a bounded, two-dimensional inhomogeneity which induces a scat-
tered field (Do(x, w) in the background medium (aO, A, p) as well as a field l(x, w) in the
scatterer itself (a 1, A1, p').
matching points xi
,max
multipole I anX n arxy
Figure 2-2: The maximum order Nm" a of a multipole E--N a9,, is given by the largest
angle "pma between two adjacent matching points and the multipole.
F0  F02
aFo
Figure 2-3: Definition of external multiple scattering. The background domain r 0 contains
multiple scatterers which don't intersect or touch. No scatterer is part of any other scatterer.
Figure 2-4: Definition of internal multiple scattering. The background domain P0 contains
one scatterer which is build up recursively by adding one scatterer into the other. The
different scatterers don't intersect or touch.
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Figure 2-5: Schematic representation of a single scatterer underlain by a stack of flat layers.
All the reflections from that stack can be expressed by a generalized reflection coefficient
R(k°).
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Figure 2-6: Generic scatterer used for numerical experiments. The scatterer is illuminated
by an explosive line source modulated by a Ricker pulse of 50Hz center frequency. The
velocity in the background domain 0o is ao = 2000 m/s. The velocity in the scatterer F1 is
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Figure 2-7: The seismogram for the model shown in Figure 2-6 as produced by an acous-
tic finite difference code. The source function is a line source with a Ricker wavelet of
50Hz. This seismogram is used as a reference to compare the outcome of different MMP
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Figure 2-8: The seismogram for the model shown in Figure 2-6 as produced by the MMP
method. The source function is a line source with a Ricker wavelet of 50 Hz. In total,
128 expansion functions located at 8 expansion centers were used. The incident field is
suppressed.
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RMSE vs. Total Number of Expansion Functions
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Figure 2-9: Comparison between the traditional eigenfunction expansion SMP (boxes,
dashed) and the MMP expansion (diamonds, solid). Shown is how the total number of
expansion functions affects the RMSE as obtained from the FD reference solution. For 128
and more expansion functions, the MMP expansions converge. The SMP actually never
converges. Even the solutions obtained with 128 or 256 expansion functions contain spuri-
ous events while missing real ones. Moreover, the . MP matrix system becomes numerically
singular for more than 256 expansion functions.
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Figure 2-10: Effect of the number of expansion centers. The total number of expansion
functions is kept constant at 128, while ,the number of expansion centers is varied from
1 up to 23. Keeping the number of matching points constant at 256 yields a constant
computational effort for each case tested. The whole range between 7 and 13 centers
converges with a only slightly better optimum for 9 or 10 centers. MMP expansions are
rather insensitive to the actual discretization used. Placing all expansion centers onto the
boundary and using only the terms of 0t h order, corresponding to a simple boundary element
expansion (BEM), fails surprisingly.
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Figure 2-11: RMSE and the number of expansion functions versus the maximal polorder +N
and the number of expansion centers P. The bold lines contour the RMSE while the shading
and the fine contour lines denote the total number of expansion functions 2(2N + 1)P. The
minimal RMSE is obtained for N = 8 and P = 8.
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Figure 2-12: Influence of the number of matching points or the number of equations. The
fields are expressed with 128 expansion functions located at 9 centers of expansion. Each
matching point provides 2 equations. Since the expansion is non-orthogonal, using as many
equations as unknowns to be resolved does not yield a correct result. The optimum is
reached for twice as many equations as unknowns. Adding more equations to the system
increases the condition number and thus the RMSE.
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Figure 2-13: Model 2: a multiple scattering experiment. Two elliptical scatterers are
illuminated by an explosion source. The velocity in the background domain r0 is aO =
2000 m/s. The velocity in the domains FI and r 2 (scatterers) is a 1 ,2 = 3000 m/s. The
density p is kept constant at 2000 kg/m 3 for all domains. At each black dot xp, we set
up an expansion (Do (x, w) = =-5 a ein HI ) (ko Ix - xpl) for the field induced in the
background and an expansion d(x, w) 5=- ai"" J (kd - xpl) for the fields in the
scatterers F and 12.
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Figure 2-14: The seismogram for the model shown in Figure 2-13 as calculated using a
multiple multipole expansion. The source function is a line source with a Ricker wavelet of
50 Hz. The incident field is suppressed.
64 hydrophones, 5m spacing










Figure 2-15: The seismogram for the model shown in Figure 2-13 as produced by an acoustic
finite difference code. The source function is a line source with a Ricker wavelet of 50 Hz.
The incident field is suppressed.
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Figure 2-16: Model 3: An elliptical scatterer is illuminated by a planar wavefield with
an angle of incidence of 50. The material parameters in the background domain 0o are
velocity ao = 2000 m/s and density po = 2000 kg/m s3 . The material parameters in domain
rI (scatterer) are velocity a1 = 3000m/s and density pl = 2500kg/m 3 . Shown is the
situation with 4 multipoles. At each expansion center (black dots), we set up an expansion
1)0 (xw) = E5 =a0 ein H( (ko jx - xpl) for the field induced in the background and an
expansion D1(x, w) = E=-S a 1 eine Jj (k1 Ix - xpl) for the field in the scatterer.
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Figure 2-17: The same elliptical scatterer as shown in Figure 2-16, but over a halfspace,
is illuminated by a planar wavefield with an angle of incidence of 50. The reflection of
the incident planar wavefield is included in the incident field. The material parameters
in the background domain r 0 are velocity aO = 2000 m/s and density pO = 2000 kg/m 3 .
The material parameters in domain Pi (scatterer) and r 2 (halfspace) are velocity a 1 ,2 =
3000m/s and density pl,2 = 2500kg/m3. At each black dot, we set up an expansion
(xw) = =- a{ee H(1) (ko Ix - xp|) + 1R(k s ) ein i H( (ko Ix - xm,) for the field
induced in the background and an expansion V (x, w) = E - 5 a eine J| (k' Ix - x|)
for the field in the scatterer. The mirror sources are located at xm.











Figure 2-18: The seismogram for the model shown in Figure 2-16. The source is a planar
wave with an angle of incidence of 50. The reflections from both the top and the bottom of
the scatterer can clearly be seen. The incident field is suppressed.












Figure 2-19: The seismogram due to a single scatterer on top of a halfspace. The model is
shown in Figure 2-17. On the left and on the right side of the scatterer, the undisturbed
reflection from the halfspace can be observed. Underneath the scatterer, the halfspace
reflection is lifted upwards due to the fast scatterer. Below the halfspace reflection, we find
some weak interactions between halfspace and scatterer.
Chapter 3
Multiple Multipole Expansions for
Elastic Scattering
Abstract
The paper presents a new approach to solving scattering of elastic waves in two dimensions.
Often, wavefields are expanded into an orthogonal set of basis functions. Unfortunately,
these expansions converge rather slowly for complex geometries. The new approach en-
hances convergence by summing multiple expansions with different centers of expansions.
This allows irregularities of the boundary to be resolved locally from a nearby center of
expansion. Mathematically, the wavefields are expanded into a set of non-orthogonal basis
functions. The incident wavefield and the fields induced by the scatterers are matched by
evaluating the boundary conditions at discrete matching points along the domain bound-
aries. Due to the non-orthogonal expansions, more matching points are used than actually
needed, resulting in an overdetermined system which is solved in the least-squares sense.
Since there are free parameters such as location and number of expansion centers as well
as kind and orders of expansion functions used, numerical experiments are performed to
measure the performance of different discretizations. An empirical set of rules governing
the choice of these parameters is found from these experiments. The resulting algorithm is
a general tool to solve relatively large and complex two-dimensional scattering problems.
Introduction
The calculation of synthetic seismograms has been of interest for many years. Various
methods have been proposed for modeling waves in heterogeneous media. Each of them
has its own range of validity and interest. Fully numerical techniques in the space-time
domain, either in the finite difference formulation (FD) (Kelly et al., 1976; Virieux, 1986;
Cheng et al., 1994) or in the finite element formulation (FE) (Smith, 1974; Murphy and
Chin-Bing, 1991), handle any kind of waves in complex media. For either method, an area
containing the source, the receivers, the scatterers plus some neighborhood around them
has to be discretized, which limits the distances between scatterers, sources and receivers.
Computer runtime and memory requirements are functions of the total volume contained
in the model.
The (generalized) ray theory (Cerven' et al., 1977; (ervenf' and Pgenik, 1984) can be
used when the scatterers and their radii of curvature are large compared to the wavelength.
For small or weak scatterers, the (extended) Born approximation (Miles, 1960; Aki and
Richards, 1980; Habashy et al., 1993) allows an efficient calculation of the seismogram.
In other cases, the problem can be simplified by assuming the medium consists of homoge-
neous regions with sharp boundaries in between. Then, reflectivity (Miiller, 1985; Kennett,
1983) and global matrix methods (Chin et al., 1984; Schmidt and Tango, 1986) are rou-
tinely used for planarly or cylindrically layered media. For laterally heterogeneous media,
numerical integration over wave number can be used (Bouchon and Aki, 1977; Haartsen
et al., 1994).
The classical eigenfunction expansion (SMP) (Morse and Feshbach, 1953) allows the analysis
of simple shapes only, such as circular or elliptical cylinders where the eigenfunctions are
known (Bowman et al., 1969; Pao and Mow, 1973). Methods based on the perturbation of
a prescribed geometry, such as the T-matrix method (Waterman, 1976; Bostr6m, 1980a)
work extremely well for certain geometries but are harder to apply efficiently in general
situations such as slender scattering objects (Lakhtakia et al., 1984).
The method we use is a derivative of the boundary element methods (BEM) (Brebbia and
Dominguez, 1989; Bouchon, 1993; Dong et al., 1995; Kessel, 1996). It was first presented as
a more general approach for electromagnetic scattering (Hafner and Ballisti, 1983; Hafner,
1990) and later adapted to acouctic scattering problems (Imhof, 1995). In contract to more
traditional approaches, the wavefields are expanded into a set of non-orthogonal and non-
complete basis functions. Actually, non-complete basis functions are not a new concept,
since for numerical and computational reasons, we can never use an infinite number of basis
functions. But, the simultaneous use of a non-orthogonal expansion allows us to reduce the
truncation errors (Hafner, 1993). To solve for the unknown weighting coefficients of the
basis functions, discrete matching points are chosen along the boundary of the scattering
object. In the elastic case, each matching point provides four boundary conditions and thus
four equations involving the unknowns. Because the expansion is non-orthogonal, we need
more equations than unknowns, thus building an overdetermined matrix system and solving
for it in the least-squares sense. Mathematically speaking, we search for the set of weighting
coefficients which solves the problem at hand "best" employing the chosen expansions. In
fact, we build a model for the wavefields and invert for the "optimal" set of parameters.
There will always be an error in the boundary conditions at each matching point, although
on average these errors are small. Furthermore, the fields in between matching points are
forced to be smooth, such that no wild jumps or oscillations can occur. Thus, as an added
bonus, we control the behavior of the expansions in between matching points where we
have no control using traditional methods. Also, this allows us to see in which parts of
the boundary the chosen expansions can solve the problem and where they need further
refinement.
The method is well-suited for solving scattering from either one scatterer alone or between
multiple scatterers. Each scatterer consists of a homogeneous and bounded region embedded
00 011=_ iih
in a homogeneous and unbounded background. Applications of the problems posed can
be found in geophysical exploration or earthquake engineering, ultrasonic nondestructive
testing, medial imaging, or underwater acoustics. The computer runtime and the memory
requirements are functions of the interface area of the embedded scatterers. Due to its close
relationship with other matrix methods, e.g. the finite element method, a hybridized scheme
can be devised easily, which allows one to embed heterogeneous scatterers in a homogeneous
background.
This paper is structured as follows: First, we adapt the method from acoustical (Imhof,
1995) to elastic scattering. Then, we present results from several calculations and compare
them to solutions obtained by the finite difference method and the classical eigenfunction
expansion. We show how different discretizations affect the resulting solutions. Finally, we
compile these findings into an empirical set of rules which allows us to set up a problem
in a fashion which yields satisfactory results without having to resort to a trial and error
approach.
3.1 Theoretical Background
We would like to model how an incident wavefield uinc(x,w)eiwt scatters from an object.
The situation is depicted in Figure 3-1. For the sake of simplicity, we will suppress the
harmonic time factor eivt in all the following expressions. Superscripts will denote the
region to which a material property or field belongs to, and, to distinguish different regions
or domains, we will use the symbol r d . The boundary between the two regions F0 and Fi
will be denoted by OFol. Also, the homogeneous and unbounded region F0 will often be
called the 'background'. All other regions rd, where d $ 0, are homogeneous but bounded.
They will be called 'scatterers'.
In the frequency domain, the displacement u(x, w) of an elastic P-SV wave travelling in a
---- -- - ^-IY Uli ul
two dimensional, homogeneous medium is described by (Pao and Mow, 1973)
1 1
SVV -u- V xV x u+u=O, (3.1)
where we defined the wave numbers k = w/a and I = w/l for a particular frequency w
and the propagation velocities a = VA + 2 /p and P = p. The parameters p, A and
p denote respectively the density and the Lame parameters of the medium. In a local
cylindrical coordinate system (r, 9, y) centered at a point xp (Figure 3-2), the strains due
to a displacement u are expressed as (Pao and Mow, 1973)
Err O (3.2a)
oo + r (3.2b)
1 (1 u, r u uo (3.2c)
ro = or = + . (3.2c)2 r 80 Or r
All other components are zero since they involve the uy component or cross-derivatives with
respect to y. The stresses are linearly related to the strains by (Pao and Mow, 1973)
apq = ASpq ekk + 2 pepq where p, q E {r, O} . (3.3)
k
A displacement field uinc(x) incident on the scatterer will induce two scattered fields:
u0 (x,w) outside the scattering object and ul(x,w) on the inside. The displacements and
stresses inside and outside the scatterer are related by the boundary conditions. For the
problem posed, these conditions are continuity of displacement and stresses in both normal
and tangential directions. We define the normal fi to point from medium P0 into medium
r 1 , as depicted in Figure 3-2. Using the subscripts n and t to denote the normal and
i* Ihi,, ,, llUg ll IIMIA u I .
tangential direction, we write
o + ine
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Since we express the displacements and stresses in a local cylindrical coordinate system
(r, 0, y), but want to specify the boundary in a local Cartesian system (n, t, y), we have to
use the rotation matrix M to transform the individual components
Unty = M UrOy
'nty = M ary MT ,
(3.5)
(3.6)
where the rotation matrix M is defined by the unit vectors i', 0, fi and t:
0 0
Instead of using the displacement u(x, w) directly, we break it into two parts
(3.7)
u(x, w) = V(x,w) + V x {I(x,w):} (3.8)
using the scalar potentials P(x,w) and I(x,w). Then, equation (3.1) separates into two
independent Helmholtz equations:
(V 2 + k2 ) 4(x, w) = 0,
(V2 + 12) X(x, w) = 0.
(3.9a)
(3.9b)
Therefore, we replace the induced displacement fields uo(x, w) and ul(x, w) by the potentials
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bO(x,,W), IO(x,), 41(x,w), and 1 (x,w). Similar to the acoustic case (Imhof, 1995), we
expand the potential fields as:
P +N
d(x,w) = d d( , d,w) +e (3.10a)
p=1 n=-N
P +N
xd(x, LO) = bd Od (x, xd,ld, w) + ed (3.10b)
p=l n=-N
where d (x, x d , kd, w) and C (x, xd , w) are solutions to either Helmholtz equation (3.9a)
or (3.9b), respectively. The error terms e and ed are included not only because the series
are truncated after ±N terms, but also because an expansion of this form is mathematically
non-orthogonal.
An expansion of the form (3.10a) or (3.10b) is known as a multiple multipole (MMP)
expansion (Ballisti and Hafner, 1983; Hafner, 1990). Setting P to one yields the classical
eigenfunction (SMP) expansion (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). In the background region To,
we choose propagating waves (Morse and Feshbach, 1953) involving the Hankel solutions
Hn eine as expansion functions 00 and ¢o
o (x, xO k,w) = H1) (ko Ix - x) eine (3.11a)
)O 0(x,x, l0 ,w) = H1) (10 Ix - x) n (3.11b)
where the expression xo denotes the pth center of expansion for o(x, w) and To(x, w). The
expansion centers xo have to be positioned inside the scatterer Fi to avoid the singularity
of the Hankel functions (Morse and Feshbach, 1953; Imhof, 1995).
However, there are two possible choices for the expansions of the fields ' (x, w) and I1 (x, w)
inside the finite scatterer Ti. First, we can place the expansion centers x inside the scatterer
(x4 E Fi) and use expansions involving the Bessel solutions Jln| eine which correspond to
standing waves (Morse and Feshbach, 1953):
n(x, x, kl , w ) = J1,l (k Ix - xI) ein  if x, E F (3.12a)
l~n(x, x1 , k',w) = Jlnl (1 Ix - x~I) eine if x E . (3.12b)
Second, we can place the expansion centers x1 into the background (x 1 E F0 ) and use
propagating waves H(1) ei' e involving the Hankel functions of the first kind:Itln
(x, x, kl, w) = 1 (k Ix - x) ein  if x 1 e t (3.13a)
S(x, x 0,k1,w) = H (1 Ix - xI) ei e  if x F. (3.13b)
These expansions represent waves propagating from the expansion center toward the scat-
terer (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). Inside the scatterer, we need waves propagating in all
directions. Thus, expansion centers have to be placed all around the scatterer to "illumi-
nate" the region rF from all sides.
To emphasize the difference between the expansions (3.12) and (3.13); if the expansion center
x is placed inside the scatterer F1, we have to use the expansions (3.12) by superposing
Bessel solutions Jn ein e corresponding to standing waves. Contrary to the propagatory
Hankel solutions Hi(1 eine , the Bessel solutions do not have a singularity and may therefore
be evaluated at their origins. Because the singularities of the Hankel solutions represent
sources, the Hankel solutions may never be used to expand wavefields in a domain in which
their expansion center xp, and thus their singularity, is located. By definition, the only
source in the problem posed is the incident field u inc
However, if the expansion center x is located outside the scatterer, then we should use
the expansions (3.13) with the Hankel solutions H(1) eine representing wavefields emanating
from expansion center x propagating through the scatterer. The singularities pose no
problem anymore since they are not located in the domain Fr and therefore never contribute.
Figure 3-3 illustrates this subtlety.
We solve for the unknown coefficients apn and bp by enforcing the boundary conditions
(3.4a) - (3.4d) on M discrete matching points xm along the domain boundary o01. Since we
have four boundary conditions, each matching point also provides four rows of the resulting
linear matrix system. Altogether, we have 4J = 2 2 -P - (2N + 1) unknown coefficients
a , bdj. To simplify the notation, we eliminate an index by sequentially renumbering the
double-indexed expansion functions qpn(x, x , kd, w) and the coefficients adn, which results
in 04(x, x, kd, w) and a . Similarly, dn( ,Xd, w) and b reduce to tb(x,x ,Id,w) and
b4. Combining all together, we have to solve a matrix system of the form
-I -_o 41 1 a un en
- ik - ' O 4p 1 q, 1b O u t et
S1-b 1 1& b 1
n0 1 bl Ot )I
* t t 4Mx4J 4M 4M
(3.14)
where the submatrices 10 and X9 denote the normal displacements un at the matching
points due to €] and V, respectively. The submatrices m4 and %d are the same except for
the tangential component ut of the displacement. The submatrices I4n and W
4 n contain
the normal stresses ann, while dt* and idt contain the tangential stresses ant. Defining
the matching points by their location xm, we evaluate these submatrices as
[4,m] = un (qd(xm)) [',m] = un (i(xm)) (3.15a)
['p,mj] = Ut(q4(xm)) [,mj] = ut( 1(xm)) (3.15b)
[n,mi] = aOnn(4(xm)) [n,mi] = ann( 4(xm)) (3.15c)
[dt,mj] = Oat (4(xm)) [ ,,mj] = ant (f(xm)) (3.15d)
where we used the index m E {1,... , M} to denote the matching points x,, the index j E
{1,... , J} for the expansion functions ., ¢j and the index d E {0, 1} for the domain. The
expression un (4(xm)) represents the normal displacement due to the expansion function




vectors ao, bo, al, and b' in equation (3.14) contain the unknown own coefficients a , b, a1
b' for the respective expansion functions o, 0o 
€, and 1j. The vectors un, Ut, o,,, and
aOnt hold the normal and tangential displacements as well as normal and tangential stresses
at the M matching points due to the incident field uSC.
[Un,m] = Un (Xm)
[Onn,m] = ,nc(Xm)
[ut,m] = Ut (Xm)
[Ont,m] = Oinc(m) .
Finally, the matrix equation (3.14) contains the residual vectors en, et,
misfit of the boundary conditions at the individual matching points.
(3.16a)
(3.16b)
The extension to multiple scattering objects is straightforward and follows exactly the acous-
tic case (Imhof, 1995). Assuming that the scatterers do not intersect, a MMP expansion
has to be set up from each scatterer d E {1,... , D}. Thus for the fields in the background
domain F0, we obtain
I 0(x, w)
d p n





where xz denotes the centers for the expansions of Po(x, w) and o(x, w). The expansion
centers zd have to be positioned inside the scatterer rd to avoid the effect of the singularity
of the Hankel functions. The fields inside the scatterers Fd can still be expressed by (3.10).
3.2 Numerical Results
To obtain a seismogram in the domain d E {0, 1}, we must evaluate the Fourier integral
ud(x,t) = w+
enn, ent with the
Ud(x, w)eiwt dw (3.18)
where
Ud(X, W) = Od uinc(X, W) +
p n
a d  V (x wxdkd ) + b " V x{Id(x, xddw) . (3.19)
To perform the operation, one needs to move the singularities of Ud(x, w) off the real w axis.
This may be done by adding a small imaginary component wj to the frequency (Bouchon
and Aki, 1977):
w = wR + iwI where wj > 0. (3.20)
The singularities in Ud(x, w) correspond to resonances, surface modes, and creeping waves
induced by the scatterers. The use of the complex frequency has the effect of smoothing the
spectrum and enhancing the first motions relative to later arrivals. This attenuating effect
of the imaginary frequency component can be removed from the final time domain solution
by a multiplication with e"wt :
ud(x, t) = ewt f _ Ud(x, w)eiwRt dWR. (3.21)
Due to the complex frequency, the Bessel and Hankel functions have to be evaluated with
a complex argument (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964; Amos, 1986). In practice, the integral
is approximated by a discrete Fourier transformation (DFT). Its use will result in aliasing
in the time-domain due to the periodicity in time and frequency as implied by the DFT
(Brigham, 1988). Again, this effect can be reduced by the small imaginary part wi which
attenuates disturbances not belonging to the time window of interest.
The matrix system is solved by QR decomposition using Givens rotations (Wilkinson, 1988)
which allows one to build the matrix system row by row while storing only a triangular
matrix with dimensions of the number of unknowns in the computer memory (George and
Heath, 1980). Since we want to calculate synthetic seismograms using a frequency domain
method, we have to solve the scattering problem for a range of frequencies and later apply
a Fourier transformation to obtain the seismograms. All these problems can be solved
independently of each other. Consequently, the algorithm is implemented on a nCUBE2
parallel computer where each processor will calculate a few frequencies.
We now show how the method performs solving a simple problem using different ways to
discretize it. For the sake of simplicity, the incident field u"in is an explosive line source
modulated with a Ricker pulse (Hosken, 1988; Paillet and Cheng, 1991) of 50Hz center
frequency. Altogether, 64 receivers will measure the uz component of the total field uo (x, t)
in the background. The rather generic scatterer is shown in Figure 3-4. Its size is roughly
240 m in length and 50 m in thickness. The density and velocities in the background are
respectively po = 2000kg/m 3 , &o = 2000m/s and 30 = 1155m/s. In the scatterer, the
density and velocities are pl = 2500kg/m 3 , al = 3000 m/s and p3 = 1732 m/s. Thus, the
Poisson's ratio is the same for both regions (a = 0.25). The center frequency of 50 Hz yields
an incident wavelength of 40 m which roughly equals the thickness of the scatterer.
In order to have a reference seismogram to compare the different MMP solutions, we calcu-
late the solution using a finite difference (FD) method (Kelly et al., 1976; Peng and Toks6z,
1994). The resulting reference seismogram is shown in Figure 3-5. As a measure of how well
the MMP seismogram uMMP(r, t) correlates with the FD reference seismogram FD (r, t),
we define the root mean square error (RMSE) and the relative root mean square error
(RRMSE). The RMSE is defined by the squared difference between the two seismograms
RMSE= - uMfMP(r, t) -uoD (r, t) (3.22a)
v, r=1 t=1
where uz (r, t) denotes the vertical displacement measured at recorder r at time sample t.
R = 64 is the number of recorders and T = 256 is the total number of time samples. The
RRMSE is defined by the squared relative difference between the two seismograms
RRMSE= t') + D 2 (3.22b)NN- E E f M P(re)+ F(rt)
where we drop terms for which uMMP(r',t') + uFD (r' ,t') is below 50 dB relative to
its maximum value. N' is simply the number of terms above the threshold. The use of
the threshold prevents the RRMSE from being dominated by minute amplitudes while still
accounting for smaller, yet visible features in the seismograms.
3.2.1 MMP versus the Finite Difference Reference Solution
As a first example, we present both a solution obtained by MMP expansions and the
reference solution as obtained by finite differences. For the finite difference case, we used a
grid spacing of 1 m and a grid of 750 by 750 points. The grid dimensions are larger than
needed to prevent reflections from imperfectly absorbing boundaries to reach the receivers.
The timestep used is 0.05 ms. The runtime on a nCUBE2 using 64 nodes was 23 minutes.
The seismogram calculated by finite differences is shown in Figure 3-5.
For the MMP expansion, we used a total of 256 expansion functions, 128 matching points,
8 expansion centers, and 64 frequencies. The resulting runtime on a nCUBE2, again using
64 nodes, was 12 minutes. Figure 3-6 shows the seismogram calculated using the MMP
expansion. The two methods yield the same result. As can be seen, they agree very well in
both traveltimes and phases.
To facilitate the comparison, we placed 5 receivers inside the scatterer and positioned 9
additional receivers around the scatterer. The exact geometry is presented in Table 3.1 and
depicted in Figure 3-7. The normalized traces for both the FD and MMP solutions are
overlaid in Figure 3-8. For all receiver positions, the two solutions match perfectly even for
small amplitudes.
3.2.2 Effect of the Number of Expansion Functions
As a second experiment, we study how the number of expansion functions affects the solu-
tions obtained. We start with totally 32 expansion functions located at 8 expansion centers.
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Thus, we have one monopole for each potential and each region at every expansion center.
We calculate the seismogram and estimate the resulting RMSE and RRMSE. Then, we
double the number of expansion functions per expansion center, calculate the seismograms
anew, estimate the RMSE, estimate the RRMSE, and so on, until a total of 4048 expansion
functions are used. The number of matching points is kept constant at M = 2048 while
the number of expansion centers is kept constant at P = 8. Figure 3-9 shows the resulting
RMSE and RRMSE as functions of the total number of expansion functions used. A first
observation is that 256 expansion functions seem to be the critical amount. Fewer expansion
functions yield solutions that cannot capture important features of the true seismogram;
hence, the solutions do not converge. Figure 3-10 shows a seismogram which is typical
for a not converged solution. The seismogram was obtained with only 64 expansion func-
tions. For more than 256 expansion functions, we have convergence where both RMSE and
RRMSE decrease slowly with an increasing number of expansion functions. As a reminder,
the well-converged MMP solution presented in Figures 3-6 and 3-8 was also calculated with
256 expansion functions and 8 expansion centers.
3.2.3 MMP versus SMP Expansion
The next numerical experiment shows the enhanced convergence of the MMP expansion
compared to the classical eigenfunction expansion (SMP). As mentioned previously, the
SMP expansion corresponds to using only one expansion center in (3.10a) or (3.10b). We
perform the same experiment as before but use only one expansion center. Again, we start
with one expansion function per domain and scalar potentials 4 and T, which yield 4
expansion functions altogether. We calculate the seismogram and estimate the RMSE and
RRMSE. The seismogram is shown in Figure 3-11. It is clean enough to be mistaken as
correct but has no resemblance with the correct solution shown in Figure 3-5. Then we
double the number of expansion functions per expansion center, calculate the seismograms,
estimate the RMSE, the RRMSE, and so on. The number of matching points is again kept
constant at M = 2048. Figure 3-9 shows the resulting RMSE and RRMSE as functions of
the total number of expansion functions used. We notice that the MMP expansion using 8
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expansion centers always performs better than the classical SMP. Also, using more than 256
expansion functions in the SMP expansion yields no useful results. The solutions obtained
begin to diverge rapidly. This is an effect due to the expansion functions of higher-order
violating the sampling condition (Hafner, 1990; Imhof, 1995). The maximum order Nm Z
of a multipole is given by the largest angle pma between any two adjacent matching points
and the location of the multipole:
N m  < 7 (3.23)
The increased error in the SMP expansion between 16 and 64 expansion functions is an
effect of the error measures (3.22) which are strongly affected by phase shifts. Contrary to
the MMP expansion, an SMP expansion cannot solve the problem posed in Figure 3-5.
3.2.4 Effect of Number and Location of Expansion Centers
The next numerical experiment is to examine the importance and effect of the number,
location and distribution of the expansion centers. As mentioned above, we have the choice
of placing the expansion centers for the 11 (x, w) and T1 (x, w) fields either in or outside the
scatterer, and thus expanding either into standing waves Jl,n (kr) ein' or into propagating
waves H (kr) eine . We will use both to study the difference. We calculate the solutions for a
range of expansion centers while keeping the total number of expansion functions constant
at 256. Also, the number of matching points is kept constant at 256. Thus, the overall
computational effort to calculate one seismogram is kept constant. The resulting RMSE
and RRMSE are shown in Figure 3-12. It is surprising how broad the 'U'-shaped, minimal-
error region is. The whole range from 5 to 15 expansion centers seems to converge. Indeed,
the minimal RMSE and RRMSE obtained by 11 expansion centers are only slightly better
than any other discretization employing 5 to 15 centers. Remarkably, MMP expansions
are very insensitive to the actual discretization used! Neither the number of expansion
centers nor the kind of expansions changes the RMSE or RRMSE by much, although the
use of H(~ (kr) ein" produces smoother RMSE and RRMSE curves. The pathologicalInJ\~I C YVU~ ~VI~ C V~ CI~ LVIV I~v
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case with 23 expansion centers shows that the errors increase dramatically when too many
expansion centers are used. In this particular case, the expansion centers are separated
by only a quarter of the dominant wavelength. The different expansion functions begin to
interact by approximating higher order solutions to the wave equation. It is well-known
that two monopoles of opposite sign placed closely together are equivalent to a dipole
(Morse and Feshbach, 1953). Thus, the matrix system becomes badly conditioned since each
expansion center could be replaced by the adjacent ones. Moreover, we add more similar
equations to the matrix system which renders it more ill-conditioned. For comparison,
we also use a simple boundary element (BEM) discretization with the same number of
matching points and expansion functions. Along the boundary in between matching points,
we place rotational and compressional monopole sources. As in the MMP cases, we use
point matching and solve the system in the least-squares sense. The resulting large RMSE
and RRMSE indicate that the seismogram obtained is not correct. Indeed, it contains
mainly the reflections from the top of the scatterer. Reflections from the bottom as well as
internal multiple scattered phases are mostly missing.
3.2.5 Number of Expansion Centers versus their Order of Poles
The next experiment is to study the tradeoff between the number of expansion centers and
the orders of the multipoles. Figure 3-13 presents the RMSE as a function of the number
of expansion centers P and the maximal orders ±N of the multipoles. The solution has
converged for a RMSE of 0.15 or smaller. Clearly, the MMP expansion converges for N = 2
and P = 13, or for N = 8 and P = 8. Incidentally, the best result is obtained for N = 8
and P = 12. But there is also a tradeoff between RMSE and the computational effort, i.e.,
the total number of expansion functions 4(2N + 1)P. Taking the computational effort into
account, the optimal result is obtained by using 8 to 12 expansion centers and a maximal
order of multipole of 4 to 2.
Using the addition theorem for the Bessel functions (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)
+oo
Ho(k Ix - Xml) = Jn(k Ixml) Hn(k x) ein(° -e0 ), (3.24)
n= -oo
we transform a virtual monopole source located on the boundary xm into a multipole at
the origin. The present form of the addition theorem assumes the receiver x to be outside
the scatterer. The Bessel function Jn(k jxmI) = Jn(kxm) can be asymptotically expanded
for large orders as (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964)
Jn(kxm) 1 (k (3.25)J/f2 7 -k 2n
which vanishes for kx < n as n -+ oo. For the model used, kxm is around 6 for the dominant
wavelength. For n > 3, the Hankel terms have less effect because the Bessel terms begin
to vanish. This is consistent with Figure 3-13 where increasing the order of the multipoles
beyond N = 3 hardly effects the RMSE in the optimal region of 8 to 12 expansion centers.
3.2.6 Effect of the Number of Matching Points
The final numerical experiment examines how the number of matching points affects the
solutions. Actually, the ratio between the total number of equations in the matrix system
and the number of expansion functions used - not the number of matching points - is the
important parameter. In accordance with the earlier experiments, we choose 11 expansion
centers and keep the number of expansion functions constant at 256. Since each matching
point provides 4 equations (one for each boundary condition), we start out with 64 match-
ing points along the boundary which provide 256 equations altogether. We calculate the
resulting seismogram, estimate the RMSE and RRMSE, double the number of matching
points, and so on. Figure 3-14 shows the resulting errors against the number of equations
per expansion function. Since the expansion is non-orthogonal, it is not surprising that
we get large errors when we use as many equations as we have unknowns. Using twice as
many equations as unknowns provides the optimal result. Afterwards, the more equations
we add, the more the RMSE and RRMSE increase because the matrix system becomes
more ill-conditioned with each additional equation we add. The result is more errors due
to roundoff and other numerical effects.
Using twice as many equations as unknowns yields a distance of 4m between matching
points. This spacing corresponds to 10 matching points per dominant wavelength of 40 m.
Assuming that the highest frequency in the propagating seismic Ricker pulse is 3 times the
center frequency of 50 Hz (Hosken, 1988), the boundary is sampled with 3 matching points
per wavelength for the highest frequency. The sampling theorem which states that the
boundary has to be sampled at least twice per wavelength to prevent aliasing (Bouchon and
Aki, 1977), is just satisfied. Thus, it is also theoretically justified to use about 10 matching
points per dominant wavelength.
3.3 Discussion and Conclusions
Combining these numerical experiments with prior experiences with electromagnetic (Hafner,
1990) and acoustical MMP methods (Imhof, 1995), we obtain a set of empirical rules on
how to discretize elastic scattering problems. A very important parameter is the radius
of greatest influence of a multipole which is xV times the distance between the center of
expansion and the closest matching point.
* The radius of greatest influence should be on the order of the dominant wavelength.
* No expansion center should be within the radius of greatest influence of any other
expansion center.
* There should be 0 10 matching points per dominant wavelength
* There has to be at least half a matching point per expansion function or similarly two
equations per expansion function.
* The maximum order N of a multipole is given by the sampling theorem: N < lr/ mao
where pmax is the maximal angle p under which two adjacent matching points located
--- 
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within the radius of greatest influence are seen by the respective multipole.
* The addition theorem for Bessel functions determines a reasonable order N of a multi-
pole. For a dominant wavelength A and a radius of greatest influence r, the maximum
order N should be comparable to 3r/A.
* Expansions of the form Hl (kr) e"in should not be used for the region where their
expansion center xp is located.
Expansions of the form JInl (kr) eine should only be used for bounded domains. The
expansion center xp has to be located inside this region.
The above rules, except the last one, are general guidelines, but adhering to them generally
yields satisfactory results. As the numerical experiments show, all parameters can be varied
by large amounts while only perturbing the resulting solution. The MMP method is not
very sensitive to the actual discretization used.
We showed that the MMP expansion converges faster than the classical multipole or simple
boundary element expansions for complex scattering geometries. The method can solve
scattering problems involving either harmonic or impulsive sources. Seismograms in the
time-domain are obtained by Fourier synthesis.
For a homogeneous scatterer embedded in a homogeneous background, we found that the
MMP expansions yield the same degree of accuracy as the finite difference method. For the
MMP method, the computational effort is related to the interface area of the embedded
scatterers and thus to the number of expansion functions and matching points needed. For
the FD method, the computational effort relates to the volume containing the sources,
receivers and scatterers. For problems where the distances between sources, receivers and
scatterers are large, MMP expansions are competitive. Also, due to its spectral nature,
attenuation can easily be accounted for. For problems where heterogeneous scatterers are
embedded in a homogeneous background, hybridized schemes with finite elements can be
devised.
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In conclusion, the MMP method is well-suited for a large range of scattering problems since
both acoustic and elastic media with different boundary conditions (fluid-fluid, fluid-elastic,
elastic-elastic and others) can be treated exactly the same way in this algorithm.
Table 3.1: Locations of the receivers used in the comparison of the MMP solution to the
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Figure 3-1: Schematic representation of the scattering experiment. An incident field
uinc(x, w) illuminates a bounded two-dimensional inhomogeneity which induces a scattered
field uO(x, w) in the background medium (ao, /3, p) as well as a field ul(x, w) in the scat-
terer itself (al 131, pl).
Receiver x z Comments
1 -70.0 0.0 incident field does not contribute




6 -110.0 -110.0 inside scatterer
7 -50.0 -100.0 inside scatterer
8 0.0 -100.0 inside scatterer
9 50.0 -100.0 inside scatterer











Figure 3-2: Schematic of the coordinate systems used. In addition to the global Cartesian
coordinate frame (x, z, y), local cylindrical systems (r, 0, y), and local Cartesian systems
(n, t, y) are used. The cylindrical coordinate systems (r, 0, y) have their origins at the
expansion centers xp (triangles) and are used to express the expansion functions O5 and
dn . The boundary Pol between the scatterer and the background is defined by discrete
matching points (squares) located at xm, where the normal fi and the tangential i directions
are specified. The normal direction fi is defined to point from the background To into the
scatterer "i. The boundary conditions are expressed in the local systems (n, t, y).
o = HoI~ H?(kO o)eilo
o = Z~boH o I(lOro)en
= aJInl (k r)en
1 = b~nJlnl(l rl)eine
p+2
Sp+1
~ 1 =1( o = E o° H(°)(koroein°
o_~~P InOj Poo~~
Figure 3-3: Basis functions can either contain Hankel solutions Hn ein" or Bessel solutions
J, einO. If the same expansion center x = x 1 is to be used for both 0 and 0, the inside
field 4o has to be expanded using the Bessel solutions Jn eine representing standing waves.
If the inside and the outside scattered field are represented by Hankel solutions Hn eine9
different expansion centers x; and x1 have to be used. Expansion centers are depicted by
a triangle.
line source
u inc (x, co)
64 receivers - C-
5m
75m
domain F0 (aO 0o pO XO O0)
50m
230m
Figure 3-4: Generic scatterer used for numerical experiments. The scatterer is illuminated
by an explosive line source modulated by a Ricker pulse of 50Hz center frequency. The
density and the velocities in the background domain 'o are p = 2000 kg/m 3 , ao = 2000 m/s,
and pO = 1155 m/s. Density and velocities in the scatterer F' are p = 2500 kg/m 3 , al =
3000 m/s, and 31 = 1732m/s. The Poisson's ratio is the same for both regions (a = 0.25).


















Figure 3-5: The seismogram (vertical displacement) of the model shown in Figure 3-4
calculated with a finite-difference program. This seismogram is used as a reference to












Figure 3-6: The seismogram of the model shown in Figure 3-4 calculated using the MMP
algorithm. Altogether, 256 expansion functions, 8 expansion centers, 128 matching points
and 64 frequencies were used. As can be seen, the MMP solution agrees very well with the
finite difference reference seismogram shown in Figure 3-5.
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Figure 3-7: Locations of the source (star) and the
between the MMP and FD solutions as presented
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Figure 3-8: Comparison of the MMP solution (solid line) with the FD solution (boxed).
The exact location of the receivers is given in Table 3.1 and Figure 3-7. Receivers 1, 2, 13,
and 14 are above the scatterer; 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 are in the scatterer; and 3, 4, 5, 11, and
12 are below the scatterer.
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RMSE & RRMSE vs. Total Number of Expansion Functions
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Figure 3-9: Comparison between the traditional eigenfunction expansion SMP (boxes) and
the MMP expansion (triangles). Shown is how the total number of expansion functions
affects the RMSE (solid) and RRMSE (dashed) compared to the FD reference solution. For
256 and more expansion functions, the MMP expansion converge. The SMP actually never
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Figure 3-10: The seismogram for the case where 64 expansion functions are used. The
seismogram is very noisy. Some of the prominent features in Figure 3-5 begin to show
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Figure 3-11: The seismogram for the case where only 4 expansion functions are used.
Clearly, no self-interaction of the scattered wavefields is possible. Unfortunately, the seis-
mogram is clean enough to be mistaken as correct.
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Number of Expansion Centers
Figure 3-12: Effect of the number and location of expansion centers. The total number of
expansion functions is kept constant at 256 while the number of expansion centers is varied
from 1 up to 23. Expansions using the same expansion centers xd E T 1 for o0, 40, 1 , 01,
and thus Bessel functions Jn, as well as expansions using expansion centers xP E l for
0o 0O and x1 E r0 for 41, 1, and thus Hankel functions Hn, are tested. The difference
between these two kinds of expansions is rather small. Placing all expansion centers onto
the boundary and using only the terms of 0th order corresponding to a simple boundary
element expansions fails surprisingly.
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Figure 3-13: RMSE and the number of expansion functions versus the maximal polorder ±N
and the number of expansion centers P. The bold lines contour the RMSE while the shading
and the fine contour lines denote the total number of expansion functions 4(2N + 1)P. The
minimal RMSE is obtained for N = 8 and P = 12.
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Figure 3-14: Influence of the number of matching points on the expansion with 256 expan-
sion functions and 8 centers of expansion. Each matching point provides 4 equations. Since
the expansion is non-orthogonal, using as many equations as unknowns to be resolved does
not yield a correct result. Adding more and more equations to the system increases the
condition number and thus the RMSE (solid) and RRMSE (dashed) are increased due to
numerical errors.
Chapter 4
Scattering of Acoustic and Elastic
Waves using a Hybrid Multiple
Multipole Expansions - Finite
Element Technique
Abstract
In this paper, two different methods to solve scattering problems in acoustic or elastic media
are coupled to enhance their usefulness. The multiple multipole (MMP) expansions are
used to solve for the scattered fields in unbounded homogeneous regions. The finite element
(FE) method is used to calculate the scattered fields in bounded, heterogeneous regions.
Applying the boundary conditions, the different regions and methods are coupled together
in the least-squares sense as the MMP method requires. By construction, the scattered
field in the homogeneous regions is decomposed into P- and S-modes for the elastic case. In
some examples, the scattered fields are calculated and compared to the analytical solutions.
Additionally, the seismograms are calculated for a few scattering problems with one or
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several heterogeneous scatterers of complex geometries. The hybrid MMP-FEM technique
proves to be a rather general and useful tool to solve complex, two-dimensional scattering
problems.
Introduction
Wave scattering problems have been investigated by different techniques. Analytical solu-
tions to the integral equations do not generally exist, except for some very simple geometries.
Analytical mode expansion is limited to geometries such as circular cylinders, where the
modes decouple (Pao and Mow, 1973). Therefore, numerical schemes seem to be the most
direct procedure for arbitrary geometries. Numerical boundary integral techniques (Schus-
ter and Smith, 1985; Bouchon, 1993; Dong et al., 1995), the T-matrix method (Waterman,
1969, 1976) and MMP expansions (Hafner, 1990; Imhof, 1995) are examples thereof. Unfor-
tunately, they all depend on either Green's functions or other solutions to the wave equation,
which tend to be hard or impossible to find for heterogeneous or anisotropic media. These
methods are normally limited to scattering between homogeneous scatterers embedded in
a homogeneous background. On the other hand, these methods do not encounter problems
with unbounded domains. No artificial radiating boundary conditions have to be enforced.
In fact, the scattered fields can be evaluated anywhere.
In cases where the medium is heterogeneous, finite element (FE) (Zienkiewicz, 1977; Mar-
furt, 1984; Schwarz, 1988; Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1989, 1991) or finite differences (FD)
(Marfurt, 1984; Kelly et al., 1976; Virieux, 1986; Cheng et al., 1994) techniques are routinely
used to calculate the scattered wavefields. In contrast to the boundary methods mentioned
above, FE and FD do encounter serious problems with unbounded domains. The domain
has to be truncated and radiating boundary conditions have to be enforced (Gan et al.,
1993). In addition, they are limited by computer memory and runtime considerations. For
many problems the distances between inhomogeneities, source, and receivers are rather large
and thus might result in prohibitive computation times and memory requirements.
Many scattering problems exist which fall in between these two classes. These problems
involve heterogeneous regions which are bounded and embedded in a homogeneous back-
ground. Applications of this can be found in geophysical exploration, earthquake engi-
neering, ultrasonic nondestructive testing and medical imaging, and underwater acoustics.
There is an interest in combining methods (Zienkiewicz et al., 1977; Shah et al., 1983; Su
et al., 1983; Dubus, 1994) for unbounded, homogeneous domains with methods which can
handle heterogeneous regions of limited extent. In the present paper, such a combination is
made between MMP expansions and the FE method (FEM). A similar combination has al-
ready been presented for electromagnetic scattering problems (Sroka et al., 1990; Bomholt,
1994). As a bonus in the elastic case, the scattered fields in the homogeneous domain are,
by construction, decomposed into P- and S-waves.
We will apply the hybrid technique to both acoustic and elastic in-plane scattering problems
where one or multiple heterogeneities are embedded in a homogeneous medium. Both source
and receiver are in the homogeneous region, although all the ideas presented here will also
hold if the source and/or the receiver are located in the heterogeneity. Furthermore, we
could use the combined MMP-FEM technique to construct radiating boundary conditions.
But in this work, we will not investigate this usage of the technique. Also, we will not
present the case of anti-plane wave motion (SH) because it can be derived easily from the
acoustic case.
The present paper is structured as follows: First, we review both MMP expansions and the
finite element method for the acoustic case. Next, we combine the methods for the acoustic
case. Then, we extend MMP and FEM to the elastic case and present the combination.
Finally, we discuss a few details of the implementation on a digital computer, present
solutions to some scattering problems, and compare them to analytical solutions where
available.
4.1 Acoustic Theory
We would like to model how an incident wavefield Pinc(x,w)ei t of angular frequency w
scatters from an object. The situation is depicted in Figure 4-1. The scatterer Ql is hetero-
geneous and embedded in a homogeneous background fo. For the sake of simplicity, we will
suppress the time factor ei't in all following expressions. Where necessary, the superscripts
O, B, and I will respectively denote quantities which belong to the homogeneous region
on the outside, lie on the boundary between the domains, or are inside the heterogeneous
region. Quantities marked with a tilde are either transformed quantities (e.g., LU or QR
decomposed) or local quantities for a particular little region f, e.g., a finite element. The
context normally allows one to infer the correct meaning.
4.1.1 Homogeneous Regions: Multiple Multipole Expansions (MMP)
In a homogeneous region 0, expansions for the scattered pressure fields are made with
exact solutions to the homogeneous wave equation
Jo
PO(x) = Zp Pf(x), (4.1)
j=1
where all P1 (x) satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equation
(V 2 + ki)PO (x) = 0 (4.2)
with the wave number ko = w/ao and the wave velocity ao in the homogeneous region. The
factors p are complex valued weighting coefficients for the different expansion functions
PO. As the name of the method implies, several multipole solutions centered at different
locations are often used as expansion functions. These functions have a local behavior and
thus are able to model wavefields scattered from complex geometries (Imhof, 1995). In
general, MMP expansions have a smaller number of unknowns than comparable methods.
Hence, using M multipoles with their respective origins located at xm, we commonly write
the scattered wavefields in the homogeneous region as
M N
Po(x) = o eine H (ko x - ) . (4.3)
m=1 n=-N
The functions H (1) are the Hankel functions of the first kind and order n radiating outward.InI
Each summation over the index n builds up one multipole. Since the Hankel functions
have a singularity at their origin, the centers of expansions xm may not be located in
the homogeneous region fQo. For each multipole, all orders between -N < n < +N are
normally used as basis functions.
Additional expansion functions such as plane waves, beams, or other special modes can
be included. Although we will not make use of these additional expansion functions in the
present work, we prefer the notation (4.1) to (4.3) for its generality and simplicity. Equations
for the weighting coefficients pO are obtained by enforcing boundary conditions for the
pressure and the normal displacement on discrete matching points mi on the boundaries
between domains. The normal direction pointing outward from mi is denoted by fii. Then,
the boundary conditions between two domains Qo and Qx are
Jo
ZpP,(mi) + Pin(mi) = Px(mi),  (4.4)
j=1
- J -1 ^ -1
-1kofii P'VP(mi) + k Aon VP"c(mi) - kAx px(m,), (4.5)
k2 AO k2 AO .AX V m (
where it is assumed that the only source is the incident field piSc propagating in the
homogeneous domain 0o. The parameter A = a2p is the Lame constant for a region with
density p and velocity a. Hence, we can construct a linear equation system
O POp = p- (4.6)
U o  Ux - Uic
-I
where the submatrices PO and UP contain PO and k- i VPP evaluated at the matching
points mi. In general, expansions of the form (4.1) are not orthogonal. Thus, more matching
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points than expansion functions have to be used and the resulting overdetermined linear
system (4.6) has to be solved in the least-squares sense minimizing the overall error in the
boundary conditions. Thus, by construction, the matrices PO and Uo are rectangular and
dense.
4.1.2 Heterogeneous Regions: Finite Elements (FE)
Neglecting source terms, waves propagating in a heterogeneous region QI are governed by
the general Helmholtz equation
V - {p-1 VP} + p-lk2 P = 0, (4.7)
where p = p(x) and k = k(x) respectively denote spatially varying density and wave number.
To solve this equation, we partition the heterogeneous domain Q' into small and nonover-
lapping elements f (Zienkiewicz, 1977; Schwarz, 1988; Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1989) as
depicted in Figure 4-1. The complex valued weighting coefficients 1j are the pressure values
at the element's corners ij. They are also known as node points and thus the coefficients
Pji are called node variables. Commonly, one chooses triangular or quadrangular elements.
In each element, the pressure field P is approximated by an interpolation function. For a
quadrangular element, the simplest interpolation function to use is the bilinear one:
P(x) = io + ilx + -+ 2 z + a 3 xz. (4.8)
Instead of directly using the coefficients ij, the polynomial (4.8) is transformed into the
sum of simple shape functions _Nj(x) having local support only.
4
P(x) = ZiNj(x) (4.9)
j=1
For example, in a rectangular element of unit size, N3 (x) = xz. This particular shape
function is visualized in Figure 4-2. The other ones are obtained by rotations of -180',
-90' and 900, respectively. The complex valued weighting coefficients f~ are the pressure
values at the element's corners ij. They are also known as node points and thus the
coefficients 1Pj are called node variables. Also, the interpolation functions have to satisfy
the following orthogonalization and normalization conditions:
N 3(i,) = Jj (4.10)
4
SNj(x) = 1 for xE fl (4.11)
j=1
where 6 j is the Kronecker delta function.
Consequently, the continuous pressure in the Helmholtz equation (4.7) is replaced by the
interpolation (4.9). Applying Galerkin's method, we multiply the resulting expression by
the test function Ri(x) and integrate over the element fl. We obtain
p-1 VA -V dA - p-lk2 & dA Pj - p-1 a dl = 0 (4.12)
where the divergence theorem has been used to transform the first integral. All integrals
are over the surface fl or around the boundary f of the element n-, respectively. Evaluating
(4.12) for all four gN(x) will yield a set of four equations for the four unknown node variables
These three integrals define the local stiffness matrix S, the local mass matrix M and the
local force vector f.
Si = J P-1 VA - V dA (4.13)
Mi = J p-1 k2 j dA (4.14)
fi = p - dl (4.15)
For interior elements, the boundary integral (4.15) is not zero, but its contributions will
exactly cancel with like terms coming from neighboring elements. One only need recall
that the term p-1 O is proportional to the normal displacement. But, both the normal
displacement and the pressure are continuous across boundaries. Therefore, the line integral
has to be taken into account only on the domain boundary since it is not cancelled by a
like term from a neighboring element.
If the element f is adjacent to a void domain, the boundary integral (4.15) will vanish, since
Ni = 0. If the element is adjacent to a rigid domain, the integral (4.15) also vanishes because
= 0. In all other cases, the boundary integral (4.15) has to be included. Assuming thatOn
ao can be approximated by a function similar to Ni along the boundary, we replace (4.15)
by
Zi4paP(x) fl-
= F P an where F, = PN-1Nj dl. (4.16)
j=1
If the density p and the wave number k are treated as constants within each element, S,
M1 and F can be evaluated exactly. Once the contributions of the various elements are
determined, the global system of equations is formed by mapping the local node numbers
onto the global node numbers, giving rise to the global pressure vector p, and combining all
of the subsystems S, 1M and ? into their global counterparts S, M and f (Schwarz, 1988).
Both matrices S and M are sparse, banded and symmetric. Each row of the global matrix
system can then be reduced to
(Si - M)p - Fi = 0, (4.17)
j=1
where J is the total number of node variables or in the simpler matrix form
K p-f =0, (4.18)
where K = S - M and the vector p contains all the unknown, global nodal values pj.
4.1.3 Coupling the Regions
By reordering equations and unknowns, the vector p obtained from the finite elements
containing the node variables can be split into two subvectors p1 and pB. The node variables
from inside the domain ~1' are collected in the vector pl. The subvector pB accommodates
the node variables whose node points xj lie on the boundary 0 B . Since the boundary
02B belongs to both domains, the scattered wavefield P0 expanded into (4.1), pinc, and
pB have to match across the boundary. Hence, we replace the node variables pf by
Jo
pB = p k(Xj)+ Pnc(xj). (4.19)
k=1
Furthermore, we can also find ) by evaluating
Jo
P(x=) po VPk (x) + j. VPi"S(x). (4.20)
k=1




K po k (xj) - Fij pO ,fj)
j=JI+1 k=1 k=1
E Fii. vpinc(xj) - Kipinc(xj) (4.21)
j=JI+1
where the node points xj lie in the interior of the heterogeneous FE domain QI for 1 < j 5
J'. The node points xj are located on the boundary &2B for Jl + 1 < j 5 J. As before,
J is the total number of node points. Finally, J0 is the total number of functions used for
the MMP expansion of the outside field. The complete hybrid system can be written in a
more compact form as
AO" AOO pO fo (4.22)
where the first term of (4.21) maps into A lI or A O I depending on whether the node point
of the corresponding test function Ni lies inside the heterogeneity (A I I ) or on the boundary
(AoI). Similarly, the second term and the right hand side map into AIO or Aoo and f' or
fo, respectively.
It is important to distinguish between the submatrices AII,... , A 0 0 which have different
physical interpretations, mathematical forms and numerical properties. The submatrix A I I
is a sparse, diagonally dominant and symmetric matrix which stems from the heterogeneous
region where wavefields are modelled by FE. Thus, the wavefields inside only approximate
the wave equation (4.7). The residuals between the true wavefield and the approximate
solution are going to be spread over all node variables pI.
Contrarily, the submatrix Aoo is dense and rectangular. Each column stems from a MMP
expansion function while each row originates from the boundary conditions to be satisfied
at a particular node point on the boundary. Since the MMP expansions are non orthogonal,
the coefficients pO have to be solved for in the least-squares sense.
The submatrices A'o and AOI are sparse and rectangular. These submatrices actually cou-
ple the wavefield (FE) inside the heterogeneity to the wavefield (MMP) in the homogeneous
background.
Altogether, we end up with the rectangular system (4.22) where the upper half has com-
pletely different properties than the lower half. Therefore, we solve the system (4.22) in two
steps: first, the interior node variables pI are successively Gaussian eliminated (Schwarz,
1989) reducing the submatrix A I I to the triangular submatrix IA". This replaces the cou-
pling matrix AOI by a null matrix 0. Because A" is diagonally dominant, the Gaussian
elimination can be performed without additional pivoting. The elimination of the interior
node variables pi respectively transforms AIO and Aoo into .Io and o0 0 . We obtain a
new, transformed linear system:
II Loo O P 1 (4.23)
Actually, this step corresponds to a partial LU decomposition or similarly, to a static con-
densation (Schwarz, 1988) where the node variables pj for j E {1, J'} in the heterogeneous
domain are successively eliminated, The complete heterogeneous domain collapses into one
single 'super-element' coupling the nodal points on the boundary. This 'super-element'
directly couples the incident field to the MMP expansion.
Second, the remaining system, o0 0o. pO = fo, is solved in the least-squares sense using QR
decomposition (Wilkinson, 1988). If desired, the values of the node variables p1 can later
be found by back-substitution.
LIr . p' = ' - i0o . pO . (4.24)
In practice, the system (4.22) is solved by a combined, row-oriented LU-QR algorithm.
The scheme is similar to traditional Givens updating (Schwarz, 1989). But for each new
equation added to update the system, the first JI Givens rotations are replaced by Gaussian
eliminations instead. As a result, the first JI equations are only LU composed and used to
build the triangular submatrix A" and the transformed lo. For the remaining equations,
the first J' unknowns can be eliminated using AII IO. The rest are used for Givens
updating which builds Aoo directly.
4.1.4 Remark: An Alternative Solver Scheme
Alternatively, the system (4.22) can be solved by the iterative scheme:
AII p f - Alo , (4.25a)" -- - "Pn-I ,
Aoo pO f - AoI I (4.25b)Pn = - A " Pn-
Optimally, each of (4.25a) and (4.25b) is also solved by an iterative scheme such as the
conjugate gradient method (Hestenes and Stiefel, 1952). The first part (4.25a) is square,
symmetric and sparse. The second part (4.25b) is rectangular and dense, but relatively
small compared to (4.25a). The iterative scheme (4.25) offers an alternative to LU-QR
decomposition (4.23), but this has not yet been tried.
4.2 Elastic Theory
4.2.1 Homogeneous Regions: Multiple Multipole Expansions
In a homogeneous region 0o0, expansions for the scattered displacement fields wo(x) =
(u(x), v(x)) are made with exact solutions to the homogeneous wave equation:
Jo
wO(x) = Y (x) + (x) (4.26)
j=1
where
w (x) = V%3(x), (4.27a)
wj(x) = Vx [j: (x)]. (4.27b)
Each expansion function 4j or Ij satisfies a Helmholtz equation.
(4.28a)
(4.28b)
(V2 + I).i = 0
(v2 + l1) = 0o
The constants ko and lo are respectively the wave numbers of the P- and the S-wave in
the homogeneous region. The factors qj and V'j are complex valued weighting coefficients
for the different expansion functions ij and Wj. Similar to the acoustic MMP expansions







E {4mnV(mn(x) + OmnV [4Fmn(x)] (4.29)
n=-N
mnVeino H 1 ) (ko Ix - xml) + mnV X [e H (lo x - xm)] },
n=-N
(4.30)
where xm is the location or expansion center of the mth multipole. Although we will not use
other expansion functions than applied in (4.29) and (4.30), we prefer the notation (4.26)
for its simplicity and generality. To go from (4.29) to (4.26), the double index mn is simply
replaced by the single index j and vice versa. Thus, we will use (4.26) but mean (4.29).
Equations for the weighting coefficients Oj and 4'j are obtained by enforcing boundary
conditions along discrete matching points mi on the boundaries between domains. The
boundary conditions between two domains no and Ix are the continuity of displacement
and stresses in normal and tangential directions fii and ti:
Jo
Z i {Iw (mi) + jw (mi) + i w (mi)= wx(m), (4.31)
j=1
Jo
Zti T {qw(mi) + w(mi)+ti Winc(mi) = i-wx(mi), (4.32)
j=1
Jo
S i Opaf (mi) + 0ia O(mi) iih + ti -0 onc(mi) - Ai = x(mi) ,(4.33)
j=1
Jo
E . {q;o (m1 ) + gkicr (mi) fi + t &-i n(m; ) . f = t x(m.) fi .(4.34)
j=1
The quantities t(mi), o (mi), o'inc(mi), and uX(mi) denote the stress tensors evalu-
ated at mi due to the respective displacements w7(mi), wf (mi), w ac(mi), and w (mi).
Accordingly, we build a linear equation system for the unknown coefficients qj and Oj,
U U" Ux - Uinc
V" V' Vx - Vin
V P vx (4.35)
n n E n
t t t t
where the submatrices contain equations (4.31)-(4.34) evaluated at all matching points mi.
In general, expansions of the form (4.26) are not orthogonal. Thus, more matching points
than expansion functions are used and the resulting overdetermined linear system (4.35) is
solved in the least-squares sense minimizing the overall error in the boundary conditions.
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4.2.2 Heterogeneous Regions: Finite Elements
In a Cartesian coordinate frame (x, z) with unit vectors k and Z^, the coupled equations of
motion for the displacement w(x) = (u(x), v(x)) are
w2 pu(x) + {C1u(X),., + C12V(X),z I + c33{ (X),z + v(X), , = 0, (4.36a)
w2 pv(x) + C3 3 {u(),z + v(x),., , + {Cl2U(X),, + C22 v(X),z ,z = 0; (4.36b)
where we neglected eventual source terms. The density p and the elastic constants Cll =
c22 = A + 21A, C12 = A and c33 = I are all spatially varying. The parameters A and p are the
spatially varying Lame constants. The subscripts ., and ., denote partial derivatives with
respect to x or z.
Similar to the acoustic case (4.9), the heterogeneous region is partitioned into small elements
f. The components of the displacement inside the elements t2 are approximated by bilinear
interpolation functions Nj(x) (Zienkiewicz, 1977; Schwarz, 1988; Murphy and Chin-Bing,
1991):
4
i (x) E= f iNj(x), (4.37a)
j=1
4
i(x) = I N(x). (4.37b)
j=1
The complex valued weighting coefficients ij and Zj are the components of the displacements
at the element's corners ji. The shape functions Nj(x) are the same as in the acoustic case,
e.g. N3(x) = xz (Figure 4-2).
In the equations of motion (4.36), we replace the continuous displacements u and v by their
interpolations (4.37). Applying Galerkin's method for each element Q, we multiply the
resulting expression by the test function Ni(x) and integrate over the element Q. Hence,
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we obtain
f JJ (Ci.ii j,x + c33si,zJz) dA  -J pw 2  N dAl uj +
j=1
4
S{J . ( 12 ijz + C33iz±j, dA i -
j=1
r ac -o - fi dl = 0, (4.38a)
{J (c129i,z j, + C33 N i,j,z) dA} ii1 +
j=1
j ( i, ,x + C22 i,zj,z dA - J pw2 Ni dA . -
i gV .a - fi dl = O, (4.38b)
where we used the divergence theorem to transform some of the volume integrals into line
integrals. The quantity a = o(x) denotes the stress tensor along the boundary. Evaluating
(4.38) for all Ni(x) yields a set of linear equations for the unknown node variables, iij and
ij. Again, equation (4.38) defines the stiffness matrices Srs, mass matrices M r" and the
force vectors f where the superscript r E {1, 2} denotes whether the quantity is obtained
from equation (4.38a) or (4.38b). The superscript s E {1, 2} indicates whether the matrix
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governs the respective coefficients fij or ij:
Ml = M f =P 2 &. .dA, (4.39)
i 2  1 (4.40)
11S = JJ.. (Cii.&i,ia + C33Ni,zNz) dA, (4.41) f(C33i,xNj, 2 2 i,z j,z) 2
j j = I JJ (clNi,&j,z + C3 31 i,zgx,) dA, (4.43)
Ag = JI -a i dl, (4.44)
f2 = iA -a -i dl . (4.45)
If the density p and the elastic constants Cll, C22, C12, and c33 are treated as constants within
each element fl, all integrals (4.39)-(4.43) can be evaluated exactly. For elements which are
in the interior, the boundary integrals (4.44) and (4.45) are not zero, but their contributions
will exactly cancel with like terms coming from neighboring elements because displacements
and stresses are continuous across elements. Therefore, the line integrals have to be taken
into account only on the domain boundary. Assuming that x* a - fi and Z - a - i can be
approximated by functions similar to Ni along the boundary, we replace (4.44),(4.45) by
4
= .F jfc(xj) f ii, (4.46)
j=1
4
1 = E. j i((x) j i, (4.47)
j=1
where
, = f N dl, (4.48)
which can also be evaluated analytically. Finally, mapping the local node numbers into
global node numbers yields the global matrices Srs, Mrs, f and the global nodal vectors u
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and v. Writing K"' = S8r - M rs, the global matrix system reduces to the simpler system
K 11 • u + K 12 * V - fl = 0, (4.49a)
K 21 • u + K 22 * V - f 2 = 0. (4.49b)
4.2.3 Coupling the Regions
After reordering the equations and unknowns, the solution vectors u and v obtained from
the finite elements can be split into two subvectors, uI, uB and vI, vB. The node variables
ui and vi from inside the domain Q' are collected in the respective subvectors u' and v'.
The subvectors uB and uB accommodate the node variables whose node points xj lie on
the boundary 8 2B. Since the boundary 68B belongs to both domains, the wavefields wo
expanded into (4.26), the source field w in", and wB have to match along the boundary.
Therefore, we replace the node variables B and v by
Jo
up = ( ki - ) + k ( j inc(x), (4.50a)
= urIc k\.7; k ~kjZ jW
k=1
Jo
S= + (j), (4.50b)
k=1
where we use the unit vectors x^ and i to extract the displacement components u(x) and
v(x) in the x-, respectively the z-direction. Also, we find the stress tensor o(xj) along the
boundary by evaluating
Jo
a(xi) = {¢k' (xj) +k Ok(xj)} Oinc(xj). (4.51)
k=1
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Combining (4.49), (4.50) and (4.51) yields the coupled MMP-FEM system. For the sake of






F : iA inc
j-JI+1
xi)+ Ki,2i, w'(xj) - FijX a4(xj) -j}0 +
xj) + Kil2i -w"(xj) - Fij -o (xj) -ni
k k I V Yh)4) k
(xi) ' fij - Kil .winc(xj) - K 2 i . Winc(Xj ) , (4.52a)










c(x,) *ij - K, . winc(x,) - K,2j * wic(xi)}.
Again, 1 < j < J' means that the node point xj is in the interior f' of the FE domain.
Contrarily, for J' + 1 < j 5 J the node points xj are located on the boundary 0 B . As
before, J is the total number of node points. Finally, JO is the total number of functions
used for the MMP expansion of the outside field. The resulting hybrid system of linear
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(4.52b)
(xj) + Ki z -w'(xj) - Fib -o,(xi) - i
xi) + K2 " 1x) - Fijz -o, 'x) - ij
equations can be written in a more compact form as
KllI K12,I 1,I j U I  f 1,
K 2 1  K 22 ,I 42,I V 2,I V f52,I
K11,0  K12,0  )1,0 q1,O fl,O
K 2 1,0 K 22,0  42,0 %P2,o0  f2,
Equation (4.52a) maps into the first or third row of (4.53) depending on whether the node
point (x)i of the corresponding test function Ni lies inside the heterogeneity or on the
boundary. Equation (4.52b) maps exactly the same way into the second or the fourth row
of (4.53) depending on the location of the corresponding node point. Furthermore, the first
term in both (4.52a) and (4.52b) maps into the first column of (4.53). The second terms
map into the second column and so on for the other terms and the right hand side of (4.52).
The hybrid system (4.53) is very similar to the acoustic system (4.22). As in the acoustic
case, the submatrices K rs ,I , where r, s E {1, 2}, result from the interior problem. They are
sparse and square. All other submatrices are rectangular. Moreover, Vr,o and Fr,O are
dense. By construction, K 11 I and K 22,I are diagonally dominant. Therefore, we can elim-
inate the node variables u i and v' by LU decomposition or Gaussian elimination without
additional pivoting. We obtain a new linear system
ik11,1 i12,1 41,I U1,1 I ,I
0 it 2 2 ,1  2, 2,I VI 2,1
0 1o -0 ) * (4.54)
o VP ,0) 1,o
0 0 (2,0 i2,° j2,0
where K"11 I and IK22 I are now triangular matrices. The submatrices K r'", where r, s E
{ 1, 2} vanish because we eliminated the node variables u I and v I from the lower half of
the system. In fact, this step corresponds to static condensation of the inner node variables
u' and v I . The whole FE domain is collapsed into one 'super-element' coupling the node
variables on the boundary. The 'super-element' couples the incident field directly to the
MMP expansion. The lower half (4.55) of the transformed system (4.54) is now solved in
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the least-squares sense by QR decomposition because 4 , and ~r,o are still rectangular
matrices.
4, 4I,'l1O
,0 120 /2 ,0 (4.55)
) 2,) j2,2,0
If desired, the node variables in the heterogeneous, interior FE region fl are easily recovered
by back-substitution into the upper half of (4.54) which is already in triangular form.
( ) ( ) (~ 1, 1,I (4.56)
0 K 22 ,I  V I  2,_ 2,I _ 2,1
4.3 Implementation
Because the technique is a mixture of MMP expansions and the FE method, the finite
element method is merged into the prior MMP codes. Thus, the method is implemented on
a nCUBE2 parallel computer using the programming language C++. The object oriented
design has the advantage that the coupling as described in (4.21) and (4.52) is basically
hidden in objects for node variables, finite elements and the expansion functions for the
exterior. First, the objects for the finite elements calculate the local M, S and F matrices.
Then, the resulting coefficients are mapped into the global equation system. Objects for
internal node variables simply map the coefficients RK7) for the p into the global system of
equations. In contrast, objects for node variables on the boundary automatically evaluate
the MMP expansion at the node point as described in equations (4.19), (4.20) or (4.50),
(4.51), weight the expansion with the appropriate k7 7) or ~') coefficient and map the
resulting coefficients for po, or 4j and bj into the global system.
To reduce numerical noise, the materials are made slightly lossy by adding a small imaginary
component wJ to the angular frequency. If seismograms are calculated by Fourier synthesis,
the true amplitude is later recovered by a multiplication with ewIt.
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4.4 Numerical Results: Acoustics
As a first test, we simply embed a homogeneous region in a homogeneous fullspace and
illuminate it by an incident plane wave. The wavefield in the embedded region is modelled
by FE. The scattered wavefields in the fullspace are expanded into a MMP series. The
material parameters in both regions are the same. Namely, the velocity a is 2000 m/s and
the density p is 2000 kg/m 3. Hence, all coefficients of the MMP expansion should be zero,
while the FE solution should simply interpolate the incoming field. Clearly, due to the
discretization of the field in the interior, the solution in the interior will deviate from the
incident field and thus, an additional scattered field will be induced. The strength of this
induced field is both a function of the number of elements per wavelength (EPW) and the
angle of incidence of the source field with respect to the FE region. The embedded region
consists of 18 * 18 elements, each 4 m * 4 m in size. The MMP expansion used is (4.3) with
M = 4 and N = 4. Altogether, 36 expansion functions are used. Figure 4-3 shows the exact
position of node points and expansion centers. The FE region is illuminated by incident
plane waves with four frequencies corresponding to 100, 25, 10 and 5 EPW. The resulting
relative errors (IP- pinc I / IPinci) along the boundary of the inclusion are shown in Figure 4-
4 as a function of angle of incidence and EPW. Clearly, the errors increase with decreasing
EPW until the spurious fields are of similar order of magnitude as the source field. Also
visible is the apparent anisotropy due to the finite elements. Compared to normal incidence,
the relative error for plane waves incident in the diagonal direction is slightly reduced. For
10 EPW, we obtain a maximal relative error of about 5%.
To test the accuracy of the MMP-FE technique, we compare the scattering from an acoustic
cylinder with the well-known analytical series solution (Pao and Mow, 1973). The velocity
inside the cylinder is 3000 m/s; the velocity outside the cylinder is 2000 m/s. In both
regions, the density is kept constant at 2000 kg/m 3 . The radius a of the cylinder is 44 m.
To simplify the generation of the FE mesh, a square region larger than the actual cylinder
is discretized by 24 elements in either direction. Due to the symmetry of the problem,
only one multipole (4.3) is used, where M = 1 and N = 20. It is located at the origin.
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The geometry is shown in Figure 4-5. The size of the elements is 4 m. The experiment is
performed for two different incident wavelengths. First, the wavelength is 100 m and the
corresponding ka = 2.5. Second, the wavelength is 25 m and ka = 10. Magnitude and phase
are presented in Figure 4-6. For the longer wavelength ka = 2.5, the analytical and the
hybrid solution agree very well. For the shorter wavelength where ka = 10, the deviations
of the FE-MMP solution from the analytical one are due to the size of the finite elements.
Reducing the element size would reduce the deviations. Furthermore, the largest deviations
correlate with the smallest magnitudes as can be observed in Figure 4-6. This is an effect
of the least-squares solving procedure. The solver uniformly minimizes the misfit at each
boundary point. Thus, if the average misfit is e, any true field value smaller than e is lost in
the misfit. If better (relative) accuracy is desired, the solution should be calculated again
with the equations scaled by the reciprocal of the previously obtained field. Basically, each
row of A O I and AOO should be scaled by p. Further details on scaling can be found in a
prior paper (Imhof, 1995).
Last, we calculate the seismogram for a complex geometry depicted in Figure 4-7. The
scatterers are roughly 180 m long and 35 m thick. The velocity and density in the back-
ground are respectively 2000 m/s and 2000 kg/m 3 . The velocity and the density in the two
scatterers are 3000 m/s and 2000 kg/m 3 . Each finite element is 3 m by 3 m in size. For each
scatterer, five centers of expansion are used. At each center xm, an expansion of the form
8
P ine 1)
mE e I H 1 (ko Ix- xml)
n=-8
is set up. The incident field pins is an explosive line source modulated by a Ricker pulse
(Ricker, 1977) of 50 Hz center frequency. Altogether, 64 receivers will measure the pressure
of the scattered field. The resulting seismogram is shown in Figure 4-9a.
To demonstrate the effect of heterogeneous scatterers, we replace the constant velocities in
the scatterers by random velocities described by their mean velocity (3000m/s), the stan-
dard deviation (500 m/s) and the spatial autocorrelation R(A,, A-) (Frankel and Clayton,
1986). For simplicity, we choose a Gaussian autocorrelation function depending on two
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perpendicular correlation lengths al, a2 and the angle ( between al and the horizontal
direction :i.
R(A,, A) = exp ({ A, cos C + Az sin 2 C A cos -a sin 2) (4.57))= - ( . )
al a2
For the present example, we choose al = 18 m, a2 = 6 m and C = -10'. The geometry is
depicted in Figure 4-8. The density as well as the geometry and locations of the scatterers,
source and receivers are the same as in the prior experiment. The resulting seismogram
is shown in Figure 4-9b. The difference to the seismogram for the homogeneous scatterers
(Figures 4-9a) is prominent. The comparison clearly shows the need for numerical modelling
techniques which can incorporate small scale variations into the models.
4.5 Numerical Results: Elastics
As in the acoustic case, the first test is to embed a homogeneous region in a homogeneous
fullspace and illuminate it with an incident plane wave. The wavefields in the embedded
region are modelled by FE, while the scattered wavefields in the fullspace are expanded into
a MMP series. Because the material parameters in both regions are the same, all coefficients
of the MMP expansion should be zero and the FE solution should perfectly interpolate the
incoming field. The P-wave velocity is 2000 m/s, the S-wave velocity 1300 m/s and the
density 2000 kg/m 3 . Clearly, due to the discretization of the fields in the interior, the
solution will deviate from the incident field and thus, additional scattered fields will be
induced. The strength of these induced fields is both a function of the number of elements
per wavelength and the angle of incidence of the source field. The embedded region consists
of 18 * 18 square elements, each 4 m * 4 m in size. The MMP expansion is the same as (4.30)
with M = 4 and N = 4. Altogether, 2 * 36 expansion functions are used. Figure 4-3 shows
the exact position of node points and expansion centers. As source fields, we use plane waves
of purely P or S polarization. Both experiments are performed at four different frequencies
corresponding to 100, 25, 10 and 5 elements per P-wavelength (EPW). Figure 4-10 shows
the resulting relative boundary errors (Iw - winc /Iwincl) along the inclusion as a function
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of the angle of incidence. As expected, the errors increase with increasing frequency or
accordingly with decreasing EPW. Not surprisingly, the errors for incident S-waves are in
general larger than for incident P-waves of the same frequency. This observation is readily
explained by the shorter wavelengths of the S-phases. As in the acoustic case, less spurious
fields are induced for incident P- or S-waves propagating in diagonal direction. For 25 EPW,
we obtain a maximal relative error of about 5% for normal incidence.
To test the accuracy of the MMP-FE technique in the elastic case, we compare the scattering
from a cylinder with the analytical series solution (Pao and Mow, 1973). Inside the cylinder,
the P-velocity is 3000 m/s, the S-velocity is 1700 m/s, and Poisson's ratio 0.26. Outside the
cylinder, the P-velocity is 2000 m/s, the S-velocity is 1300 m/s, and Poisson's ratio 0.13. In
both regions, the density is 2000 kg/m3. The radius a of the cylinder is 12 m. To simplify
the generation of the FE mesh, a square region larger than the actual cylinder is discretized
by 24 elements in either direction. Due to the symmetry of the problem, we use only one
multipole (4.30) located at the origin, where M = 1 and N = 20. The geometry is similar to
the one shown in Figure 4-5. The size of the elements is 1 m. The wavelength of the incident
P-wave is 50m (ka = 1.5) and the wavelength of the incident S-wave is 32m (la = 2.3).
The magnitude and phase of the u and the v components are shown in Figure 4-11. For all
incident phases, the match between the analytical solution and the results obtained from
the MMP-FE method is excellent.
Last, we calculate the seismogram for a complex geometry depicted in Figure 4-12. A
scatterer is illuminated by a line source. The scatterer is roughly 180 m long and 35 m
thick. The P- and S-velocities and density in the scatterer are 3000 m/s, 1730 m/s and
2000 kg/m 3 , respectively. Poisson's ratio is a = 0.26. In the background, the P- and S-
velocities and density are 2000 m/s, 1300 m/s and 2000 kg/m 3 , respectively. Poisson's ratio
is o = 0.13. Each finite element is 2 m by 2 m in size. In the scatterer, five expansions
of the form (4.30) with M = 5 and N = 7 are used. Two different incident fields are
chosen: a compressional and a rotational line source. Each source is modulated with a
Ricker pulse (Ricker, 1977) of 50Hz center frequency. Altogether, 64 receivers measure
the vertical displacement component of the scattered field. The resulting seismograms are
shown in Figures 4-14a to 4-19a. While Figure 4-14a shows the scattered field due to the
compressional line source, the seismogram in Figure 4-16a contains only the mode converted
S-waves. Similarly for the rotational line source. While Figure 4-17a shows the complete
scattered wavefield, the seismogram in Figure 4-18a contains only the mode converted P-
waves. For both source fields, energy is mode converted by the scatterer.
To show the effect of a heterogeneous scatterer, we replace the constant velocities in the
scatterer by random fields described by the mean velocities, the standard deviations and the
spatial autocorrelations R(A,, Az). We choose a Gaussian autocorrelation function (4.57)
with two perpendicular correlation lengths al = 18 m, a2 = 6 m and an angle C = -100. The
mean P-velocity is 3000 m/s, the mean S-velocity 1730 m/s, and the standard deviation of
the P-velocity 500 m/s. Everywhere within the scatterer, the S-velocity is chosen to preserve
a Poisson's ratio of 0.26. The density as well as the geometry and locations of the scatterer,
source and receivers are the same as in the prior experiment. The heterogeneous scatterer
is shown in Figure 4-13. For both a compressional and a rotational source, the respective
seismograms are shown in Figures 4-14b to 4-19b. Comparing the seismogram due to
the homogeneous scatterers (Figures 4-14a to 4-19a) with the ones for the heterogeneous
scatterer (Figures 4-14b to 4-19b) clearly shows the importance of allowing small scale
variations in the material properties and thus the need for hybrid techniques.
4.6 Summary
The MMP code has been successfully coupled with the FE method in both acoustic and
elastic media. The coupling of the two methods enhances their usefulness for a range of
problems. The FE technique allows the simulation of wave propagation in heterogeneous
materials. The MMP expansions allow to calculate propagating waves in homogeneous
(unbounded) regions in an efficient manner because they commonly need fewer unknowns
to be evaluated and solved for than comparable methods.
Steady-state solutions, as well as seismograms obtained by Fourier synthesis, were calcu-
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lated for a range of different problems for both acoustic and elastic media. Where available,
the solutions obtained by the combined MMP-FEM scheme compared favorably with the
analytical solutions. Comparisons between homogeneous and heterogeneous scatterers ex-
pose major differences for the resulting wavefields which show the need for hybrid schemes
allowing for variations in the material parameters. For the elastic case, we automatically
obtain the scattered wavefields decomposed into P- and S-modes. This feature allows us to
study the conversion of modes from P -+ S or vice versa due to the heterogeneous scattering
region.
The combined scheme compensates the individual weaknesses of MMP and FEM and takes
advantage of both their strengths. Thus, the method is well-suited to solve two-dimensional
scattering problems for a range of problems which neither method could handle alone.
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pinc / winc
region: a1 region: DO
boundary: a B
Figure 4-1: The generic scattering problem to be solved by the hybrid MMP-FEM technique.
A heterogeneous scatterer 0I is embedded in a homogeneous background 0o. In the acoustic
case, the incident field is pinc and the scattered field is PO. In the elastic case, the incident
field is w in c and the scattered field wo. The triangles symbolize expansion centers for the
MMP.
i2
Figure 4-2: The shape function N3 (x) = xz for a square unit element C and bilinear
interpolation. The other shape functions N1 (x), N 2 (x), and N4 (x) are obtained by rotations
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Figure 4-3: An embedded homogeneous region. Each cross represents a node point xi and
each star a MMP expansion center xm. From each expansion center, we set up an expansion
E4=-44 _O _ine H(1) (ko Ix - xm.)
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Figure 4-4: Acoustics: relative boundary error (;P-Pincj/pincj) as a function of continuous
angle of incidence of a planar sourcefield with respect to the finite elements for different
numbers of elements per wavelength (EPW). 10 EPW yield an error of about 5%. The grid
anisotropy is clearly visible for small wavelengths or correspondingly small EPWs.
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Figure 4-5: A cylindrical scatterer is illuminated by a plane wave. Outside, the velocity
is 2000 m/s; inside, the velocity is 3000m/s. The grid represents the finite elements used.
The grid spacing is 4 m and the radius of the cylinder is 44 m. The triangle denotes the
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Figure 4-6: Acoustics: a cylindrical scatterer is illuminated by a plane wave propagating in
the positive, horizontal direction. (a) The magnitude IPI for ka = 2.5 and ka = 10 shown
as a function of angle where a is the radius of the cylinder and k the wave number. (b) The
phase arg(P) for ka = 2.5 and ka = 10 as a function of angle.
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Figure 4-7: Acoustics: generic scatterers used to calculate acoustic seismograms. Two
scatterers are embedded in a homogeneous background with a velocity of 2000 m/s and a
density of 2000 kg/m 3 . The scatterers are homogeneous with a velocity of 3000 m/s and
a density of 2000 kg/m 3 . The triangles show the location of the centers for the MMP
expansion. Also indicated are the regions with the finite element grids.







Figure 4-8: Acoustics: two heterogeneous scatterers are embedded in a homogeneous back-
ground with a velocity of 2000 m/s and a density of 2000 kg/m 3. The scatterers have a mean
velocity of 3000 m/s with 500 m/s standard deviation and a Gaussian spatial autocorrelation
with correlation lengths of al = 18 m, a2 = 6 m and a tilt of -10'.
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Figure 4-9: Acoustics: the resulting seismograms for the two acoustic scatterers. In (a),
the scatterers are homogeneous as depicted in Figure 4-7, while in (b) the scatterers are
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Figure 4-10: Elastics: relative boundary error (Iw - wincl/lwCnc) as a function of the
continuous angle of incidence of the source field with respect to the finite elements for a
series of number of elements per P-wavelength (EPW). On the left-hand-side, the incident
field is a planar S-wave. On the right-hand-side, the incident field is a planar P-wave. An
incident S-wave is more affected by the EPW because its wavelength is only about half as
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Figure 4-11: Elastics: a cylindrical scatterer is illuminated by a plane wave propagating in
the positive, horizontal direction. Both P and S modes are used as incident fields. (a) The
magnitudes lul and Ivi for ka = 1.5 and la = 2.3 shown as a function of angle where a is
the radius of the cylinder, k is the P wave number and I is the S wave number. (b) The
phases arg(u) and arg(v) for ka = 1.5 and la = 2.3 as a function of angle.
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Figure 4-12: Elastics: the generic scatterer used to calculate elastic seismograms. The
scatterer is embedded in a homogeneous background. The P- and S-velocities and density
in the background are respectively 2000m/s, 1300m/s and 2000kg/m 3 . The scatterer is
homogeneous. Its P- and S-velocities and density are, respectively, 3000 m/s, 1730 m/s and
2000 kg/m 3. The triangles show the centers for the MMP expansion.
2000 m/s
4000 m/s




Figure 4-13: Elastics: heterogeneous scatterer where the velocities in the scatterer are
replaced by random fields with a mean P-velocity of 3000 m/s, a standard deviation of the
P-velocity of 500 m/s and a Gaussian spatial autocorrelation with correlation lengths of
al = 18 m, a2 = 6 m and a tilt of -10'. The S-velocity is chosen to preserve a Poisson's






















Figure 4-14: Elastics, compressional line source: Shown are the vertical components of the
scattered fields (a) for the homogeneous scatterer depicted in Figure 4-12, and (b) for the



















Figure 4-15: Elastics, compressional line source: The vertical displacement of the P -+ P
reflection (a) from the homogeneous scatterer (Figure 4-12), and (b) from the heterogeneous
scatterer (Figure 4-13).
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Figure 4-16: Elastics, compressional line source: The vertical displacement of the P -+ S
conversion (a) from the homogeneous scatterer depicted in Figure 4-12, and (b) from the



















Figure 4-17: Elastics, rotational line source: The vertical component of
scattered (a) from the homogeneous scatterer depicted in Figure 4-12,
heterogeneous scatterer (Figure 4-13).
the displacement
or (b) from the
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Figure 4-18: Elastics, rotational line source: The vertical displacement of the S -4 P






















Figure 4-19: Elastics, rotational line source: The vertical displacement of the S -+ S
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The wavefield scattered from only three solid rods submerged in water is very complex.
Although the major events can readily be interpreted as direct reflections, the remaining
wavefield consists of complicated interactions of the wavefields with the scatterers and the
water surface. Forward modelling of the situation is a viable interpretative aid, especially
if the method decomposes the wavefields by their respective origins. Multiple multipole
expansions have already been used as a versatile tool to model acoustic or elastic multiple
scattering problems where homogeneous scatterers were embedded in a homogeneous full-
space. In the present paper, the scheme is expanded to multiple scattering between solids
submerged in a fluid. For each scatterer, the waves induced in the fluid are expressed by sets
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of multipole solutions with different origins. Thus by construction, the scattered wavefields
are decomposed by scatterer. Ultrasonic experiments are performed for two different ge-
ometries of three submerged rods. To aid the interpretation of the results, the experiments
are numerically modelled by the multiple multipoles method.
5.1 Introduction
The scattering of acoustic waves from solids submerged in a fluid has received well deserved
attention for a long time (Everstine and Au-Yang, 1984; Junger and Feit, 1986). Even for
very simple cases, the scattered wavefields become very complex. For example, in the case
of several submerged solid objects, the major events can readily be interpreted as direct
reflections. However, the remaining wavefield consists of complicated interactions of the
wavefields with the scatterers and the water surface. Forward modelling of the situation is
a valuable aid to understand these interacting events better. Especially useful are methods
which decompose the scattered wavefields by their origin. Thus, forward modelling schemes
such as the finite differences method are less interesting as interpretative tools because
they only yield the total wavefields. Various other methods have been applied. For a few
simple geometries, analytic solutions are available, e.g. cylindrical objects (Pao and Mow,
1973). For more complicated geometries, other methods have been used: integral equations
(de Hoop, 1990; Luke and Martin, 1995), the T-matrix (Bostr6m, 1980b), perturbation
schemes (Norris, 1990), or boundary element methods (Jensen et al., 1994) which might
be coupled to finite elements (Mathews, 1986; Everstine and Henderson, 1990; Fyfe et al.,
1991).
Multiple multipole expansions (MMP) have already been shown to be a versatile tool to
solve scattering problems in fluids (Imhof, 1995) or solids (Chapter 3). In either case, ho-
mogeneous scatterers were embedded in a homogeneous fullspace. In the present paper, a
combination of the acoustic with the elastic scheme is introduced as an interpretative aid
to multiple scattering between solids submerged in a fluid. There are various reasons to use
MMP expansions. First, they have been shown to converge faster than more traditional
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methods (Chapters 2,3). The resulting scheme is very naturally applied to situations of
multiple scattering objects. Most important, the scattered fields are by construction de-
composed by scatterer. Although we will not exploit it, the wavefield in each solid scatterer
is also decomposed into P and S body waves.
The paper is structured as follows. In an ultrasonic watertank, we measure the scattering
between three rods of lucite and the water surface. Even though the situation is rather
simple, we find the scattered field to contain complex interactions between the rods and
the surface. To aid the interpretation, we derive the acousto-elastic MMP scheme which
we use to model the two ultrasonic experiments. A comparison of the experimental and
numerical data not only validates the acousto-elastic scheme but also explains various events
as internal multiples in the rods or reverberations between the scatterers and the water
surface. The numerical data also identifies some evints as reflections being diffracted by
the other scatterers.
5.2 Ultrasonic Modelling
A simple fluid-solid scattering experiment is perforrted in an ultrasonic watertank. Three
rods of lucite are submerged in the tank. Two difflrent geometries are used. The first
shown in Figure 5-1 resembles a syncline structure. The second geometry resembles an
anticline shown in Figure 5-2. For both geometries, t1a acoustic source is placed above the
rods. Receivers placed along a line perpendicular to i,he rods measure the signals reflected
from the rods. Although the ultrasonic tank is of pnite dimensions (100 x 60 x 50 cm),
the experiment is designed that reflections from the bides and the bottom of the tank are
outside the time window of interest. The tank is equisri ed with a PC-based control and data
acquisition system. A schematic thereof is presented in Figure 5-3. Computer controlled
holders allow movement of a source and a receiver alotpg a prescribed path within the tank.
For a fixed source - scatterer - receiver geometry, the cpmputer controlled acquisition system
allows to perform the same experiment a number of'times to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. Without waveform averaging, the smaller even s would vanish in the ambient noise
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which reaches the same amplitude level as the reflections.
Piezoelectric transducers act as source and receiver. The source (Panametrix V323) has
a strong nonuniform vertical radiation pattern, as most of its energy is pointed vertically
downward as expected from a vertical point force (Schultz and Toks6z, 1995). The receiver
(Panametrix V1091) has a receiver pattern very similar to the source radiation pattern. This
source-receiver combination tends to emphasize waves propagating in the vertical direction
and to suppress waves propagating in the horizontal direction. The transducers are placed
just beneath the water surface to suppress the source and receiver ghosts.
The rods have a P-wave velocity a = 2570 m/s, a S-wave velocity 3 = 1200 m/s, and a
density p, of 1180 kg/m. The P-wave velocity 7 in the water is 1460 m/s, the density
Pf is 1000 kg/m 3 . The width of the first scatterer is 45 mm, the second 60 mm, and the
third 30 mm. All scatterers are 20 mm thick. Exiting the source transducer with a sharp
pulse, the transducer emits a wavelet of approximately 190 kHz center frequency shown in
Figure 5-4. In the water, the resulting dominant wavelength is around 6 mm. Thus, the
scatterers are 3 to 10 times larger than the propagating pulse which allows to discriminate
between reflections from the top or bottom of the scatterers. The sampling interval is
chosen to be 400 ns which yields a corresponding Nyquist frequency of 1.25 MHz. The
cutoff-frequencies of the bandpass filter are set to 5 KHz, respectively 300 KHz. For each
trace, 512 samples are recorded. The recording is delayed by 120 ps to mute the direct
arrivals and to maximize the time window of interest. The traces are averaged over 2048
sweeps to reduce the noise amplitudes. The receiver transducer is placed at 75 different
positions along a line perpendicular to the rods. The spacing between the receiver points is
5 mm. The source transducer is located in the center of the receiver spread at position 38.
Figure 5-5 shows the measured record for the syncline model defined in Figure 5-1. As
expected for a syncline geometry, we obtain the typical butterfly pattern (Haartsen et al.,
1994). Figure 5-6 shows the measured record for the anticline model defined in Figure 5-
2. For both geometries, the major events can readily be interpreted as direct reflections.
But the remaining wavefields consist of complicated interactions of the wavefields with the
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scatterers and the water surface. Despite the simple geometries, it is not obvious how
to interpret the different events. As a consequence, we resort to forward-modelling as an
interpretative aid.
5.3 Theoretical Background
We need to model how the acoustic pulse described by the displacement uinc(x, w) prop-
agating in the water scatters from submerged solids. To distinguish the different regions,
we will use the symbol rd. The fluid domain is denoted by r 0 . Often, the fluid region will
also be called 'background'. The three solid scatterers are denoted by F1, F2, and F3. The
boundary between the fluid Fo and, e.g., the solid Fi is denoted by 0 ol.
In the frequency domain, the displacement uf of a wave travelling in a two dimensional,
homogeneous fluid is described by
1k2 VV + uf = 0, (5.1a)
where we defined the wave number k = w/ry for a particular frequency w and the propa-
gation velocity 7. The fluid velocity can also be written as y = /Al/Pf where Af is the
Lame parameter and pf the density of the fluid. Note that we suppress a common time
factor ei"t. Elastic P-SV waves u, travelling in a two dimensional, homogeneous solid are
described by
1 1
I2VV . u - xV x u8 + u = 0, (5.lb)
where we defined the wave numbers k, = w/a and 1, = w/ for a particular frequency w
and the propagation velocities a = /As + 2 A/p, and 3 = I .-s/Ps. The parameter Ps, A,,
and y, denote the density and the Lame parameters of the medium.
Instead of working with the vector forms (5.1) of the wave equations, we will use the
potentials E(x,w), D(x,w), and 'I(x,w) = xIF(x,w) which relate to the displacements uf
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and u, by
uf(x,w) = u(x, w) = VE(x,w), (5.2a)
u, (x,W) = u (xw) + u*(x,w) = V(x,w) + V X (x,w). (5.2b)
Each scalar potential itself satisfies a scalar wave equation:
V 2 (x, w) + k (x, w) = 0, (5.3a)
V 2 ( (x,w) + kI(x,w) = 0, (5.3b)
V 2 [(x,w) + 12(x,w) = 0. (5.3c)
Similar to the purely acoustic or elastic cases (Chapters 2,3), we expand the potential fields
due to the D = 3 scatterers as
D Pd + pNd
E(x,W) = a, nd Gpnd(X,Xd, kf) + e, (5.4a)
d=1 p=l n=-N;
P' +NI
'd(X,W) = Z bpnd pnd(X,Xp~ k,s) + e , (5.4b)
p=l n=-N,
Pd +NId
d(XW) = Cpnd * 'pnd(X,X7 ,l,) + ed, (5.4c)
=l1 n=-Np*d
where the subscript d < D denotes the index of the scatterer. The expansions d(x, X, kf),
pnd(X, Xd, ks), and lpnd(x, x, ,) are all solutions to their respective Helmholtz equations
(5.3). For each scatterer d and each expansion, e.g. 4, we choose a set of Pd expansion cen-
ters located at x". At each expansion center X1 , we place a multipole En ¢d(x, x , k,)
of order -Npd < n < +Npd. Because the maximal orders of the multipoles are finite and
the resulting expansion is non-orthogonal, we also need to include an error term ell. The
other two potential fields . and T are defined in exactly the same way. This form of the
expansion allows to choose different numbers and locations of the expansion centers for each




can be chosen independently.
An expansion of the form (5.4) is known as multiple multipole (MMP) expansion because
we have in fact a summation over, e.g., P§ multipoles located at x4%. In the fluid, we
choose the propagatory solutions H(1) (kfr) eine to the Helmholtz equation (5.3a):
(pnd(, Xpd, kf) = HI (kf Ix- xj) ei"n; with x inside scatterer d, (5.5a)
where 0pd is the angle Z(, x - xpd) with respect to the unit vector k in the x-direction.
Foreseeing the need of a free surface in the fluid phase, we directly add the stationary phase
contribution of the field reflected at the surface (Chew, 1988; Imhof, 1995) to the expansion
function (5.5a):
pnd( Xpd, ky) = H(1) (kf Ix - x I) eined - H 1)(kf Ix - pd I) -in (5.5b)
where Z = (R, x - Zp). The location xd of the corresponding mirror source is obtained
by reflection of the expansion center xp across the free surface.
In the solid, we can choose between two different sets of expansion functions for Opnd and
?pnd. Either we use the propagatory solutions Hl? (kr)ein and H( (1,r)ein, or we choose
the standing wave solutions JInl(kr) eine and Jn (lr) eine:
Sk = J(k 8 Ix - x1d) ei if x is inside scatterer d , (5.6a)
pnd(x, Xpd, ks) = Xjd in pd 9
H(1)(k, Ix - xp) einoe p if Xpd is outside scatterer d .(5.6b)
Similarly, we have:
SJn (1, Ix - x p ) deitl if is inside scatterer d , (5.7a)
Vpnd(X, Xpd, 1-9) in pd
H(1- (I, Ix - XpTI) ein epd if Xp is outside scatterer d . (5.7b)
The three different wavefields are coupled by the boundary conditions along the interface of
the fluid and the solid. The boundary conditions require continuity of the normal displace-
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ment fi u, continuity of normal traction 6f. o. fi and vanishing tangential traction t - a fi.
For a point x on the interface with the unit normal 6f and the unit tangential direction t,
we have
fi (uinc(x,w) + us(x, w))
A x + ( ) 6
= -. (U, w) + '(x, ))
= - (a" (x,w) + '(x,w)) -
= I (. w + &P(x, w)) .6A
where the displacements are defined in (5.2). The stress tensor in the fluid
o (x, w) = Ip(x, w) = -IkAf(x,w) which also defines the pressure p(x, w).
tensorse cr (x, w) and r ' (x, w) are defined in a local coordinate system (r, y, 9)
the expansion center of the multipole.
agr = -Ask2 + 2 Or2
r r 02 
[1 2 1 Og
aeo = 2/. r- r 2Ir Br 00 4
on. = 2/ a (1o8\ )
[r r G r
S 2r2 802 2 Or \r Or
Note that the components of displacements and of the stress tensors have to be transformed
or rotated into the global coordinate frame (x, y, z) in which the unit normal fi and the unit
tangential direction t are defined.
We solve for the unknown coefficients apnd, bpnd, and cpnd by enforcing the boundary con-









obtain a linear system of equations
-n _n2 _n3 , n q 0 0 0 0 a u n
-nn 'nn _-n Inn qnn 0 0 0 0 a2 ann
-"11 -12 -'13 ~11 ll 0 0 0 0 a2
o o os o o o o e3 o
,=nn n=nn =n 0 0 Inn nn 0 0 C1 . nn
-21 - -22 -23 00
0 0 0 0 0 intj 0 0 b2 0
- - E2 -33=n 0 0 0 0 3 I 3 C2  U 3
-nn -n -nn 0 0 0 0 r b3
-31 -- 32 -w33 33 33 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n j n c3 0
(5.10)
where we used the submatrices Esd, nd, and 1'sd to denote the normal displacements fi u
at the matching points along the scatterer s E {1, 2, 3} due to pnd, :pnd, and Opnd. The
submatrices =dn dI and A'd are the same but for the normal stress fi a • ft. The
submatrices nt and "ts contain the tangential stresses - -. For the sake of clarity, the
index d is used to indicate which scatterer induces the field. The index s indicates along
which scatterer the boundary conditions are evaluated and thus on which boundary the
matching points Xm lie. All three scatterers contribute to the scattered field '(x, w) in the
fluid. Therefore, we have submatrices 'sd for each scatterer d and each boundary s. But
because, e.g., scatterer 1 has no common boundary with scatterer 2, the fields l1 (x,w),
Pl(x,w) and ( 2(X,w), ' 2 (x,w) do not interact with each other. Thus for s : d, the
submatrices 4sd and sd vanish. The individual scatterers are only coupled by the scattered
fields E(x,w), E2 (x,w), and E3(x,w) propagating in the fluid. All multiple scattering is
automatically accounted for by the boundary conditions. The only contribution for the
fields within, e.g., scatterer 1 are due to the (self) interactions of (l(xm, w) and I'(xm, w).
Defining the matching points by their location xms along the boundary of scatterer s, we
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can write the submatrices as
(5.11)
Similarly, the vectors u and oa" on the right hand side represent the incident wavefield in
the fluid evaluated at the matching points xms:
d [u= (x .n= a,.dtx ]VW
u [ 4, ,(xms, W)] , ann= [c (xms,w) ]. (5.12)
Finally, the vectors ad, bd, and Cd contain the unknown coefficients apnd, bpnd, and Cpnd.
Because the MMP expansions (5.4) are commonly non-orthogonal, the system (5.10) is made
overdetermined by choosing more matching points than needed. It is then solved in the
least-squares sense by QR decomposition (Strang, 1988) using Givens updating (Schwarz,
1989).
5.4 Numerical Modelling
To interpret the ultrasonic results, we model the scattering problems depicted in Figures 5-1
and 5-2. Three rods of lucite are submerged in water. The rods have a P-wave velocity
a = 2570 m/s, a S-wave velocity 3 = 1200 m/s, and a density p, of 1180 kg/m 3 . In the
water, the P-wave velocity -y and the density pf are 1460 m/s and 1000 kg/m 3 . A vertical
dipole source excites an acoustic wave which propagates downwards and interacts with
the elastic scatterers. The source pulse is modulated by a Ricker wavelet (Ricker, 1977)
of 200 kHz. The resulting scattered fields are measured at 75 locations along the surface.
Source, scatterers and receivers are separated by at least 30 dominant wavelengths of 6 mm.
Due to the resulting long propagation times, many frequencies are needed to calculate the
traces. For a sampling interval of 400 ns, we will use 512 frequencies.
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To damp resonances, we account for the intrinsic attenuation in the scatterers by making
the wave number k complex
k = k, + ia (5.13)
where a is the attenuation coefficient. Alternatively, we use the quality factor Q, which
relates to the attenuation coefficient a by
Q = (5.14)2ac
where the velocity c is either a or f. Both quality factors Qa and Qp are assumed to be
100.
The scattered wavefield in the fluid is expanded as (5.4a) where we choose D = 3, Pj = 4,
P2 = 5, and P3 = 3. For each of these multipoles, we choose N = 6. As expansion
function, we use (5.5b) which includes the reflections from the free surface. Figure 5-7
defines the exact locations of the expansion centers for the syncline model (Figure 5-1).
For the anticline model, the same locations relative to the solids are used for the expansion
centers.
The wavefields in the solid scatterers are expanded as (5.4b) and (5.4c) for the P- and the S-
wave. For scatterer F 1 , we choose P = P" = 12. For scatterer 12, we use P = P2I = 14.
Finally, for the third scatterer r 3 we employ P3 = P3"' = 10 expansion centers. At each
expansion center, we use only the orders between -3 and 3. Thus, N"" = N 1 = 3.
Because we placed the expansion centers for the wavefields in the solids outside the scatterers
(Figure 5-7), we have to use (5.6b) and (5.7b) to describe the P- and the S-waves. For
resonating geometries such as the posed problem, the propagatory solutions (5.6b) and
(5.7b) are superior to the standing wave solutions (5.6a) and (5.7a). First, their amplitudes
decay faster (Hafner, 1990). But they also force us to illuminate the scatterers from all
sides which decouples the multipoles and the interfaces because each multipole illuminates
mainly the region of the interface closest to its expansion center. This effect lowers the
condition number and thus enhances the stability of the numerical matrix inversion. For
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both models, 660 expansion functions and 444 matching points (= 1332 equations) are used.
Figures 5-9 and 5-14 show the synthetic seismograms as calculated by the MMP expansions
for the syncline- and the anticline model. The first 120 ps are suppressed since they only
contain the direct arrival.
5.5 Comparison of the Tank Data with the MMP Solutions
The advantage of the MMP solution over the ultrasonic watertank data is that, by con-
struction, the waveflelds are decomposed by scatterer. Once the equation system (5.10) is
solved for a particular model, we fix the summation index d to 1, 2, or 3 in expression (5.4a)
when evaluating the seismograms. Remember that the index d denotes the scatterer which
emits a particular field. Thus, we can plot the scattered wavefields for each of the three
scatterers independently which simplifies the seismograms and allows correlation of events
with scatterers.
In the ultrasonic experiment, we use a point source and a point receiver. The models
contain no variation perpendicular to the source-receiver plane. Hence, the experiments are
in fact 2 -D experiments. However, the numerical MMP scheme is derived and applied to
2-D only. Comparing the experimental results to the numerical ones might be problematic.
But Esmersoy (1986) and Lo (1987) showed that the differences between 2-D and 2 -D are
negligible as long as the scatterers are in the far field with respect to both the source and
the receivers. At the center frequency of 190 kHz, the scatterers are at least 15 wavelengths
away from either source or receivers for both geometries. Clearly, the far field condition is
satisfied.
5.5.1 Syncline Model
A comparison between the ultrasonic record (Figure 5-5) and the MMP solution (Figure 5-9)
shows that the arrival times and amplitudes for different events match very well. The main
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difference between the Figures 5-5 and 5-9, the real and the synthetic data, are the strong,
repetitive events in the central part of the real seismogram. The cause is the signature of
the source tranducer (Figure 5-4) which rings more than a Ricker wavelet.
The butterfly pattern typical for synclines can easily be seen (Haartsen et al., 1994). As
expected, each scatterer reflects twice with opposing polarity corresponding to reflections
from the top and from the bottom. The two events are typically 14 ps separated. Toward
the end of the traces at 300 s, reverberations of the reflection from scatterer r2 can be
found which bounced between the surface and the scatterers 1' and 3'. These effects can
be seen more clearly in the MMP solution decomposed by scatterer shown in Figures 5-
10 to 5-12. All synthetic seismograms are scaled similarly which allows to compare the
amplitudes between the different figures.
The decomposed MMP solution in Figures 5-10 to 5-12 shows that the event around 180 As in
the tank data (Figure 5-5) is in reality composed of different events. First, there is the direct
reflection from scatterer r2. But this reflection was also diffracted through the scatterers
Fl and r3 as the seismograms 5-10 and 5-12 show. Also, the first multiple reflections from
inside F' and F3 appear nearly at that time. Another interesting set of events appears at
256 As and 270 As. Figure 5-10 correlates these two events with scatterer Fl. The traveltimes
prove them to be reflections from F' bouncing between the water surface and F'. The prior
one reflected twice from the top of Fi. The latter one reflected once from the top, once
from the bottom. Thus, one would expect another event about 14 ps later corresponding
to a wave bouncing between the bottom of F' and the water surface. Indeed, a very weak
event appears at the expected time in the tank data (Figure 5-5) and the MMP solutions
(Figures 5-9 and 5-10). A final subtlety are the multiples arriving around 300 As which
justify the stationary phase reflections into the MMP expansion functions (5.5b). The
scattered fields in Figures 5-10 to 5-12 show very nicely that these events are a combination
of different waves. First, there are waves reflected from F 2 , then bounced off the water
surface and finally rebounded from either Fi or F3 . But we also encounter the opposite:
waves reflecting from F 1 or F 3 , bouncing off the water surface and finally rebounding from
F 2 . To demonstrate the effect of the multiple scattering, we calculate the acousto-elastic
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response for each scatterer separately and subtract them from the complete MMP solution
(Figure 5-9). The residual wavefield is shown in Figure 5-13. The amplitudes in both
figures are scaled by the same amount to ease a direct comparison of single scattering
versus multiple scattering. Clearly, the two scatterers r' and r 3 speed up the reflection
from r 2 . The remaining events are waves bouncing between the three scatterers and the
water surface as well as internal multiples sped up passing through r' and r3 .
5.5.2 Anticline Model
Both the ultrasonic record (Figure 5-6) and the MMP solution (Figure 5-14) clearly show
the reflections from the top and the bottom of each scatterer. Not surprisingly, scatterer r 2
shadows r1 as the rather abrupt change in the reflection-amplitude around 170 js demon-
strates. To identify a few other events, we decompose the MMP solution by scatterer. The
decomposed seismograms are shown in Figures 5-15 to 5-17.
For example, Figure 5-16 shows that part of the ringing main reflection around 130 1s is
caused by multiple scattering inside r2 . The bottom reflection even splits into 2 events
forming a butterfly pattern which repeats every 14 is. At 170 ps, the main reflection from
scatterer rF appears in the scattered field of r2. This event can be interpreted as reflection
from rl but propagating through r2. Similarly at 190 js, Figure 5-16 shows the reflection
of r3 being diffracted through r2. After both events, internal multiples from rl and r 3
show up in the fields scattered from F and r3, respectively. Diffractions of these multiples
passing through r 2 are again present in Figure 5-16.
To demonstrate the effect of the multiple scattering, we calculate the response of each
scatterer alone and subtract it from the complete MMP solution (Figure 5-14). The residual
wavefield is shown in Figure 5-18. The amplitudes in both figures are scaled by the same
amount to allow a direct comparison of single scattering versus multiple scattering. For
the first 170 ps, the events emanated by scatterer r2 are the same for single or multiple
scattering. Clearly, the reflection from scatterer rl separates into two events in the residual
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seismogram shown in Figure 5-18. Scatterer r 2 not only shadows r' but also speeds up
the arrival time of the reflection passing through the fast solid. The same holds for some of
the later events in Figure 5-18 corresponding to internal multiples. The remaining events
are generated by waves bouncing between the three scatterers and the water surface. For
example, the reflections around 300 ps are caused by multiple scattering between F2 , the
water surface, and either of Fi or r 3.
5.6 Summary
Already for simple geometries, the wavefield scattered from solids submerged in water can be
rather complex. Furthermore, the scattered wavefield becomes even more complicated if the
water surface interacts with the scatterers. Especially the syncline experiment, where three
lucite rods were submerged in an ultrasonic watertank, demonstrates this point. Although
the main reflections are simple to identify, the remaining events are very hard to interpret.
To aid the interpretation, we forward-modelled the situations numerically using the multiple
multipole method (MMP). For each submerged solid, the scattered wavefield induced in
the fluid is expanded into a MMP expansion (Imhof, 1995). Similarly, in each solid two
MMP expansions are used to describe the P- and S-components of the elastic wavefields.
The advantage of the MMP scheme is that the scattered wavefields are, by construction,
decomposed by scatterer as well as by mode of propagation. Hence, the wavefields scattered
from each solid can be plotted independently which facilitates the correlation of particular
events with individual scatterers. Curiously, this allows to distinguish direct reflections
from reflections diffracted by another scatterer along their path of propagation.
In conclusion, we found that acousto-elastic multiple multipole expansions are a versatile
tool either to directly solve scattering problems or to aid in their interpretation. This work
should find uses in a variety of fields, notable in geophysics and oil exploration, as well as






Figure 5-1: 'Syncline' model: Three oval rods of lucite are submerged in water. The source-
transducer (star) generates a pressure wave which scatters between the rods and the water
surface until it is picked up by the 75 receivers (triangles). All dimensions are in millimeters.
The respective centers of the scatterers i1 , r 2, and P3 are located at (-42.5, -99), (0, -136)
and (65, -98). Both the source and receiver 38 are positioned at (8, 0). The spacing between







Figure 5-2: 'Anticline' model where the star denotes the source and the triangles symbolize
the receivers. All dimensions are in millimeters. The respective centers of the oval scatterers
F1, F 2 , and r 3 are located at (-42.5, -135), (0, -99) and (65, -138). Both the source and
receiver 38 are positioned at (8, 0). The spacing between the receivers is 5 mm.
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Network
Figure 5-3: Block diagram of the computer-based ultrasonic data-acquisition system.
Time [microsec]
Figure 5-4: Wavelets after propagating 30 wavelengths: measured in ultrasonic watertank






























































Figure 5-6: The seismogram for the anticline model defined in Figure
the ultrasonic watertank.
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Figure 5-7: MMP discretization for the syncline model. Shown are the locations of the
expansion centers for the multipoles. The multipoles inside the scatterers govern the wave-
field in the fluid background. Multipoles are placed all around the scatterers to model the
P- and S-waves on the inside. The discretization for the anticline model is the same but
upside-down.
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Figure 5-8: Notation used to label different events. The symbol 'T' denotes a reflection
from the top of a scatterer, 'B' a reflection from the bottom, 'W' a reflection from the water
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Figure 5-10: Syncline model: The scattered field emanated by rI. The events around 180 ,is
are reflections originating at scatterer P2 but passing through scatterer 1i. The events at
300 pIs are reflections from r 2 bouncing between the surface and Fri. The notation used to
label different events is defined in Figure 5-8.
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Figure 5-11: Syncline model: The scattered field emanated by r2 into the fluid.
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Figure 5-12: Syncline model: The scattered field emanated by r 3 . The events around
180 .s are reflections from scatterer r 2 passing through scatterer F 3 . The events at 260 ps
are reflections from r 3 bouncing between the water surface and scatterer r3. The events at
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Figure 5-13: Syncline model: The residual field between the complete MMP solution (Fig-
ure 5-9) and the three scattered wavefields calculated for each rod separately.
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Figure 5-14: The seismogram for the anticline model defined in Figure 5-2 as calculated by
the MMP method.
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Figure 5-15: Anticline model: The scattered field emanated by Fi. The events at 300 ps
are reflections from r2 bouncing between the surface and scatterer l 1. The notation used
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Figure 5-16: Anticline model: The scattered field emanated by r 2 into the fluid. The events
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Figure 5-17: Anticline model: The scattered field emanated by F3. The events at 300 As
are reflections from scatterer P2 bouncing between the surface and scatterer F3 .
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Figure 5-18: Anticline model: The residual field between the complete MMP solution (Fig-
ure 5-14) and the three scattered wavefields calculated for each rod separately.
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Chapter 6
A Study of Near-Surface Scattering
Abstract
Seismic data acquired directly over near-surface limestone formations are commonly ob-
served to be of inferior quality. One possible cause is scattering in the near-surface layer
effecting this degradation. Postulating solution cavities in this layer, a numerical scattering
scheme is constructed to study the effects of these very strong scatterers. Energy density
and energy flux density are used to interpret the results of the forward modelling. Three
different regimes of behaviors were seen. It is found that different frequency bands are
affected differently by the presence of cavities in the near-surface. 'Low' frequencies are
hardly affected. For 'medium' frequencies, complex interference patterns appear. Also, the
cavities create waveguides. Finally for 'high' frequencies, the energy flux loses most of its
spatial coherence.
6.1 Introduction
In many areas of the world, the nature of the local geology hinders reflection seismic explo-
ration. Commonly, it is the presence of high-velocity layers in the near-subsurface which
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makes it difficult to image deeper reflectors. Examples of such geologies are layers of basalt,
carbonates or permafrost. The P-wave penetration problem often seems to occur when
these high velocity layers are juxtaposed against much lower velocity materials. Reflections
from depth are almost impossible to interpret on surface seismic data acquired in this re-
gion. One reason are strong reverberations due to energy trapped in zones of lower velocity
(Pujol et al., 1989). These reverberations may mask any deeper reflections present in the
data. Also, the waves transmitted through the high velocity layer are subject to attenuation
by wave absorption or by scattering at heterogeneities (Wu and Aki, 1985). But not only
the P-wave, but also source-generated noises such as surface waves are strongly scattered,
delayed by variable amounts and rendered incoherent. All this noise clouds the sought re-
flections even more (Pritchett, 1990). Mode conversion of both reflected and transmitted
waves also becomes very efficient in all these situations. Pujol et al. (1989) and Papworth
(1985) associated strong S-wave arrivals with P -+ S conversion at basalt surfaces encoun-
tered in land surveys. Finally in the near-subsurface or within waveguides such as a low
velocity layer, body waves convert to surface waves and vice versa. All these different mech-
anisms render the wavefields less coherent, generate additional 'noise' and amplify source
generated noise effects.
Conoco provided a data set acquired in West Texas over high-velocity carbonate forma-
tions. As examples, two shot gathers are shown in Figures 6-1 and 6-2. Both records are
badly contaminated by 'noise'. The data processors found many problems to be associ-
ated with backscattered Rayleigh waves. In the present paper, we examine numerically
how topography and near-surface heterogeneities such as cavities might cause the reported
degradations.
6.2 West Texas Dataset
Conoco acquired the data set in West Texas over cretaceous formations (Mazzullo, 1978;
Kettenbrink, 1983; Laroche, 1994). Unfortunately, not much more information has been
released, yet. For example, neither the location nor the source- and receiver-patterns have
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been disclosed. Figure 6-3 presents the elevation of the geophone and source stations relative
to an unknown datum. Two distinct elevations can be seen: Elevations over 1750 ft are on
mesas. Geomorphological experience indicates that mesas are built of hard formations.
Structurally, mesas commonly correspond to uplifts or anticlines (Rice, 1977; Bloom, 1978).
Typically, they are only covered by a very thin weathering layer because rocks broken
from the outcrop tend to be carried toward lower elevations by rock falls, soil creep, and
slope wash (Press and Siever, 1986). Contrarily, elevations below 1750 ft constitute valleys.
Very likely, the valleys are filled with debris from the mesas. Geomorphological experience
suggests that valleys form preferably in in softer formations and in regions of reduced
elevation such as grabens or synclines (Bloom, 1978). Furthermore, weathering is much
stronger in these mechanically weakened facies. All these elements contribute to a very
heterogeneous near-surface layer.
Not surprisingly, seismic records shot over the valley region differ drastically from records
acquired on a mesa. For example, the seismogram shown in Figure 6-1 was shot across the
valley with the source located at station 1045. The other seismogram (Figure 6-2) is shot
on top of the mesa with the source located at station 1153. One of the main differences
is the appearance of the Rayleigh wave. The valley record (1045) contains some Rayleigh
waves, especially for later arrival times and larger offsets. But it is neither a coherent nor
a linear event. Contrarily in the mesa record (1153), the Rayleigh wave is the dominant
feature. A minor difference is the appearance of the first break. In the valley record (1045),
the first break is a fading event strongly affected by static shifts. In the mesa record (1153),
the first break is a rather strong and very linear feature.
From the records shot on top of the mesa, we estimated the seismic wave velocities of the
surface layer: the P-wave velocity a = 4630 m/s, the S-wave velocity 0f = 2122 m/s, and the
Rayleigh velocity c = 1990 m/s. The P- and the Rayleigh velocity are directly extracted
from the records, while the S-velocity is inferred from the Rayleigh function for a uniform,
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elastic halfspace (Aki and Richards, 1980).
c2 c6 c4 2 2 2
-8 + 24- 16 2 -16 - - = 0 (6.1)
;2 p6 4 +2 p2 a2
This set of velocities yields a Poison's ratio a of 0.36. For the density p, we use an average
limestone density of 2600 kg/m 3 (Clark, 1966). Also used is some attenuation with the
quality factors Qa = 15 and Qp = 12 (Toks6z et al., 1979). The center frequency of the
propagating pulse is around 30 Hz for early arrivals.
Conoco's data processors reported serious problems with surface statics, the valley fill and
the topography. Near-surface limestone layers are commonly highly heterogeneous, despite
their massive appearance. Although the matrix velocity is rather high, these layers often
contain a substantial amount of pore space which may contain low velocity materials such
as gases, liquids, or soil which contains fluids in itself. For compressional waves, the velocity
of the composite material decreases markedly in going from dense rock to porous rock, and
from liquid pore fluid to porous rock with free gas or air (White, 1975; Mavko and Nur,
1979). A compressional wave propagating through these layers will experience variable
delay depending upon the amount of pore space along its path and the percentage of free
gas or air contained in it (Domenico, 1976). Moreover, the compressional waves will be
scattered due to variation in the velocity and density of these layers ranging from dense
rock to quite porous rock containing gas or air. A coherent wave emanating from the source
will be disrupted when it reaches the massive but inhomogeneous limestone layers (Wu and
Aki, 1985; Roth and Korn, 1993; Muijres and Herman, 1994). A reflected wave propagating
from the target region to the receivers will be even less coherent after passing through the
surface layer a second time. Also, source-generated noise will be scattered, will be delayed
by variable amounts, and will be rendered less coherent. All this noise clouds the desired
reflections even more. Both effects are strongly scale dependent (Mukerji et al., 1995).
Interestingly, Conoco's processors considered the main problem to be scattered Rayleigh
waves clouding the reflections. But suppressing specific waves is very problematic. First,
the surface layers have relatively high velocities which make it difficult to suppress source
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generated noises without suppressing the desired reflections as well (Pritchett, 1990). On
high velocity surfaces, the angle of arrival of reflections at the surface at moderate to
long offsets is larger, which shortens the apparent horizontal wavelengths of the reflections
relative to the wavelengths of some source generated noise. Therefore, wavelength filters
such as source patterns or geophone arrays during the acquisition or FK-filtering during the
processing are less capable of separating reflected signals from noise. The contamination
appears to be worst in the mesa region. Thus, we will focus on records shot on the mesa
such as record 1153. Details of three seismograms (1123, 1153, 1183) shot on top of the mesa
are presented in Figures 6-4 to 6-6. All three records exhibit backscattered events. Some
events can be identified as Rayleigh waves by their velocity. Different scattering mechanisms
could be responsible for the scattered wavefields as the ones shown in Figures 6-4 to 6-6:
(1) strongly heterogeneous layers of debris, (2) topography, or (3) heterogeneities such as
cavities. Robertsson et al. (1996) assumed strongly heterogeneous surface-layers forming
waveguides. Using a finite difference method to examine the effect, he obtained results which
look very much like the present data. The mechanism nicely explains the seismograms shot
in the valleys filled with debris. But for the mesas, the mechanism has to be discarded for
geomorphological reasons (Bloom, 1978). A buildup of such a surface layer on the mesa is
just too unlikely.
Irregular topography is well known to cause significant effects of amplification and deam-
plification of propagating waves at the irregularity itself and in a substantial neighborhood
around it (Sanchez-Sesma and Campillo, 1991). Rough surface topography often converts
wavemodes, generating strong backscattered waves (Jih et al., 1988; Tessmer et al., 1992).
But in the present case, topography can be discarded as the major scattering mechanism for
records shot on top of the mesas. While the station spacing is 110ft, the maximal surface
undulation is less than 100 ft as can be seen in Figure 6-3. Unless the spatial sampling of
the topography is grossly aliased, the topography is just too smooth to yield strong contam-
inations of the wavefields. To demonstrate the effect of the topography, we use the finite
difference method (Jih et al., 1988) to calculate the seismograms 1123, 1153 and 1183. The
main feature in the presented seismograms is the Rayleigh wave. Hence, a compact Rayleigh
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wave-packet of 30Hz center frequency is used as incident wavefield. Initially, the packet
propagates in the direction of increasing station numbers. Interactions of the propagating
wave packet with the rough surface will generate scattered Rayleigh- and body waves. The
seismograms are presented in Figures 6-7 to 6-9.
The amount of scattered energy correlates with the surface roughness. Record 1123 is
shot across the rough part of the mesa. Compared to the other finite difference solutions, it
contains the largest amount of 'noise' (Figure 6-7). Contrarily, there is very little topography
variation for the first 56 geophone stations of record 1183. There are only very few scattered
events visible in Figure 6-9. It is very instructive to look at a few snapshoots obtained from
the finite difference simulations. They are presented in Figures 6-10 to 6-12. The initial
Rayleigh packet is the most prominent feature in all snapshots. Although there are body
waves generated at slopes, most of the remaining events correspond to scattered Rayleigh
waves.
Clearly, the topography contributes to the scattered energy. But the flavor of the simulations
(Figures 6-7 - 6-9) is very different from the corresponding shot records (Figures 6-4 - 6-6).
Although the rough topography induces backscattered Rayleigh waves as well as forward
scattered P-waves, it does not generate all the events propagating with P- and Rayleigh
wave velocity both in forward and backward direction. These simulations suggest that
topography is not the predominant scattering mechanism in the present dataset.
The last mechanism to be considered is strong heterogeneities such as vugs, joints, or cavities
which are encountered frequently in limestone (B6gli, 1980; Jennings, 1985). Commonly,
there are clusters of these features aligned along fault planes or structural boundaries (B6gli,
1980). Unless the diameter of these cavities is a sizeable proportion of the seismic wave-
length, the surface layers can conveniently be described by bulk parameters for velocity,
density and Poisson's ratio (Vandenberghe et al., 1986). Then, effective media theories,
e.g. the Kuster and Toks6z model (1974), can be used to relate interacting heterogeneities
to bulk material properties. But for larger heterogeneities such as solution cavities, other
approaches have to be chosen which allow to model individual heterogeneities.
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6.3 Theoretical Modelling
Not directly addressing near-surface cavities, Robertsson et al. (1996) used a finite difference
method to examine the effect of heterogeneities in the near-surface. Blonk et al. (1994,1995)
used Born scattering theory to construct a model of the surface layer and the resulting
scattered surface waves. Interestingly, they never claimed to find the correct model. Instead,
they construct an equivalent model which causes the same effects. Integral equation based
methods are alternative approaches in the frequency domain. Muijres and Herman (1994)
described a fully deterministic method to compute the wavefield for a medium containing
a large number of small cracks. Unfortunately, the scheme was only worked out for cracks
embedded in an acoustic fullspace.
Instead, we will use the scheme derived in Appendix C. The advantage of this scheme is
that we have a scattered wavefield for each individual scatterer. Furthermore, the wavefield
is automatically decomposed into direct waves, waves reflected and mode converted by the
free surface, and surface waves for both P- and S-phases. Assuming we have D cavities, the
displacement u' of the scatterered wavefield can be expressed as
D +N
u8 (x) = 1 : adnu(x,Xd) + bdu(x, Xd), (6.2)
d=1 n=-N
where the functions u! (x, xd) and un (x, xd) are given in (B.23) and (B.24). These functions
contain the asymptotic wavefield for compressional and rotational multipole sources of order
n located at xd in the presence of a free surface. Direct wave, the reflection, the conversion,
and the first Rayleigh surface mode are all included in these expressions. The highest
order N of the virtual multipole sources is 5. Instead of using (6.2), it is easier to rename
the expansions functions for P-sources u (x, xd) and S-sources uj(x, xd) to yield a single
expansion function um(X, Xd) hiding the type of wave and order of the source. Thus, we
obtain
DM
u'(x) = admum(xxd) (6.3)
d=1 m=1
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In analogy to (6.3), we also expand the scattered stress tensor as
D M
S a(x) = E dmm(, Xd), (6.4)
d=1 m=1
where am(x, xd) is the stress tensor associated with the displacement function um(x, Xd).
This allows us to use the projection method described in Chapter A.4.2 to obtain equations
for the yet unknown weighting coefficients adm. The exact scheme is given in Appendix C.
As additional quantities, we also define the time averaged Poynting vector (Ben-Menahem
and Singh, 1981; Frisk, 1994) and the energy density (Aki and Richards, 1980; Ben-Menahem
and Singh, 1981) of the wavefields. The instantaneous Poynting vector S(x, t) is defined as
S(x, t) = Re a(x, t) -Re ii(x, t) (6.5)
where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time. Keeping in mind that we ne-
glected the common factor eiwt in all the previous expressions, we easily obtain the time
averaged Poynting vector S(x):
S(x) = (S(x,t))
= S(x,t) dt (6.6)
= (a*(x) .u(x) - a(x) -u*(x))4
where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate. The Poynting vector S(x) is asso-
ciated with the direction of energy flux. Its magnitude is the energy flux density. Thus, we
can use it as a measure of how much energy flows in a given direction. Plotted as a vector




E(x) = u(x) i*(x) + 1 (x) : E*(x)2 2
= p(x) (x) *(x) (6.7)
= w 2p(X) u(X) U*(X)
where E(x) is the strain tensor due to the displacement field u(x). Assuming that the total
energy density is evenly split into kinetic- and strain-energy density (Aki and Richards,
1980), we need only one term. Hence, we choose the kinetic one which is easier to eval-
uate. The energy density E(x) is a useful measure because it shows where the energy is
concentrated.
6.4 A Numerical Study of Scattering
Four models of the mesa scenario are calculated, with the models defined in Table 6.1. All
models consist of one or two rows of cavities embedded in limestone. All cavities have the
same elliptical geometry. They are 4 m wide and 3 m high. They are located on a perturbed
grid to ensure that no two cavities overlap. Finally, the source is assumed to be an explosive
line source 5 m below the free surface.
Source and receivers will be the same for all four models. The vertical displacements are
measured 1 m and 150 m below the free surface. Figure 6-13 shows the seismic records
for these two source - receiver geometries without scatterers. In fact, these are records
of the incident field used in all four models. The dominant event in both cases is the
Rayleigh wave. As expected, amplitude and center frequency of the Rayleigh wave are
greatly reduced for the seismogram measured at a depth of 150 m. Also, the P-wave splits
into two events due to the free surface. The later event arrives about 100 ms after the first
break. Additional insight into the scattering phenomena will be gained by looking at the
Poynting vector S(x) derived in (6.6) and the energy density E(x) as defined by (6.7). The
quantities ) log IS(x)I and log E(x) are shown for 3 different frequencies (10 Hz, 50 Hz,
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and 120 Hz) in Figures 6-14, 6-15, and 6-16. While the vectors show the scaled Poynting
vector S(x) , the grayscale denotes the scaled energy density E(x) where bright levels
correspond to high energy densities. The wiggling of the Poynting vectors is an interference
effect of the direct P-wave, the reflected P-wave, the converted S-wave, and the Rayleigh
wave along the surface. A comparison with the discrete wave-number integration (Bouchon
and Aki, 1977) showed that the wiggling is not an artifact of the asymptotics defined in
(B.23) and (B.24). Clearly, the free surface changes the energy density dramatically. Instead
of rotational symmetry around the source, the energy is concentrated in two lobes.
In Model 1, only one row of cavities about 30.0 ± 15.0m below the surface is present.
Figure 6-17 shows the vertical displacement component of the seismograms 1 m and 150 m,
below the surface. For the shallow seismogram, the scatterers emit mainly Rayleigh waves
as can be seen from the velocities of the scattered events. These events emerge from the
direct P-wave. Thus, it is the direct P-wave which acts as the source and not the Rayleigh
wave. A comparison with the seismogram 6-13a, containing only the incident field, shows
that the presence of the scatterers strongly affects the amplitude decay of the first break.
For the seismogram measured at 150 m depth, the scattered field consists of the direct P-
wave scattered mainly into P-waves. The diffraction hyperbolas of the forward scattered
waves even merge with the direct P. As a comparison with the incident field in Figure 6-13b
shows, the scattering dramatically enhances the second P-wave arriving 100 ms after the
first break. Altogether, the coherence and crispness of the incident field shown in Figure 6-
13b is greatly reduced due to these cavities close to the surface. Figure 6-18 shows S(x)
and E(x) for the scattered and the total field in Model 1 at a frequency of 10 Hz. Although
the scattered field (Figure 6-18a) has a very distinct appearance, the difference between
incident field in Figure 6-14 and the total field in Figure 6-18b is minimal. The waves are
hardly affected by the cavities for a frequency this low. Increasing the frequency to 50 Hz
and 120 Hz yields a different picture. Figures 6-19 and 6-20 show S(x) and E(x) for these
higher frequencies. Especially for 50 Hz, relevant amounts of energy begin to be entrapped
between scatterers and the free surface (Figure 6-19). Also, minor amounts of energy cling
to and around the scatterers. For 120 Hz finally, the energy flux S(x) is strongly affected
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by the presence of the scatterers, as a comparison of the incident field (Figure 6-16) with
the total field in Figure 6-20b shows.
Especially for higher frequencies, large amounts of scattered energy appear behind the
scatterers. The reason lies in the radiation patterns of the scatterers. To show these
patterns, we perform a numerical experiment. An elliptical cavity with an aspect ratio of
4 : 3 is illuminated by a planar P-wave propagating along the major principal axis. A
schematic is shown in Figure 6-21. Using the MMP method (Chapter 3), we calculate the
scattered energy at a distance of 30 m from the center of the ellipse. Then, the experiment
is repeated for P-waves propagating along the minor principal axis as well as for S-waves
propagating along the major or the minor principal axis. All four cases are performed
with three different frequencies: 10Hz, 50Hz, and 120Hz. For 10Hz (Figure 6-22), we
basically obtain a dipole pattern for the P-waves and a quadrupole pattern for the S-waves.
Increasing the frequency to 50Hz changes the patterns dramatically (Figure 6-23). For
incident P-waves, energy begins to scatter in directions diagonal to the incident wave. For
incident S-waves, energy scatters in directions perpendicular to the incident wave. For
120 Hz, incident P-waves scatter perpendicular to the direction of incidence (Figure 6-24).
Incident S-waves scatter mainly into two directions: perpendicular to the incident field and
along the incident field. These scattering patterns show that P-waves are more likely to
generate high energy densities in front of the cavities. Contrarily, S-waves scatter mainly
in directions perpendicular and along the incident field. Thus, incident S-waves are more
likely to generate the higher energy densities behind the cavities.
In Model 2, only one row of cavities about 85.0 ± 15.0 m below the surface is present.
Figure 6-25 presents the vertical displacement component of the seismograms 1 m and 150 m
below the surface. In contrast to Model 1, the scatterers are located too deep to induce
Rayleigh waves. All the scattered fields are propagating with the P-wave velocity. Also, the
amplitudes of the scattered fields are reduced dramatically compared to Model 1 (Figure 6-
17). Although Model 2 induces a strong scattered field (Figure 6-26a) at 10Hz, the total
field (Figure 6-26b) is hardly affected as a comparison with the incident field (Figure 6-
14) shows. This contrasts strongly with the effect of the scatterers at 50 Hz (Figure 6-27).
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Especially at larger offsets, the scatterers trap enough energy in between them to change the
energy balance as compared to the unperturbed incidence field (Figure 6-15). An interesting
effect is the appearance of an interference pattern. Spots of higher energy begin to show
up between the scatterers and the free surface as well as below the scatterers. These spots
also affect the Poynting vector S(x). Especially for larger offsets, the energy is not flowing
straight away from the source. Instead, a rather complex flow pattern emerges. These
effects become even more pronounced for 120 Hz. As shown in Figure 6-28b, the two lobes
of the original source pattern (Figure 6-16) dissolve into streaks of higher energy and a
cell-like arrangement of energy fluxes.
Model 3 contains 2 rows of cavities. As evident from the seismogram (Figure 6-29a) mea-
sured 1 m below surface, the scatterers induce both P- and Rayleigh-waves. Compared to
Model 1 (Figure 6-17a), the regularity of the amplitudes of the first break is strongly re-
duced. As in the prior models, the presence of the scatterers hardly affects the Poynting
vector S(x) or the energy density E(x) at 10 Hz as evident from Figure 6-30b. However at
50 Hz, a complex interference pattern emerges for the scattered energy density presented
in Figure 6-31a. As E(x) for the total wavefield in Figure 6-31b shows, the interactions
of scatterers and the free surface manifest themselves by a waveguide just below the free
surface. Finally for the high frequency (120 Hz), the scatterers destroy the regular energy
flux pattern of the incident field (Figure 6-16) completely as shown in Figure 6-32b.
For Model 4, all the observations made for Model 3 still hold. The main difference between
Models 3 and 4 is that the effects are much more pronounced for the later case. The
seismograms are shown in Figure 6-33. The presence of twice as many scatterers manifests
itself with larger amplitudes and consistency of the individual events. As expected, the
seismograms of Model 4 are also much 'noisier' than for Model 3. The total field at 50 Hz
is shown in Figure 6-35b where the waveguide found in Model 3 turns up even stronger.
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6.5 Discussion and Conclusions
Although the size of the cavities are on the large side, the observable effects of the scatterers
are still rather interesting. Clearly, the seismograms are affected by the large dimensions
of the scatterers. But the energy density E(x) and the energy flux S(x) were presented as
functions of frequency or wavelength. The results depend only on the ratio between the
size of the scatterers and the incident wavelength. Even for 120 Hz, the P-wavelength is
around 40 m and an order of magnitude larger than the size of the cavity. As demonstrated
in Appendix C, the scheme performs correctly in this high frequency case.
The model assumed cavities with a small aspect ratio, namely 4 : 3. For larger aspect ratios,
the performance of the scheme degrades rapidly because the cylindrical expansion functions
are poor approximations for elliptic geometries. Mathieu functions should be used as ex-
pansion functions (Morse and Feshbach, 1953). Unfortunately, they are computationally
rather costly. Each evaluation of a Mathieu function first demands solution of an eigen-
value problem and then evaluation of a number of Bessel functions. Furthermore, a Mathieu
function for the P-wave of one particular order couples to all orders of the corresponding
Mathieu functions for the S-wave. The scattering from cavities with larger aspect ratios
such as joints or fractures of finite dimensions needs to be addressed in future works.
The models also indicate another problem. Different frequencies are affected differently by
these cavities in the near-surface. For three different bands of frequency, we found three
different responses. As expected, low frequencies (10 Hz) hardly interact with the scatterers.
Medium frequencies (50 Hz) interact in a complex fashion with the scatterers. Waveguides
begin to emerge (Figure 6-35b). Involved interference patterns arise as visible in Figure 6-
31a. Finally for high frequencies (120Hz) and away from the main lobe of energy flux,
the fluxes appear to become chaotic. Different scattering mechanisms are involved even
for nearby frequency-bands. Hence, seismic pulses propagating through this medium are
affected by frequency dependent scattering. The result will be dispersion and attenuation
effects depending strongly on frequency.
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A problem not addressed in this work is the difference between 2-D and 3-D. There ap-
pears to be a fundamental change in the scattering behavior going from 2-D to 3-D, e.g.
localization of scattered waves (Kirkpatrick, 1985; Bayer and Niederdriink, 1993). In 2-D,
scattered fields always seem to be localized. Contrarily in 3-D, localization is expected to
appear for certain scatterers and certain frequencies only. Therefore, future work needs to
address the near-surface problem in 3-D.
Nevertheless, especially the final Model 4 shows that even cavities with small aspect ratios
destroy the crispness of the incident field completely. The wavefield emanating from this
surface layer is very noisy as exemplified in the seismogram 6-33b. Moreover, reflections
from deeper layers will have to propagate back through this layer, degrading the sought
reflections further.
In an example seismic dataset, we found the data acquired on top of a limestone mesa to
be of very poor quality. 'Noise' and a very strong Rayleigh wave dominate the records. We
assumed that the degradation is caused by scattering of the source field, the ground roll,
and the reflections from deeper layers. Due to their commonness in outcropping limestone,
we proposed small cavities or vugs to generate this scattering (Pritchett, 1990). In cases
where other mechanisms are predominant, the scheme is still applicable by replacing the
real scattering mechanism by an equivalent distribution of cavities. The scattered wavefields
caused by the cavities are expanded into asymptotic modal solutions satisfying the wave
equation in a homogeneous halfspace. Using a projection technique, we find a system of
linear equations for the weighting coefficients of the modal solutions. Forward modelling
turned out to be very dependent on frequency. Waves incident at low frequencies were hardly
affected by the cavities. For medium frequencies, waveguides and complex interference
patterns began to emerge which rendered the total wavefield at high frequencies incoherent.
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Model Rows Number of Cavities Ax [m] zx [m] Depth z [m] 6z [m]
1 1 100 32.0 +10.0 -30.0 ±15.0
2 1 100 32.0 +10.0 -85.0 +15.0
3 2 110 32.0 +10.0 -30.0, -85.0 +15.0
4 2 200 32.0 +10.0 -30.0, -85.0 +15.0
Table 6.1: Definition of the models used. Cavities are arranged on a grid with one or two
rows. The grid spacing is Ax. The locations of the cavities are perturbed by a random
amount of uniform distribution between ±6x and 46z. Actually, Model 1 is just the top
row of Model 4. Model 2 contains only the bottom row of Model 4. In Model 3, each cavity














Figure 6-1: The first 1.5 s of the seismogram shot with the source located in the valley at














Figure 6-2: The first 1.5 s of the seismogram shot with the source on top of the mesa at
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Figure 6-3: Elevation as a function of station number for the seismic data set. A slow and
heterogeneous surface layer exists for elevations lower than 1750 ft. For higher elevations,
a fast and more homogeneous limestone is exposed at the surface. The distance between
stations is 110 ft. Arrows indicate the receiver locations for the example records 1045 and
1153. Braces indicate the location of the excerpts from records 1123, 1153, and 1183.
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Figure 6-4: Details of shot 1123. Only the first 56 receivers and the first 512 ms are shown:
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Figure 6-5: Details of shot 1153. Only the first 56 receivers and the first 512 ms are shown:
(a) AGC 500 ms, (b) raw record.
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Figure 6-6: Details of shot 1183. Only the first 56
(a) AGC 500 ms, (b) raw record.
















Record 1123: (a) Finite difference simulation. The incident wavefield is a
Rayleigh wave emanating from station 1123. To facilitate comparisons, the raw field record
6-4b is reprinted as (b).
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(b)Field Record
Figure 6-8: Record 1153: (a) Finite difference simulation. The incident wavefield is a
Rayleigh wave emanating from station 1153. To facilitate comparisons, the raw field record
6-5b is reprinted as (b).
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Figure 6-9: Record 1183: (a) Finite difference simulation. The incident wavefield is a
Rayleigh wave emanating from station 1183. To facilitate comparisons, the raw field record
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Figure 6-10: Finite difference snapshots of record 1123. The incident wavefield is a Rayleigh
wave emanating from station 1123. The snapshot is not exaggerated in vertical direction




Figure 6-11: Finite difference snapshots of record 1153. The incident wavefield is a Rayleigh








Figure 6-12: Finite difference snapshots of record 1183. The incident wavefield is a Rayleigh



















Figure 6-13: The vertical displacement due to the incident field only: (a) receivers located
1 m below the surface, (b) receivers located 150 m below the surface.
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Figure 6-14: The logarithmic Poynting vector X log IS(x)l and the logarithmic energy
density log E(x) of the incident field (10Hz) used in all models. Bright colors correspond
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Figure 6-15: The logarithmic Poynting vector T log IS(x)l and the logarithmic energy
density log E(x) of the incident field used in all models. The frequency is 50 Hz.
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Figure 6-16: The logarithmic Poynting vector T log IS(x) and the logarithmic energy




















Figure 6-17: The vertical displacement for Model 1: (a) receivers located 1 m below the
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Figure 6-18: The logarithmic Poynting vector S log IS(x)I and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-19: The logarithmic Poynting vector IS log IS(x)I and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-20: The logarithmic Poynting vector M log IS(x) and the logarithmic energy










Figure 6-21: Energy scattering patterns: An elliptical cavity is illuminated by planar P-
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Figure 6-22: Energy scattering patterns for the cavity presented in Figure 6-21. The fre-
quency of the incident P- and S-waves is 10Hz. The incident waves propagate along the
principal axes of the cavity in k and i-direction.
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Figure 6-25: The vertical displacement for Model 2: (a) receivers located 1 m below the
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Figure 6-26: The logarithmic Poynting vector S(') log IS(x)l and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-27: The logarithmic Poynting vector S log IS(x)I and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-28: The logarithmic Poynting vector log IS(x) and the logarithmic energy

















Figure 6-29: The vertical displacement for Model 3: (a) receivers located 1 m below the
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Figure 6-30: The logarithmic Poynting vector log IS(x) and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-31: The logarithmic Poynting vector Sx log IS(x) and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-32: The logarithmic Poynting vector x log IS(x)l and the logarithmic energy


















Figure 6-33: The vertical displacement for Model 4: (a) receivers located 1 m below the
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Figure 6-34: The logarithmic Poynting vector S log IS(x)l and the logarithmic energy





















Figure 6-35: The logarithmic Poynting vector w log IS(x)I and the logarithmic energy
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Figure 6-36: The logarithmic Poynting vector S M log [S(x) and the logarithmic energy





In the course of this thesis, I constructed a framework to solve scattering problems in the
frequency domain. In order to obtain full waveform solutions, only deterministic media
have been used. The scattering problems were restricted to 2-D which can be calculated in
a relatively short time. But the framework is not necessarily restricted to 2-D. The common
denominator of the framework is that the scattered wavefields are expanded into some set
of basis functions. As a novelty, the set of basis functions does not have to be orthogonal.
Numerical experiments showed that non-orthogonal expansion functions are often superior
because they need less terms. Also, the approach enhances convergence dramatically. We
encountered problems which did not even converge for an orthogonal set of basis functions.
The framework is flexible enough to make use of generalized modal expansions (multiple
multipole expansions, MMP) which are non-orthogonal, or interpolation functions (finite
elements) which are normally orthogonal. In either case, the boundary conditions are used to
obtain linear sets of equations which determine the weighting coefficients for the expansion
or interpolation functions.
We started with the discrete acoustic scattering problem. One or multiple, fluid scatterers
are embedded in a fluid fullspace. Both fluid and scatterers are homogeneous. This problem
was used to derive and test the multiple multipole (MMP) method where the scattered
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wavefields are expanded into a non-orthogonal set of expansion functions which satisfy
the homogeneous and unbounded wave equation. The method is named multiple multipole
expansions because the wavefield induced by each scatterer is commonly described by a sum
over a few multipole solutions with different origins. Each multipole consists of only the
first few lower orders. But because the expansion is already non-orthogonal, other solutions
to the wave equation can be incorporated as well. In fact, any solution can be used as
expansion function which would allow to use the complete solution to another problem as
one expansion function. The weighting coefficients are found by evaluating the boundary
conditions at discrete points along the boundaries. Because the expansions might be non-
orthogonal, more boundary points than needed are used. The resulting overdetermined
system of equations is then solved in the least square sense.
The scheme was then expanded to elastic wave propagation. Again, one or multiple ho-
mogeneous, elastic scatterers are embedded in a homogeneous background medium. The
scattered wavefields are expanded into two MMP solutions, one for P-waves, one for S-
waves. Extensive testing yielded a set of rules where to place expansion centers, how many
orders of multipole solutions to use and so on.
The MMP expansions were then coupled to the finite element method to overcome the
limitation of homogeneous scatterers embedded in a homogeneous background. The waves
in the heterogeneous scatterers are modelled by finite elements. MMP expansions are used
to propagate the waves from the source to the scatterers, in between scatterers, and then
toward the receivers. This hybrid algorithm combines the strengths of both methods and
eliminates their main deficiencies. The hybrid problem is solved for both the acoustic as
well as the elastic case. As a bonus, the scattered wavefield in the homogeneous regions is
by construction decomposed into P- and S-modes for each scatterer.
As an additional test of the MMP method, we combined the acoustic and the elastic cases
to calculate the scattering from lucite bars submerged in water. The same model is numeri-
cally calculated with MMP expansions and physically measured in an ultrasonic watertank.
While the ultrasonic experiments yielded only the total field, the MMP method also pro-
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vided the scattered wavefields decomposed by scatterer which aided the interpretation of
the ultrasonic experiment. Therefore, particular events in the seismograms could be asso-
ciated with the emitting lucite bar. The numerical modelling also allowed to extract the
effects of the waves interacting with the solids and the water surface.
The expansion functions do not necessarily need to be of multipole form. This feature
is exploited to incorporate the effects of a free surface into expansion functions for the
elastic background. Thus, it allows to embed scatterers into homogeneous, elastic half-
spaces without actually modelling the halfspace. To each multipole solution, we add the
asymptotic contribution from reflections, conversions and surface waves. These asymptotic
expansion functions were then used to study the effect of small, elliptical cavities embedded
in limestone. Interestingly, we found three different regimes of behavior depending on the
frequency band of the incident wavefield. 'Low' frequencies are hardly affected by the near-
surface cavities. For 'medium' frequencies, complex interference patterns appeared. Also,
the cavities began to can act as waveguides. For 'high' frequencies, the energy flux turned
increasingly chaotic.
Altogether, multiple multipole expansions proved to be a very effective means to model
wave scattering. The overall framework turns out to be flexible enough to encompass MMP
expansions, finite elements and the method of moments. Unfortunately, in the scope of the
present work only the 2-D case could be covered. An obvious but straight forward expansion
is to apply MMP expansions to 3-D problems. An extension of the MMP method to 3-D is
both conceptually and algorithmically very simple: the 2-D expansion functions as well as
the boundary conditions have to be replaced by their respective 3-D counterparts.
Using the MMP method in 3-D, it is nearly inevitable to replace the direct solver scheme
with an iterative schemes, e.g. a conjugate gradient method. Iterative schemes fit perfectly
into the present framework because they allow (or even demand) the use of prior solutions,
e.g. from a different frequency, as initial solution to enhance the convergence and to speed
up the algorithm. An iterative solver scheme would have been useful in the 2-D case
as well. Unfortunately, there exist two different kinds of convergence which need to be
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distinguished. First, there is the convergence of a particular discretization. How accurate
is a solution obtained from a particular discretization, e.g. number, order, and location of
multipoles and matching points? Which discretizations are 'good'? The second kind of
convergence is due to the solver scheme. Direct methods, e.g. QR decomposition, are very
robust and yield good results. The performance of iterative schemes often depends on the
initial solution and the applied preconditioning. Although direct schemes are slower, we
favored them while trying to infer the rules of MMP discretizations. We abstained from
iterative schemes to avoid the additional complications. Now that rules are found and MMP
discretizations are fairly stable, iterative solver schemes should be used. The direct solvers
will still be useful to obtain benchmark solutions for the iterative schemes.
The study of near surface scattering hints toward another extension of this work: to use this
and similar schemes to study the effect of many discrete, deterministic scatterers. Due to
the dramatic change in the behavior of scattering when going from 2-D to 3-D, the schemes
should be adapted to 3-D in order to be useful for real, geophysical problems. With increas-
ing complexity of the models, some combination of deterministic and stochastic scattering
will be necessarily. Actually, this final step would close the circle as wave propagation in
random medium was the initial starting point to the present thesis.
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Appendix A
Matrix Methods for Numerical
Wave Scattering
Many methods to solve wave propagational problems expand the solution in some kind of
series:
+oo
p(x) a= ii(x). (A.1)
i=-oo
Even solutions which appear to be exact and analytic are in fact series: e.g. sin(kx) or
H' 1) (kr). They are actually defined by their series expansions which is called the Frobenius
series (Hildebrand, 1976). The unknown coefficients ai are defined by a recurrence relation
and the initial conditions. But in the general case, the coefficients ai are not related by
recurrence and are determined by the initial and boundary conditions.
Expressing the solution as series commonly means to discretize the solution by truncating
the range of the series or by choosing a finite sampling interval. Examples are:
* Mode Matching (MM) (Chew et al., 1984; Peng and Toks6z, 1994)
* Modal Expansions (ME) (Morse and Feshbach, 1953; Pao and Mow, 1973)
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* Method of Moments (MoM) (Harrington, 1968; Thompson et al., 1994)
* Finite Differences (FD) (Kelly et al., 1976; Virieux, 1985, 1986; Cheng et al., 1994)
* Finite Elements (FE) (Zienkiewicz, 1977; Murphy and Chin-Bing, 1989, 1991)
* Boundary Element Methods (BEM) (Brebbia and Dominguez, 1989; Bouchon, 1993;
Dong et al., 1995) or Boundary Integral Methods (BIEM) (Schuster and Smith, 1985)
* Discrete Wavenumber Integration methods (DWI) (Bouchon and Aki, 1977; Haartsen
et al., 1994) or Aki-Larner Method (AL) (Aki and Larner, 1970)
* Spectral Domain Analysis (SDA) (Gottlieb and Orszag, 1977; Voigt et al., 1984; Chu
et al., 1992; Kuo, 1995)
* Multiple Multipole Expansions (MMP) and Generalized Matching Techniques (GMT)
(Hafner and Ballisti, 1983; Hafner, 1990; Imhof, 1995)
All these methods reduce the task of determining p(x) at all points in space to finding a
finite number of coefficients ai. Moreover, using a series solution also means to transform
the original integro-differential equation into a set of linear equations and thus into a matrix
problem.
Altogether, (1) the fields, (2) the geometry, (3) time or frequency and, (4) the field equations
in the domains or the boundary conditions have to be made discrete to facilitate numerical
computations (Hafner, 1990; Hafner and Bomholt, 1993).
A.1 Discretization of Fields
The fields can be made discrete in various manners (Hafner, 1990; Hafner and Bomholt,
1993). For example, one can just give their values in distinct points of space, or break
the fields into suitable components, and so on. In general, every field or field component
either can be approximated directly by a series expansion or can be derived from other
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quantities or field components. The former will be called primary and the later secondary.
For example, if pressure is chosen to be the primary quantity, the displacement becomes
a secondary one. Thus, the primary pressure field p is expanded into the following series
expansion:
N
p = po + anPn + e, (A.2)
n=l
where pn are the basis functions and an are the corresponding weighting coefficients which
have to be determined. Finally, e denotes the error function due to truncation and dis-
cretization. The function Po does not seem to make much sense here. But we will use it
later to take care of the particular solution of inhomogeneous field equations, boundary
conditions, and to implement sources. If a secondary field u can be derived from p by a
linear operator P, one has
N




u = Uo + anun + E. (A.4)
n=1
The wave equation in operator notation can be written as
Pp = d (A.5)
where V is the wave operator, p the unknown function, e.g., the pressure and d is an
inhomogeneity such as a source. We assume that the relation (A.5) has a unique solution
and that V is linear. It is also assumed that the space can be explicitly divided into domains
ri and boundaries Frij between the domains r' and rj . For the sake of simplicity, we assume
that there is only one domain F with boundary Or. However, it can easily generalized for
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multiple domains and boundaries. Then, the operator equation (A.5) splits up into
Lp = g in r (A.6a)
£p = h on 01 . (A.6b)
The analytical solution of (A.5) or (A.6) is usually only possible for very simple geometries.
Otherwise, expansion methods have to be used which means to discretize (A.5) into a series
such as (A.1).
For fast codes for numerical field computations, one may believe that basis functions which
are easily computed are preferable. Such functions are to their first order similar to Dirac
delta functions (Morse and Feshbach, 1953) which have the value 1 in a single point x
and the value 0 everywhere else or boxcar functions which have the value 1 over a small
extended region and vanish everywhere else. These functions have the important drawbacks
that their derivatives are not defined around x. Hence, integral formulations are required
which move the derivatives to other terms by partial integration. Sometimes, methods based
on integral equations are claimed to be superior to those based on a differential formulation
for exactly this reason. However, it seems that a choice of basis functions requiring an
integral formulation is inferior to a choice which allows the direct application of differential
formulations as well.
Furthermore with the exception of very small problems, the average computation time for
the basis functions is quite small compared to the time spent solving for the unknown
parameters ai. But the total number of unknowns, N, can often be reduced dramatically
if more appropriate basis functions are used. It is worthwhile to look for more complicated
functions like piecewise linear functions, polynomials, spline functions, harmonic functions
and others which allow the application of differential operators such as the Laplacian one and
solve either the field equations or the boundary conditions. On the other hand, functions or
analytical solutions which solve both the boundary conditions and the field equations can
usually only be found for very simple problems. To distinguish the different approaches,
we introduce four different sets of basis functions: (1) analytical, (2) semianalytical, (3)
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seminumerical, and (4) numerical (Hafner, 1990; Hafner and Bomholt, 1993).
A.1.1 Analytical Discretization
The basis function po of a purely analytical approach satisfies both the field equations and
the boundary conditions. Thus, po is the unique solution of problems with an inhomogeneity
either in the field equations or in the boundary conditions. The additional expansion func-
tions Pn obey the corresponding homogeneous field equations and boundary conditions. In
fact, the functions p, are the eigenfunctions or modes of the eigenvalue problem. Although
they are analytical solutions, the functions po and p" have to be approximated numerically
for any problem of interest which limits the accuracy and use of the approach.
A.1.2 Semianalytical Discretization
The basis functions are chosen to satisfy (A.6a) exactly while (A.6b) is only approximated.
The general solution of (A.6a) has the form
N
p = po + anPn+, (A.7)
n=1
where po is the particular solution of the inhomogeneous problem £po = g and the functions
pn are the homogeneous solutions to £Cp = 0. Thus, we have
N
E anpn = h - Lpo + E = h' +, (A.8)
n=1
where the inhomogeneity h and the particular solution can be merged into a new inhomo-
geneity h' = h - £Po. Without any loss in generality, we will therefore incorporate £po in
the inhomogeneity h
N
E anpn = h + e. (A.9)
n=1
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Examples for semianalytical methods are MMP or BEM.
A.1.3 Seminumerical Discretization
Seminumerical discretization is similar to semianalytical discretization, but the roles of the
boundary and the domain are exchanged. The basis functions satisfy (A.6b) exactly while
(A.6a) is only approximated. Thus, in analogy to (A.9), the following equation is obtained:
N
E anLpn = g + e. (A.10)
n=1l
Examples for seminumerical methods are MoM or FEM.
A.1.4 Numerical Discretization
In many cases, it is impossible to choose expansion functions pn which solve either of (A.6)
exactly. Expansion functions have to be chosen which only approximate (A.5) or both of
(A.6). Thus, we obtain the following equation to solve.
N
E an pn = d + e (A.11)
n=1
This situation is commonly encountered when the materials are heterogeneous. For simple
interpolation functions, the FEM uses a numerical discretization.
A.2 Discretization of Geometry
Each of the different methods described previously has different requirements of how the ge-
ometry and thus the material properties should be given (Hafner, 1990; Hafner and Bomholt,
1993).
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1. Purely analytical approaches usually require no discretization of the geometry at all.
The complete configuration is contained in the expansions. As stated previously, such
solutions are normally only available for problems with a very simple geometry.
2. Semianalytical approaches require at least a discretization of the boundaries.
3. Seminumerical approaches require at least a discretization of the domains.
4. Purely numerical approaches require a discretization of both boundaries and domains.
A.3 Discretization of Time and Frequency
Not only do we have to discretize space, but also time requires discretization. To introduce
the dependence on time, we write (A.5) as
Vp(t) = d(t). (A.12)
Unless we can find analytical expressions, it is not possible to solve this for an infinite
duration. But even if the duration is limited to some time interval [0, T], the problem is
often still far too complex. Thus, the time evolution is only solved at discrete times, kAt,
where k E {0, 1,2,... ,N}, At is the sampling interval and N = T/At. If needed, the time
evolution between (n - 1)At and nAt can be obtained by interpolation.
Alternatively, linear problems can be transformed into the frequency domain. Instead of
solving (A.13) for all frequencies, it is only solved for some discrete frequencies, nAw, where
n E {0, 1,2,... ,N} where Aw = 2ir/NAt.
V1 (w) = d(w). (A.13)
Because both frequency and time are discrete parameters, a discrete Fourier transformation




p(kAt) = (nAw)e 2 .ikn/N (A.14)
n=o0
In practice, the use of the DFT will result in aliasing in the time-domain due to the period-
icity in time and frequency implied by the DFT (Aki and Larner, 1970). This effect can be
removed by giving a small imaginary part, wi = r/NAt, to the frequency, chosen such that
disturbances which do not belong to the time window of interest are attenuated enough for
their contribution to be negligible. The effect of the imaginary part of the frequency can be
removed from the time window of interest by scaling with ewIkat. Equivalently, the DFT
can be written as
ewIkA t N-1
p(kt) = N (n )e2ikn/ N (A.15)
n=o
A.4 Discretization of Equations
In order to solve a particular scattering problem, we have to solve for the unknown weighting
coefficients an (Hafner, 1990; Hafner and Bomholt, 1993). We aim at setting up a linear
system of equations
[Aij][aj] [bi] where 1 <i<M and 1 <jN<M (A.16)
which minimizes the error e defined in the discretizations (A.9) to (A.11) in some way. This
system (A.16) can then be solved by known methods of linear algebra.
Both the primary and secondary fields are involved either directly or indirectly in the field
equations and the boundary conditions. The unknown coefficients an have to be chosen in
such a way that the error function E is sufficiently small. Of course, we would like to minimize
the error function E in some sense. We need a mathematical measure which allows us to
define the minimum. For a scattering problem which contains primary and secondary fields,
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there are different choices possible. One could try to minimize e. Choosing a functional .FE
to obtain a secondary field, we could also minimize Te or even the combination ae + .Fe
where a and / are arbitrary constants.
A.4.1 Error Minimization Method
In the error minimization method, a functional E of the error e shall be minimized:
Ee = min . (A.17)
Commonly, the chosen functional & is square norm of the error function e within the function
space spanned by the p,:
£e = w4e*e ds = min, (A.18)
where the superscript * implies the complex conjugate. The factor w, is a positive real
weighting function. For the semianalytical approach (A.9) we obtain:
E = w an£Pn - h an£Pn - h ds = min (A.19)
which expands into
i a! we (pi)* (p) ds-a 1 -
ai w (Cpi)* h ds -
r w,h* (£pj) ds aj = min (A.20)
where constant terms have been neglected because they do not affect the minimization.
Differentiating (A.20) with respect to the unknown weighting coefficients a* yields a set of
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linear equations
mWe (pi)* (l pj) ds .aj = due h.
In matrix notation, this reduces to
[Aij][aj] = [bi] where 1 <i<N and 1<j<5N.
In fact, the error minimization method corresponds to the traditional least-squares method.
A.4.2 Projection Method
In the projection method, the error function e is orthogonalized relative to a function space
spanned by testing functions ti defined on the boundary. We define the inner product (f, g)
to be
(A.23)
ar wtf *g ds,
Ja
where wt is a positive real weighting function. By orthogonality, we obtain the condition
(C,ti )= O for 1<i<N. (A.24)
Applying (A.24) onto (A.9) yields a set of linear equations:
S wi ' (pd i
E 19r Wtt,! t iCpj) ds - aj =.r t ds.
(A.25)
In matrix notation, this reduces to
[Aij][aj] = [bi] where 1<i<M and 1<j<N.
Usually as many testing functions ti as unknowns aj are used (M = N). For M > N, the





cannot be solved without admitting a residual error in (A.24) which should be minimized
by the solution.
Commonly, one chooses some functional 1pi of expansion functions pi as testing functions
ti. In particular, Galerkin's method (Galerkin, 1915; Fletcher, 1984) chooses ti = Ipi = pi.
The choice of ti = £pi yields formally the same result as the error minimization method.
Another possibility is to use the secondary fields as testing functions ti = .Fpi. Especially
for large M, N numerical evaluation of all these inner products is very costly. To reduce
computational effort, one also chooses piecewise constant functions (boxcars) or even the
Dirac delta functions Ji as testing functions ti.
A.4.3 Point Matching Methods
In the point matching method, the error function e is set to zero in single points si along
the boundary or.
(si)= 0 for 1<i<N and siErP (A.27)
Formally, this can be achieved by using the Dirac delta functions bi = 6(si) as test functions
ti in (A.25):
Z wp6' (LCpj) ds aj =Z wpbh (A.28)
where wp is a positive real weighting function. Evaluating the integrals, the expression
reduces to
WPIZP3 I a=j wphl, (A.29)
or in matrix notation
[Aij][aj] = [bi] where 1 <i < M and 1 <j < N. (A.30)
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The simple case where M = N is also called collocation. The general case M > N leads to
an overdetermined system of equations. A solution can only be found when a residual error
Ei = E(si) at the matching point sj is allowed. The desired solution minimizes the residual
errors ei in the least-squares sense
e ei = min (A.31)
which means to solve the normal equations
i j k i kZJZa= W (Lpk)*Lpj =i Ii w Lpk)h si (A.32)
or in matrix notation
[Aki]* [Akj[a] = [Aki]*[bi] (A.33)
instead of the system (A.30). Experience shows that the solution of the collocation method
depends much more on the actual position of the matching points than in the generalized
case. Although the error is exactly zero in the matching points, it can oscillate wildly
between them. Allowing a residual error in the matching point leads to a much flatter and
smoother error function e.
A.4.4 Comparison of the Methods
Some equivalences between the methods have already been described:
1. The error minimization method (A.21) is equivalent to a projection method with the
testing functions ti = £pi.
2. The point matching method is equivalent to a projection method with Dirac delta
functions as testing functions.
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3. The error method and Galerkin's method become equivalent if the pi are eigenfunc-
tions of £ and thus pi oc £pi.
Both integrals (A.21) and (A.25) are normally evaluated numerically which allows us to
reformulate them as Riemann sums (Schwarz, 1989):
K
owf *g ds wf*g Ask. (A.34)
r k=1
Thus, the integration in the error method (A.21) becomes
i k i k
w (Lp,)As a = Z e( -pi)*h 16Ask (A.35)
Similarly, the integration in the projection method reduces to
i j k i k
Sz "wtt' ( c,)A ka = a wttE h Ask. (A.36)
For comparison, we also repeat the resulting expressions (A.29) and (A.32) for the point
matching method. Note that the indices i and k are switched to facilitate comparisons.
j k k
L N- WPCp aj = Ewph (A.291)
i j k i k
Z w(p2 *a3 = Z W, (Lpi)*hl (A.32')
Additional equivalences can be identified if the matching points sk in (A.35) are the same
in (A.36), (A.29'), and (A.32').
4. The generalized point matching method with least-squares solutions (A.32') becomes
equivalent to the error minimization method (A.35) if the weighting function wp is
chosen appropriately
wP = Wesk . (A.37)
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5. The projection method (A.36) can be viewed as a preconditioning of the generalized
point matching method (A.29') with a another matrix [Tik] of size N by M whose
elements tik are the testing functions ti evaluated at position at position sk. Of course,
this is just another way to obtain a square system of linear equations.
[Tik]*[Aij][aj] = [Tik]*[bk]. (A.38)
But (A.33) is more common and yields often 'better' results.
An additional advantage of the generalized point matching technique is that the normal
equations (A.33) or the more general (A.38) never have to be build explicitly. Instead,
(A.30) can be solved directly in the least-squares sense which is numerically superior because
the condition number of [Aij] is much smaller than for [Aij]*[Aij].
A.5 Solving the System of Equations
In the most general case we consider, all three methods are used to obtain equations which
yields an equation system, A -a = h. After rearranging rows and columns, we end up with
an equation system of the following form: The equations arising from the error minimiza-
tion method compose a hermitian, positive definite submatrix H of size NH X NH. Often,
H even has a banded structure. Equations derived by the projection method build a square
submatrix S of size Ns x Ns which is normally just dense without additional symmetry.
Lastly, equations obtained by generalized point matching form a rectangular, dense subma-
trix R of size MR x NR. Additional submatrices A 12 , A 21 (square) and A 13 , A 23 , A 3 1 ,
A 32 (rectangular) couple H, S and R together.
H A 12 A1 3  aH h
A 2 1  S A2 3  " as = (A.39)
A 3 1 A 3 2 R aR r
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The problem at hand is to reduce this combined system to solve for the solution vector a.
Unfortunately, the three different submatrices H, S and R have totally different structures,
mathematical properties, and physical meanings. Figure A-1 depicts the submatrices and
the completely reduced matrix we seek.
The hermitian submatrix H would be solved best by a Cholesky decomposition (Strang,
1988) which yields H = LLt or H = UtU where the superscript t denotes conjugate
transpose and L, U are lower, respectively upper, triangular matrices. The reason to
use Cholesky decomposition is to take advantage of the symmetry of the matrix H. As
mentioned priorly, the evaluation of the matrix elements (A.21) might be costly due to the
integrations. Thus, making use of the symmetry cuts the time to evaluate the integrals
roughly in half. Also, the amount of memory needed to store the matrix is approximately
halfed.
The square submatrix S can be solved exactly by LU decomposition (Strang, 1988) which
yields S = LU where L, U are lower, respectively upper, triangular matrices.
Finally, the rectangular matrix R is reduced directly by Givens rotations (Strang, 1988)
which decompose R into QU where Q is a square, unitary matrix and U is again an upper
triangular matrix. There is no need to build the normal equations implicitly or explicitly.
Chaining all three decomposition one after the other yields:
H A12  A13 H A12 A13UtU
A21  S A23  -4 0 ' A'23
A31 A3 2  R 0 A' R
H A 12 A1 3  H A 12 A 13LUQU (A.40)
0 S X23 - 0 S A23
O 0 R" 0 0 A
where I, S and A are all of upper triangular form. Explicitly, the decomposition scheme
works as follows:
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1. (a) In a first step, the subsystem (H A12 A13) is reduced by Cholesky decompo-
sition which transforms H into upper triangular form H.
(b) Because H is of triangular form, it is very easy to eliminate the first NH unknowns
from the remaining subsystem A 21  S A23
A 31 A3 2  R
and A 3 1 and leaves A23
\ A32  Ri)
2. (a) In the second step, the subsystem (S' A'23) is reduced by Gaussian elimination
or LU decomposition transforming S' into upper triangular form S.
(b) Again, because S is of triangular form, it is very easy to eliminate the next Ns
unknowns from the remaining subsystem (A' 2 Ri) which eliminates A'32 and
leaves (R"
3. In the last and final step, the remaining subsystem R" is reduced. The subsystem R"
is still a dense and rectangular matrix which is reduced by Givens rotations to yield
a square, upper triangular matrix R.
Interestingly, all these decompositions can be performed in a row by row manner by rear-
ranging the loops. Thus, the complete system is never needed. We start with an empty
upper triangular matrix A of size (NH + NS + NR) x (NH + NS + NR). Whenever a new
equation or row is available, it is decomposed or equivalently, unknowns are eliminated until
it can be stored in the first available empty row of the triangular matrix. The decomposition
and updating scheme is completely analogous to the updating QU and Cholesky decompo-
sitions (Dongarra et al., 1979, Chapter 10) with the addition that all three decomposition
schemes are used consecutively.
Because the combined decomposition scheme is completely row oriented, it is very easy
to parallelize by assigning each node a trapezoidal part of the triangular matrix A. The
first node receives the new equations, updates and decomposes its share, and passes the
remaining equation to the next processor. A schematic of this pipeline is shown in Figure A-
2.
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Finally, the solution vector a is retrieved by backsubstitution.
H A12 A1 3  aH h
0 3 as i (A.41)
O 0 R aR i
A.6 Discussion
In Chapter 2, we tackled large acoustic scatterers embedded in a homogeneous, acoustic
media. By large we meant that the scatterers were of the same size as the characteristic
wavelength of the incident wavefield. Assuming that the scatterers were homogeneous, we
used the semianalytical scheme because we knew the Greens functions and its higher order
modes analytically. It was advantageous to choose a non-orthogonal set of basis functions
which basically forced us to choose the generalized point matching scheme to enforce the
boundary conditions along the scatterers. Thus, we ended up with a dense rectangular
subsystem R. The overall method is called the multiple multipole method MMP (Hafner
and Ballisti, 1983; Hafner, 1990; Ludwig, 1989).
In Chapter 4, we replaced the homogeneous scatterers by heterogeneous ones. Thus, neither
the Greens function nor any other solution to the wave equation were known a priori. We
had to construct the wavefields in the scatterers by the finite element method which we
classified earlier as seminumerical or purely numerical depending on the kind of expansion
or interpolation functions chosen. To obtain equations, we used the projection method,
which yielded a hermitian subsystem H. Because the scatterers were embedded in a ho-
mogeneous fullspace, we used again MMP expansions to describe the scattered wavefields
in the fullspace. Therefore, we had to solve a hybrid system built by H (FEM), R (MMP)
and the necessary coupling matrices.
In Appendix C, we sought the wavefields scattered from cavities or rigid bodies smaller than
the characteristic wavelength but too large for the Rayleigh approximation (Rayleigh, 1871).
We derived a semianalytical scheme which we combined with the projection method. For
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one scatterer only, we would have ended up with a hermitian subsystem H. Unfortunately,
multiple scatterers the system degenerated to a generic square matrix S.
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Matrix Decomposition
Figure A-1: Reduction of the generic matrix system. The reduced matrix system consists of
H obtained from a hermitian matrix H by Cholesky decomposition, S obtained from generic
square matrix S by Gaussian elimination, and R obtained from a rectangular matrix R by
Givens rotations.
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H A12  A13
A2 1 S A23
A3 1 A3 2 R
A12 A 13
I I i I
A 12  A1 3
g L 7 2 3
A23












Figure A-2: Schematic of the matrix decomposition pipeline. To the left, the initially empty
triangular system is updated by a new row on a single processor. To the right, the triangular
system is distributed over 4 nodes. The updating process resembles a pipeline where each
processor receives a row, updates its trapezoidal share and passes the remaining row to the
next processor. Note that 3 different updating schemes are used together: Cholesky, LU
and Givens rotations.
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Appendix B
Asymptotic Elastic Free Surface
B.1 Introduction
More realistic models of the earth should include the effect of the free surface which induces
additional wave-phases interacting with scatterers. An analytical analysis of the free surface
yields the following phases (Lapwood, 1949; Ewing et al., 1957). For a source emanating
P-waves, we have:
1. P, a P-wave propagating directly from the source to the receiver.
2. PP, a P-wave reflected as a P at the surface.
3. PS, a P-wave converted into a S-wave at the surface.
4. pSp, the surface S-wave which started and ended as a P but propagated along the
surface as a S-wave. It does not satisfy a stationary-time criterion. It is a surface wave
being confined to the near neighborhood of the free surface. It is not able to propagate
itself and depends on energy supplied by the incident P wave. It is insignificant unless
both source and receiver depths are small.
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5. pS, the secondary S-wave which started as a P but converted into a S-wave at the
interface. Contrarily to the PS-phase, it does not follow a stationary-time path. It is
like the pSp except that the attenuation depends only on the source depth.
6. Rayleigh wave: R, a true surface wave which loses no energy to the interior of the
elastic but proceeds with undiminished amplitude along the free surface.
Similarly, for a source generating S waves, we obtain:
7. S, the S-wave travelling directly from the source to the receiver.
8. SS, a S-wave reflected at the surface as a S-wave
9. SP, a S wave converted into a P-wave at the surface
10. sPs which started and ended as a S-wave, but travelled most of it's way as a P-wave
along the surface. It is not a true surface wave but resembles a body wave being
reflected twice at the surface. The path is a minimum time path where the wave
propagated to and from the surface as a S wave, but as a P wave along the surface.
11. sP, the secondary P-wave which started as a S-wave but converted into a P-wave at
the interface. Contrarily to the SP-phase, it does not follow a stationary-time path.
12. Rayleigh wave: Q. Similar to R, but generated by the incident S wave.
A schematic definition of these waves is presented in Figure B-1. Of these waves, P, PP,
PS, S, SS, and SP arise in the case of planar waves. The others are diffraction effects due
to the curvature of the wave-fronts impinging on the free surface. In the special case of a
receiver close to the surface, P, PP and PS combine, pS and pSp combine, S, sPs and SP
combine, and S, SS, sP combine.
Different techniques and methods exist to obtain the exact solution to the free surface prob-
lem. Some popular methods are discrete wave number integration DWI (Bouchon and Aki,
1977), the Cagniard-De Hoop method (de Hoop, 1960) or direct evaluation of the complex
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contour integral, e.g., by the Sommerfeld path (Chew, 1990; Kong, 1990). Unfortunately,
with the exception of DWI these methods are not easily performed numerically. Foreseeing
that we will have to evaluate the wavefields for many sources (e.g. scatterers) and many
receivers (e.g. boundary conditions along the interfaces of the scatterers), even the DWI
is computationally too costly. Thus, we need a different method to account for the free
surface. Instead of using the exact but costly solution, we sacrifice accuracy and derive
approximative solutions which are numerically more efficient to evaluate. The main differ-
ence between the approximation and the exact solution will be the absence of some of the
forementioned wave phases 1 - 12.
B.2 Theory
The most prominent features induced by the free surface are the Rayleigh waves R and Q
and the primary reflections PP, PS, SP, and SS. Thus, we will concentrate on these phases
and neglect the other ones. Describing P-waves as a function of a scalar potential k where
the displacement u = V, we synthesize an arbitrary P-wave propagating toward the free
surface by superposing all possible plane waves:
1 T*00 eipz+ih-z|
=- w(k,p) dp, (B.1)
where h and z denote the depths of source and receiver, respectively. Also, x is the horizontal
distance between source and receiver. For a given wave number k = w/a, p and 7 =
Vk p 2 are the tangential and perpendicular component of the wave number with respect
to the free surface. To satisfy the radiation condition, we choose the root such that 2 m y < 0
for z < 0. Finally, w(k, p) is a weighting function which varies continuously and slowly with
the argument p.
To satisfy the boundary conditions at the free surface, we need a P- as well as a S-wave
propagating downwards. Describing the S-wave by a vector potential 0 = Sr, we can again
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synthesize the fields by superposition:
1 + eip +i(h+z)y
pp -I w(k,p) PP(p) dp,
1 f eip+ihy+iz6




where 3 = V12 - p 2 and I = w/P. Again we require that Sm 3 < 0 for z < 0. The coefficients
PP(p) and PS(p) are the reflection coefficients necessary to satisfy the boundary conditions
along the free surface:
PP(p)
PS(p)
4p 2-y - [12 - 2p2] 2
4p 27 + [12 - 2p2] 2
4pm [12 - 2p2]
4p 2 ,,y + [12 - 2p2]2
where R(p) = 4p 2-y + [12 - 2p2] 2 defines the Rayleigh
function R(p) vanishes. The resulting singularity gives




4p7 [12 - 2p2]
(B.4)
(B.5)
function. At p = p, the Rayleigh
rise to an additional propagatory
Similarly, we also synthesize the scalar potential of an arbitrary S-wave propagating toward
the free surface by superposing all possible plane waves.
1 f+oo eip+ih-zlS
= w(l,p) dphr dp (B.6)
Again, to satisfy the boundary conditions at the free surface, we need a P- as well as a
S-wave propagating downwards. Both fields are synthesized by superposition.
1 08 eix+ihS+izy
sp = - w(/,p) SP(p) dp




The coefficients SP(p) and SS(p) are the reflection coefficients necessary to satisfy the bound-
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ary conditions along the free surface.
4p6 [12 - 2p2] 4p [12 - 2p2] (B.9)
4p2,y + [12 - 2p2]2  R(p)
4p2s- [  _ - 2p2 2 2p2SS(p) [12 -1+ (B.10)4p26 + [12 - 2p2]2  R(p)
Instead of solving (B.2), (B.3) (B.7) and (B.8) exactly, we evaluate all integrals by the
steepest decent approximation and add the contribution of the Rayleigh pole (Lapwood,





+ w(k,p) PP(p) ~ r7 dp
r 7
-
2 1 w(k, p) PP(ppp)eipppx+i(h+z)pp-i
ip +i(h+z),y (B.11)
+ 2ri Res w(k,p)PP(p) ip+hz)
2 w(k, p) PP(ppp)eipppa+i(h+z)pp-i
+ w(kp) 2iprr eip.X+i(h+z),+ (k , - (12 - 2p2)
where r = V 2 + (h + z) 2 and ppp denotes the saddle point of (B.2) located at ppp = kx/r.
Similarly, the P to S conversion (B.3) yields
2 1
0, 2 w(kp) PS(P2 1ppZ+ih-p,+izp.-iP 7 krp + lr,C, w(k,p) PS(pp,)eP4(hB.12
(B.12)
- (k,p) sgn (x) - 2p2 eipx+ihy,+iz,,
rw(r - (1 - 2p())
where pp, = kxp/rp, rp = X r 2 = + 2,s =x-xp,4 = and0 < < x
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is given by
(a2  ) 2)x4 - -3 2)X + [a2 (x + h2) - 2(X + z2 )] -
2xat2 h 2 p + x22 a 2 h 2 = 0
which is numerically solved using a Newton-Raphson algorithm (Press et al., 1988).
For the S to P conversion (B.7), we obtain
2 1sp lRr w(l,p) SP(pp)eippx + iha p + iz Yp - i
-
xl R, + k Rp
12 - 2p 2  eip,.+ih6,+iz7,
+ w(, p) sgn (x) i 12 2  ip+ih6iz
,yrr - (12 - 2p2)
where Pp = IXs/R,, R, = VX + h2 , R = X + 2 , Xp = - X,, p
0 < X, < x is given by
(a 2 -_ 2 )X4 - 2x( 2Ce - 32 )X + [I 2(x2 + 2 ) - p(2 ( 2 + h2 )] X +
2x 2 h2 X - x 2/ 2h 2 = 0
which is again solved numerically using a Newton-Raphson algorithm.
Finally, the S to S reflection (B.8) yields
rs ~ 2 w(l,p) SS(pss)eiP,.x+i(h+z)6 a,-iM
V 7Ir






where r = X2 + (h + z) 2 and p,, denotes the saddle point of (B.8) located at ps, = lx/r.




identity (Watson, 1944; Chew, 1990)
1 I"  eip2+i z - hl |y
Ho(kr) = -I dp (B.17)7r -o 7
where r 2 = x2 + (z - h) 2. By using the raising or lowering operators R'(k) and £(k) (Chew,
1990) as weighting functions w(k,p), we obtain the solution to sources of different angular
order HInl(kr)eine. More specifically, the operators 7R(k) and C(k) raise, respectively lower,
the angular order of a solution by one:
H,(kr)einO = 1n(k)Ho(kr) n > 0, (B.18)
Hlnl(kr)e in = ll(k)Ho(kr) n < 0. (B.19)
A little calculation involving the recurrence relations of Bessel functions (Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1964) and equation (B.17) shows that the following expressions define the operators.
1 [ i ip -7 (.R(k) = a+ = - - (B.20)
1 ip +7 (B.21)
=(k) = - - - (B.21)
To simplify the notation, we introduce an alternative raising and lowering operator.
I " (k) for n>0
gn (k) = for n = 0 (B.22)
I£1"l(k) for n < 0
Thus, replacing w(k,p) by 9~n(k) in equations (B.11) and (B.12) allows us to estimate the
effect of the free surface on a compressional cylindrical solution of arbitrary angular order n.
Similarly, replacing w(l,p) by %9"(l) in equations (B.14) and (B.16) yields the contributions
of the free surface to the rotational solution of order n.
For a compressional source of order n located at xd = (0, h), we obtain the following
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expression for the displacement by combining (B.1), (B.11), and (B.12).
u o(x,xd) =V(Hin(kr)ein) +
V( \~n"(k) PP(ppp)eippPx + i(h+z)7pp-i) +
(n (k) 2ipr r eiP, x+i(h+z)7.
r () j -_ (12 - 2p) (B.23)
V X 2 l n(kr) PS(pps)eippx+ihyp, +iz6p-i)S-
x krp +rs
vx ( (k) sgn (x) ieiprx+ihy,+izb,Tr6r -( r -2p )
For a rotational source of order n located at Xd = (0, h), we obtain the following expression
for the displacement by combining (B.1), (B.16), and (B.14).
Un(X, Xd) =V x (Hlnl(lr)einok +
Vx( 2 "(l) SS(pss )eipazX+i(h+z)6,asi )r +
V ( 2ipr7Yr eip,.+i(h+z),r
x T (l).i.- (12 - 2p2)+ (B.24)
2 1 9n(1) SP(psp)eipapz+ihp+izyp-i )1R , + k1V R+
V (n(1) sgn (x) i 12 r eiP2+ih,+izy,
B.3 Numerical Tests
As an application of the new found expressions (B.23) and (B.24), we compare our ap-
proximate results to the exact ones as calculated by the discrete wave number integration
method (DWI) (Bouchon and Aki, 1977). Contrary to our approximations, the DWI solves
the integrations (B.2),(B.3),(B.7), and (B.8) numerically by summation over many discrete
wave numbers p.
The model geometry is depicted in Figure B-2. A line source of either compressional or
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rotational type is located 10 m below the free surface. The source is modulated by a Ricker
wavelet of 50 Hz. At a horizontal distance of 200 m, we place a vertical array of geophones
measuring the x- and z-components of the displacement. The first geophone is 1 m below
the surface. Altogether, we will use 64 geophones with a vertical spacing of 5 m. The P-wave
velocity is 2000 m/s, the S-wave velocity 1154.7 m/s, and the Rayleigh velocity 1061.6 m/s.
The respective results for compressional or rotational sources, and x- or z-components of
the displacement are presented in Figures B-3 to B-6. Clearly, the phases match fairly well.
Also, the amplitudes far from the free surface agree very well. Close to the free surface, the
amplitudes differ at most by 30%. The approximate expressions predict a smaller amplitude
than the DWI. This io to be expected mince in the near-field wave numbers other than
the saddle point contribute to the wavefields in a constructive manner. Furthermore, the
approximations (B.24) and (B.24) do not even contain all wave modes defined in Figure B-l:
the pSp, pS, sPs, and sP modes are neglected. This can be seen very clearly in Figure B-5
where we miss a part of the first break corresponding to a sPs phase. Other examples of
missing waves can be seen on the seismograms shown in Figures B-9, B-10 and B-11, B-
12. In the former ones, the exact solution calculated by DWI contains an additional phase
emerging from the Rayleigh wave and blending with the PS wave. A numerical experiment
identifies this phase as a S-phase, thus it has to be the pS phase. In Figures B-11, B-12
the DWI solution contains an additional event with a linear traveltime. Another numerical
experiment identifies this phase as sPs.
B.4 Discussion
Even without solving the exact free surface problem by a complex contour integration,
the discrete wave number technique or the Cagniard-De Hoop method, we obtain fairly
reasonable results for wavefields in the presence of a free surface at a much lower numerical
cost. Although expressions (B.23) and (B.24) appear to be rather complicated, they can
be evaluated very easily and fast. The drawback is that we miss some wave phases, namely
pSp, pS, sP, and sPs.
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Figure B-1: A summary of elastic waves which propagate due to the interaction of an
incident wave and the free surface. PP, PS, SP and SS arise in the case of reflection
of plane waves. All others are diffraction effects due to the curvature of the wavefronts







Figure B-2: A line source of either compressional or rotational type is located 10 m below
the free surface. At a horizontal distance of 200 m, we place a vertical array of geophones
measuring the x- and z-components of the displacement. The first geophone is 1 m below
the surface. Altogether, 64 geophones with a vertical spacing of 5 m are used.
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Figure B-3: A comparison of the discrete wave number integration method (dotted) and
approximation (B.23) plotted as a solid line. Shown is the x-component of the displacement
due to a compressional source. The source is modulated by a Ricker wavelet of 50 Hz. The
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Figure B-4: A comparison of the discrete wave number integration method (dotted) and
approximation (B.23) plotted as a solid line. Shown is the z-component of the displacement
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Figure B-5: A comparison of the discrete wave number integration method (dotted) and
approximation (B.24) plotted as a solid line. Shown is the x-component of the displacement
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Figure B-6: A comparison of the discrete wave number integration method (dotted) and
approximation (B.24) plotted as a solid line. Shown is the z-component of the displacement
due to a rotational source.
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Figure B-8: Approximation (B.23): compressional source, x-component of the displacement
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Figure B-12: Approximation (B.24): rotational source, x-component of the displacement
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Figure B-13: DWI: rotational source, z-component of the displacement.
the sPs phase.















Figure B-14: Approximation (B.24): rotational source,
The sPs phase is missing in the approximation.






In this section, we want to derive a numerical scattering formulation for strong scatterers
which are smaller than a characteristic wavelength A. We assume that ka < 1 but not
by much. These scatterers are too small to justify an exact treatment, e.g. by the multi-
ple multipole method (Chapter 3). On the other hand, the assumption that the incident
wavefield is constant in and around the scatterer is not valid which excludes the use of the
Rayleigh approach (Rayleigh, 1871).
We will describe the scatterered wavefield uS induced by a scatterer located at the origin
as follows:
+N
u(x) = anV (Hnl(kr)ein )+ bnV x (Hnjl(lr)ein6) (C.1)
n=-N
+N
= an ~(x) + bnu' (x) (C.2)
n=-N
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where k = w/a and I = w/3 are the wave numbers of the P-, respectively the S-wave at
frequency w. The parameters a and 3 are the velocities of the P- and S-waves. N is a
small number, typically in the range 1 < N < 5. Finally, r and 0 are distance and direction
between the scatterer and the receiver. The first term in (C.1) is derived from a scalar
potential 4 and yields the P-waves. The second term is due to a vector potential T9 and
yields the S-waves. To simplify the notation, we renumber (C.1) in a manner which does
not distinguish between the two potentials o and I.
N
u'(x) = anun(x) (C.3a)
n=1
Similarly, we also expand the stress tensor or due to the scattered wavefield as
N
a'(x) = Eann(x) (C.3b)
n=1
where an(x) is the stress due to Un(x) evaluated at location x.
For simplicity, we take the scatterer to be either a rigid body or a cavity. In both cases, this
yields very simple boundary conditions which have to be satisfied at every point along the
boundary of the scatterer. For an incident wave u in c and the corresponding stress tensor
ainc, we have:
uine +u = inc + a n u  = 0 for a rigid scatterer, (C.4a)
"inc. - + Ors = inc . ii+ anon - = 0 for a cavity. (C.4b)
The unit vector fi denotes the normal pointing into the scatterer.
To obtain equations which determine the unknowns an, we apply the projection method as
presented in section A.4.2. The fields are projected onto testing functions by integrating
along the boundary or. For the case of a rigid body scatterer, we use the displacement
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functions ui as testing functions. Using t to denote the conjugate transpose, we obtain:
S aj ui (x,) -u(x,) ds + u (x.) -uinc(x,) ds = 0. (C.5a)
For the case of a cavity, we use the traction ai. fi as testing functions. Projecting the
tractions aj -fi onto the testing functions yields:
Zajj r fit(x,) .4(x 8 ) , aj(x,), fi(x,) ds +
o it(x,) .- (x,) ainc(x,) - fi(x,) ds = 0. (C.5b)
Jr
In either case, choosing each function ui or oifi as testing function yields a set of N equations
for the N unknowns aj.
If there is more than one scatterer, we have an expansion (C.3a) or (C.3b) for each scatterer.
For D scatterer located at xd we have
DN
u'(x) = E adnud(x, Id) (C.6a)
d=1 n=1
for the rigid body case. For cavities, we obtain by analogy
DN
17(x) = E adn dn (x, Xd) . (C.6b)
d=1 n=1
For each rigid scatterer k E {1,... , D}, we obtain a set of N equations by projecting onto
the expansions functions uki or 'ki.
Sj j ui(x Sk ,xk) Ukj(X( , Xk) dSk +
d$k a
ad k uki(Sk xk) Ud(XskXd) d8k +
Suti(xsxk) uinc(xk) dsk = 0 (C.7a)Faki
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Analogous, we obtain the following expression for the case of multiple cavities.
akj fit(x) .0 ci(x 8 ,,xk) "rk (XS,Xk) fi(x,) dsk +
T ad a fit(x"k) ak (xkxk) 'dj (X,,.,Xd) (X,) d.k +
fit(x, !i(x klk) inC(xL) n (x.) dsk = 0 (C.7b)
One could argue, that the projection is not valid because D different inner product are used.
Instead, one should use the same inner product for all projections. The only way to do that
is to integrate along each scatterer for each testing functions. For example, one would then
obtain
ad r u xs ) xSd) ds + U i (Xsp 7 xk) . Uinc(x,) dsp = 0
(C.7a')
where p E {1,... ,D}. The meaning is: choose the ith testing function uki of scatterer k
and integrate along the boundaries p of all scatterers p. In fact, this corresponds to the
error minimization methods described in section A.4.1. It even has the advantage that the
resulting linear system will be hermitian and positive definite.
However, this also means that every expansion function contributes to the scattered field
of every scatterer. But we started out with the assumption that the scattered field due to
each scatterer d can be described by (C.6a). To paraphrase Vekua's theorem (1967), the
scattered field due to scatterer d should be expanded into the scalar potentials HnlJ (krd)einOd
and HInl (lrd)einOd centered in scatterer d. It is not necessary to use every expansion function
to contribute to the scattered field from every scatterer.
The formulation of the scheme (C.7) suggests that the projection method views the scattered
fields udj and aj as part of the field incident on scatterer k 5 d. But having D scatterers
altogether, we can build D systems of this kind and thus obtain just enough equations to
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solve the combined system.
For either type of scatterers, we end up with a linear system of equations of the following
form:
All ... A1D al hi
AD ADD =0. (C.8)
AD1 . ADD/ aD/ hD/
Although the submatrices Aii are hermitian, the off-diagonal submatrices Aij where i 4 j
are generally not related. Therefore, we have a dense, square system which has to be solved
using LU decomposition (Strang, 1988).
A final point to be addressed is how to tackle the integrals in (C.7). For a given shape
and type of the scatters and a given set of expansion functions, these integrals could be
approximated by some expansion such as a power series in wave number k, distance r and
geometrical factors such as the ellipticity e (Bender and Orszag, 1978; Bleinstein and Han-
delsman, 1986). Instead, the integrals are evaluated numerically by an automatic adaptive
integrator (Piessens, 1983). The integrator used is the improved DQXG routine adapted
to handle complex integrands (Favati et al., 1991a,b). Because numerical integration is a
relatively costly process, we want to evaluate the fewest possible number of integrals. Thus,
we prefer the projection method to the least squares scheme which increases the number of
integrations by a factor of D/2. The factor 1/2 stems from the fact that the least squares
scheme yields a hermitian matrix, thus only half the matrix elements have to be computed.
The other ones are then given by the conjugate transpose.
C.2 Numerical Tests
To test the validity of assumption (C.1), we use an elliptical scatterer illuminated by a
P-wave. The geometry used in all numerical experiments is shown in Figure C-1. First, we
establish the convergence of (C.1) for N large using N = 41 and an incident P-wavelength
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of 340 m. Since (C.1) satisfies the wave-equation by construction, we only have to test how
well the boundary conditions are satisfied. Figure C-2 shows the magnitudes the normal and
tangential tractions a-io as a function of angle. As can be seen, the tractions of incident and
scattered fields match perfectly. The boundary conditions are satisfied very well. Therefore,
the approximation (C.1) is valid for N large. The projection scheme yields the exact answer
for N large. But we are not actually interested in the limit as N approaches infinity. In
fact, we want to test what happens if N is really small. Without numerical experiment, we
know that the boundary conditions are not satisfied anymore: the lower the order N, the
worse the misfit on the boundary. Thus, we need a different measure to quantify how good
or bad the ansatz (C.1) performs. On a circle with radius r = 25 m around the center of
the ellipse, we measure the x- and z-components of the displacement for N E {1, 3, 5,... }.
The results are plotted in Figures C-3 and C-4. Also shown are the exact displacements as
obtained from the fully converged solution with N = 41. For N = 5, the error is less than
50%.
The experiments are also performed with incident wavefields of shorter wavelengths, A =
45 m and A = 17 m. The exact solutions and their boundary conditions are shown in
Figures C-5 and C-8. The displacements at a distance r = 25 m are shown in Figures C-6,
C-7 for A = 45 m, and Figures C-9,C-10 for A = 17 m. With increasing frequency, the error
in the displacements begins to decrease. For example, for N = 5, we obtain an error of 30%





Figure C-1: Schematic of the geometry used to test (C.1). An elliptical cavity is illuminated
by a P-wave. The tractions are measured along the ellipse to establish the convergence of
(C.1). Also, the components of the displacement as a function of the order N are measured
on the circle around the cavity. Triangles symbolize geophones. The star denotes the source.
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Figure C-2: Normal and tangential components of the traction for
the induced scattered field evaluated along the elliptical cavity. The
4 m. The wavelength of the incident field is 340 m.
the incident field and
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Figure C-3: The x-component of the displacement at a distance of 25 m from the center of
the elliptical cavity. Shown is the displacement as a function of the order N in equation
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Figure C-4: The z-component of the displacement at a distance of 25 m from the center of
the elliptical cavity. Shown is the displacement as a function of the order N in equation
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Figure C-5: Normal and tangential components of the traction for
the induced scattered field evaluated along the elliptical cavity. The
4 m. The wavelength of the incident field is 45 m.
7 8 9
the incident field and
semi-axes are 7 m and
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Figure C-6: The x-component of the displacement at a distance of 25 m from the center of
the elliptical cavity. Shown is the displacement as a function of the order N in equation
(C.1). The exact solution (N = 41) satisfies the boundary conditions perfectly as shown in
Figure C-5.
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Figure C-7: The z-component of the displacement at a distance of 25 m from the center of
the elliptical cavity. Shown is the displacement as a function of the order N in equation
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Figure C-8: Normal and tangential components of the traction for
the induced scattered field evaluated along the elliptical cavity. The
4 m. The wavelength of the incident field is 17 m.
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the incident field and
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Figure C-9: The x-component of the displacement at a distance of 25 m from the center of
the elliptical cavity. Shown is the displacement as a function of the order N in equation
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Figure C-10: The z-component of the displacement at a distance of 25 m from the center
of the elliptical cavity. Shown is the displacement as a function of the order N in equation






D.1 Displacement, Stress and Strain in Cartesian Coordinates
Displacement as function of the scalar potentials o and 9:
u Ox Oz
uz = - + x
(D.la)
(D.1b)
Strain as function of the scalar potentials D and T:
a2 ( 02
ezz = z2 -+ Xi
xz 2 -2





Stress as function of the scalar potentials - and T:
ax = AV2 + 2L 2  z 2  (D.3a)
z = AV2 4 + 2 z2 + a 2 (D.3b)
z a[2 2  a  -2q/ 2 "p (D.3c)
+x8z +  2 OZ2
The potentials are substituted by Cartesian wave functions:
-= e i (k x + k s z )  (D.4a)
T = ei(2x+ .lzz) (D.4b)
Displacement u due to ei(k"x+kzz)(ux = i () ei(kmx+kzz) (D.5)I (D.5)
Displacement u due to T1 = ei(I.X+lz):(: - z ei(LI +lz) (D.6)
Stress r due to 4 = ei(k.+kaz):
( O z a31 a 32  ei(k.x+kzz) (D.7a)
Ozx z \z a 32 a33/
a 31 = - [Ak 2 + 2k 2 ]  (D.7b)
a32 = -2 1ukkz (D.7c)
a33 = - [Ak 2 + 21Lk 2 ] (D.7d)
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Stress a due to %F = ei(I'.+l'z):( Uxm a*zz
azx O7ZZ / = 21( a41a42
a42 ei(l +l,z)
a43
a 4 1 = lx lz
a42 = [l - 121]
a43 = L~ lz





D.2 Displacement, Stress and Strain in Cylindrical Coordinates
Displacement as function of the scalar potentials 4 and ':
O 1 8I
Ur = - + --Or r Oy









O2 t 1 O(k
Or2 r 2 Tcp
Stress as function of the scalar potentials ( and T:
arr = AV2 .I + 21L
aw = AV2p + 2p
a =2r ra
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+ rr
The potentials are substituted by cylindrical wave functions of order |ml = Inl:
4 = Zm(kr)ein'
I = Zm(r)ei"
where Zm is any of Jm, Ym, H), H2), or a linear combination thereof.






= mZm(kr) - rkZm+l(kr)
= inZm(kr)
Displacement u due to I = Zm(lr)ein":





1 a32 a3 2 ein (D.15a)
r2 (a32 a33
= -Ar 2 k 2Zm(kr) + 2p [(n 2 - m - r 2 k 2 ) Zm(kr) + rkZm+l(kr)] (D.15b)
= 2pin [(m - 1) Zm(kr) - rkZm+l(kr)] (D.15c)



















a4 1 = in [(m - 1) Zm(lr) - rlZm+l(lr)]
a4 2 = 2 m - Zm(lr) - rlZm+l(lr)]
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